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Overview
SUP Survey: Lifejackets – Leashes – Legislation. As part
of the ACA’s role in the paddlesport and boardsport
communities, we undertook an effort to educate both
the public and the various entities at the local, state
and federal levels that have the potential to regulate
Stand Up Paddleboarding (SUP). The ACA conducted an
online survey to ascertain the various mindsets
pertaining to certain key aspects of stand up
paddleboarding. The focus of this survey was to begin
to gather information from all SUP user groups in order to increase the comprehension of the
complex issues and opinions pertaining to lifejacket wear, leash wear, and various forms of
legislation and regulations that surround the great sport of SUP.

ACA Mission Statement
Founded in 1880, The American Canoe Association (ACA) is a national nonprofit organization
serving the broader paddling public by providing education related to all aspects of paddling;
stewardship support to help protect paddling environments; and sanctioning of programs and
events to promote paddlesport competition and recreation.
The ACA believes it is our role to:
• Provide the general public with FUN paddlesport opportunities
• Make paddling education and instruction accessible
• Improve access to all paddling venues
• Expand paddlesport to people of all abilities and to the underserved
• Influence stewardship issues and public policy that effect paddlers and the paddling
experience
• Promote paddlesports competition at the local, regional and national levels
• Create strategic alliances with clubs and other organizations that represent the outdoor
experience in order to expand awareness and knowledge of paddlesport
• Communicate the benefits of canoeing, kayaking, rafting and stand up paddleboarding
as healthy lifetime recreation activities
The heart of the ACA is the people who paddle, cherish and protect the rivers, lakes, streams,
bays and oceans of the United States and beyond.
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General Survey Information
•
•

•

•
•

Online Survey
o www.sup-aca.org
Timeframe
o Started – August 1, 2012
o Ended – October 5, 2012
Questions
o Total number of questions: 14
 Multiple choice questions: 9
 Questions requiring a written response: 5
Number of individual participants
o 584 people completed all, or part of the survey
Number of responses to the five (5) questions requiring a written reply
o 1,419 written responses received

The online survey was conducted so that an individual could only participate a single time.
Survey participants could skip any question if they so chose and still have the remainder of their
answers recorded. Of the nine (9) multiple choice questions, six (6) questions only allowed for
the selection of a single answer. Three (3) of the multiple choice questions allowed for the
selection of more than one answer. For example the question: What venue(s) do you paddle a
SUP on? allowed a participant to choose more than one answer. The final three questions of
the survey allowed for participants to provide their opinion and write openly on the three
primary topics of this survey, lifejackets, leashes and legislation and how they perceive them to
pertain to SUP.

SUP Survey Questions & Responses
The following charts represent the responses to the nine (9) multiple choice survey questions.
For each of the five (5) survey questions requiring a written response, a variety of responses
representing the full range of opinions are provided in the main portion of the report.
Complete submission data for those five (5) questions requiring a written response can be
found in Appendices I and II at the end of this report.
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1. How often do you paddle a SUP?
Please include all types of boards, and in all venues.
(Please select only one answer)

How often do you paddle a SUP?
584 responses received
203
96

72

104

84

25
Never

I've only
tried it a
few times

Once a
week

Twice a
week

More than
10 times a
month

Daily

2. What venue(s) do you paddle a SUP on?
(You may select more than one answer)

What venue(s) do you paddle a SUP on?
565 responses received (4.1 per response)
440
292

330
241

297

254

228
121
41
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3. Do you wear a lifejacket while on a SUP?
This question pertains to wearing it, not attaching it to your board.
(Please select only one answer)

Do you wear a lifejacket while on a SUP?
562 responses received
198
142
108
64

Always

Always, except
when surfing
in the ocean

50

Most of the
Time

Sometimes

Never

4. Minimal or No Lifejacket Wear?
If you sometimes do not wear a PFD, or never wear one while on a SUP, please describe why?
(339 written responses submitted)
A sample of the variety of written responses is provided here:
• Because I choose not to. They are cumbersome, uncomfortable, and I simply don’t like
wearing them.
• Always on flatwater, never in surf
• Because I wear a leash
• A PFD vest impedes the mechanics of paddling for racing, training, and surfing.
• I always wear a PFD in SUP and any other paddlesport and am appalled that others do
not
• I am a strong swimmer comfortable in the water, I wear a leash instead. I consider the
board my PFD, I am generally within a reasonable swim of the shore. I maintain an eye
on the weather and where the wind could come from or sweep me off to. If I was to be
far enough from shore for a swim to be difficult or challenging, or if in colder waters
without a wetsuit, or if the wind and weather might be able to change to an adverse
scenario, then I would consider wearing a PFD, or carrying one on the board.

Complete submission data for this question can be found in Appendix I.
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5. If you do wear a lifejacket while on your SUP, what type do you wear?
(You may select more than one answer)

If you do wear a lifejacket while on your SUP,
what type do you wear?
556 responses received (1.2 per response)
199

169

162

57
9
Inflatable
beltpack

28

17

Over the Inherently Inherently I wear
Other
shoulder buoyant buoyant one, but lifejacket
inflatable type III type V PFD I'm not
type
PFD
sure what
type it is

I never
wear a
lifejacket

6. Do you wear a leash while on a SUP?
(Please select only one answer)

Do you wear a leash while on a SUP?
554 responses received
191

185

116
62

Always

Sometimes
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7. If you do wear a leash while on your SUP, what type do you wear?
(You may select more than one answer)

If you do wear a leash while on your SUP,
what type do you wear?
549 responses received (1.5 per response)
289

272

78

Surf style
(straight)
leash

Coiled leash

Adjustable
hybrid leash

123
37
A leash with a
quick release
mechanism
(besides the
velcro)

Other styles

8. Minimal or No Leash Wear?
If you sometimes do not wear a leash, or never wear one while on a SUP, please describe why?
(339 written responses submitted)
A sample of the variety of written responses is provided here:
• Always wear a leash
• A leash did not come with my board, so I didn't buy one. Plus I don't think it's too
necessary for me since I only paddle on mostly flat water and can swim to land
• Based on the venue I usually paddle, a leash isn't critical. It is very easy to retrieve your
board when you fall off.
• Only wear a leash while SUP surfing
• I do not wear a leash in easy or difficult whitewater
• Depends on the conditions, I mostly only wear one when I paddle surf or if racing and
they require one
• Don't feel the need in calm or flat water
Complete submission data for this question can be found in Appendix I.
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9. Part I – Code of Federal Regulation (CFR) pertaining to PFD Wear Exemptions:
Currently, SUPs are considered a vessel when operated outside of a designated swim area or a surf zone.
On federal waters outside of those two areas, SUPs must meet the U.S. Coast Guard carriage
requirements for a vessel. A brief overview is that there must be one lifejacket on board and readily
accessible for each adult, noting that if you use an inflatable, it must be worn to meet the requirement.
You must carry an appropriate sound producing device (usually a whistle) and in low light conditions you
must have an appropriate light.
The following question pertains to potential changes to Subpart B – Personal Flotation Devices of Title
33. Part 175, Subpart B, 175.17 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).
How do you feel about the following statement as it pertains to SUPs for adults in all venues except the
surf zone:
•

Lifejackets should continue to be part of the required equipment to meet the USCG carriage
requirements

Lifejackets should continue to be part of the
required equipment to meet USCG carriage
requirements
542 responses received
218

245

52
27
Agree

Disagree
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10. Part II – Code of Federal Regulation pertaining to PFD Wear Exemptions:
Currently, SUPs are considered a vessel when operated outside of a designated swim area or a surf zone.
On federal waters outside of those two areas, SUPs must meet the U.S. Coast Guard carriage
requirements for a vessel. A brief overview is that there must be one lifejacket on board and readily
accessible for each adult, noting that if you use an inflatable, it must be worn to meet the requirement.
You must carry an appropriate sound producing device (usually a whistle) and in low light conditions you
must have an appropriate light.
The following question pertains to potential changes to Subpart B – Personal Flotation Devices of Title
33. Part 175, Subpart B, 175.17 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).
How do you feel about the following statement as it pertains to SUPs for adults in all venues except the
surf zone:
•

Lifejackets should be optional while on a SUP, provided the individual is wearing a proper leash

Lifejackets should be optional while on a
SUP, provided the individual is wearing a
proper leash
540 responses received
267
193

49
31
Agree

Disagree
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11. Part III – Code of Federal Regulation pertaining to PFD Wear Exemptions:
Currently, SUPs are considered a vessel when operated outside of a designated swim area or a surf zone.
On federal waters outside of those two areas, SUPs must meet the U.S. Coast Guard carriage
requirements for a vessel. A brief overview is that there must be one lifejacket on board and readily
accessible for each adult, noting that if you use an inflatable, it must be worn to meet the requirement.
You must carry an appropriate sound producing device (usually a whistle) and in low light conditions you
must have an appropriate light.
The following question pertains to potential changes to Subpart B – Personal Flotation Devices of Title
33. Part 175, Subpart B, 175.17 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).
How do you feel about the following statement as it pertains to SUPs for adults:
•

SUPs should be exempted (like sailboards) from all PFD carriage requirements, regardless of
leash wear

SUPs should be exempted (like sailboards)
from all PFD carriage requirements,
regardless of leash wear
535 responses received
229

206

66
34
Agree

Disagree
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12. Additional Feedback – Lifejackets (PFDs)
Please provide any additional feedback on the topic of lifejacket wear while on a SUP.
(261 written responses submitted)
A sample of the variety of written responses is provided here:
• Common sense and individual rights!
• As CEO of an outfitter business, I believe in life jackets for safety and am not a fan of
waistpacks
• Depends on waterway and experience of individual
• Given the popularity of the sport, and the attention of technology that SUP is receiving;
with a reasonable amount of time (> than 1yr from now) there should be no exceptions
to standards associated with lifejacket use and carriage. I see this issue as an
engineering control vs. a policy mandate.
• Go home to your family. Wear the … PFD.
• I believe I already stated earlier in the survey how strongly I feel against being required
to wear a PFD or leash. I would sell my SUP board that I love, stop racing, stop paddling,
and stop teaching/spreading the love for SUP if we have to wear a PFD or leash. Do
whatever you feel is right, just know you're hurting the SUP community not helping us
by restricting us.
Complete submission data for this question can be found in Appendix II.

13. Additional Feedback – Leashes
Please provide any additional feedback for the topic of leash wear while on a SUP.
(252 written responses submitted)
A sample of the variety of written responses is provided here:
• A leash is a safety device for yourself and to prevent harm to others. On flat water it
should not be required.
• Always wear a leash
• Any river leash system should have a quick release mechanism included.
• Depends on circumstances and should be up to the individual.
• I do not think this should be an all out requirement due to different sport considerations
of safety and SUP board usage.
• I don't think a leash provides the same level of protection from drowning that a PFD
does.
• I feel a leash should be worn at all times. A board is like a floatation device, and you
want to be attached to that device.
Complete submission data for this question can be found in Appendix II.
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14. Additional Feedback – Legislation
Please provide any feedback on legislative issues (local, state, or federal) for SUP. This could
include wording of links to legislation that you agree with, or disagree with. This could also
include your opinion on whether or not lifejacket and leash wear should be mandated under
any circumstances, or just certain circumstances (for example youth, or only in whitewater, or
all the time, etc). If could include comments about your support towards legislation that would
require lifejackets and / or leashes to be worn or your opposition to that motion.
(168 written responses submitted)
A sample of the variety of written responses is provided here:
• Again, I am strongly opposed to legislation that would require lifejackets or leashes to
be worn on a SUP.
• As I stated already, leashes mandatory. PFDs up to users and race directors. If you have
a PFD attached to your board and your board is not attached to you, then it is a bad
situation if you can't get your board or PFD. Wearing the leash should be regulation.
• Educate don't regulate!
• I am not sure if leashes are safe in white water.
• I do believe that children should be required to wear a PFD at all times, as well as
anyone navigating whitewater.
• I oppose all legislation requiring lifejackets and or leashes while on a SUP. I believe in
education and paddling within ones limitations.
• I have NO strong opinions on legislation one way or another. I personally WILL wear a
life jacket.
Complete submission data for this question can be found in Appendix II.
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Conclusions
*Note, the following is not an ACA policy statement for SUPs, they are conclusions from the survey results.

Education about Stand Up Paddleboarding (SUP) is a key factor in increasing your opportunity
of having a safe and enjoyable time on the water. As in any outdoor activity, SUP can be
inherently dangerous and no equipment can guarantee an individual’s complete safety. Due to
the various style of boards, lifejackets, and leashes currently available, combined with certain
equipment being safe only for certain water venues, a solid knowledge base combined with
good judgment and the right equipment for the venue are crucial. Lifejackets, leashes and even
whistles are important pieces of safety equipment for SUP, and in many cases are required by
law. Education about the skills, inherent risks, and appropriate equipment associated with SUP
in different paddling venues will help you get your board pointed in the right direction.
A few best practices to consider:
• Lifejackets have the ability to save lives; wearing either an inflatable or inherently
buoyant lifejacket is usually a good idea
o Unless you can’t swim, lifejackets are generally not appropriate in the surf zone
o Wear an inherently buoyant lifejacket when on moving water rivers or
whitewater
• Leashes are another crucial piece of equipment in numerous situations, know which
style to wear and in what venue, and know when not to wear a leash
o Wear an appropriate leash in the surf zone
o Know when to wear a leash and when not to when paddling in moving or
whitewater
• Know the applicable navigation rules when paddling in a multi-use waterway
• Know the proper equipment to have in addition to a lifejacket and leash, depending
upon the venue
In order to have a more enjoyable time out on the water, appropriate education is crucial.
Please consider taking an on-water course from a certified Stand Up Paddleboarding Instructor.
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Appendix I – Lifejacket and Leash Wear
4. Minimal or no lifejacket wear?
If you sometimes do not wear a PFD, or never wear one while on a SUP, please describe why?
Complete submission data - 339 written responses submitted
- My board is my main PFD
- I SUP with other people
( I am aware of our laws (Coastguard / PFD required), but they are not enforcing in most areas)
The main reason I where a PFD is because
1) It is required in a race
2) I am in an area that enforcing PFD
Calm conditions with a paddling partner on flat water lakes I will often wear just a leash.
A good and comfortable one is hard to find and in the waves it's very disturbing
A life jacket really limits my movement and I'm in Florida. It's HOT! I wear a hat and a bathing
suit, that's it! I don't normally carry a pfd either. It's a burden to attach it to the board, although
I see the necessity for less experienced paddlers!
A PFD can be too hot and uncomfortable in warm conditions and if I am in a place or conditions
that warrant a higher safety factor I use a leash.
A leash pretty much makes a PFD redundant in my opinion. With a leash you can get back on
your board which is essentially a PFD. I think it is much safer to have a board as a PFD than just
wearing a PFD and potentially losing your board (ie...no leash). You are way more likely to be in
trouble if you loose your board, even with a PFD, than you are if you fall in, but are still leashed
to your board. So if you are going to make one or the other a legal requirement, I would say the
leash makes more sense.
A PFD vest impedes the mechanics of paddling for racing, training, and surfing. Expandable
pfds, waist belts, have little or no safety use and if put on a child under 12 or if expanded while
on someone's waist, can be deadly. The only use I can fathom in any of those situations is if
someone else is in need of assistance, but even then, you often have 12+ feet of floatation right
under your feet. In the surf, wearing a pfd would be the equivalent of having a surfer wear a
pfd. This sport already has enough street cred issues. We might as well wear spandex and fanny
packs. There will always be accidents when you are dealing with whitewater, surf, or even the
average day on the waterway. Over-regulating this beautiful, wonderful sport, especially from
within, would be tragic and misguided. The only way I could support this is if it wasn't for
everyone. For instance, if you haven't passes a swim or SUP skills test, or have other physical
restrictions that might keep you from being able to operate the equipment safely.
Always have it on the board, but sweat when wearing it and paddling in summer. Am usually in
calm lake water, so it generally not necessity
ALWAYS have one on my board, along with a signal whistle. Wear it when I feel the conditions
are challenging enough to have it on...
ACA | Canoe - Kayak - SUP - Raft – Rescue
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always on flatwater, never in surf
Always on the river and large lakes. Don't feel the need on small lakes or ocean surf.
Always wear
Always wear a PFD on rivers. I rarely wear a PFD on flat water, but have one with me always.
Always worn, use belt PFD
am attached to the board
At a minimum I always have on a waist PFD,
Attach it only when regulated by law...
because i always have a leash on. 90 of the time i am surfing
BECAUSE I ALWAYS WEAR A SURF LEASH, i am tied to my board which is way more flotation
than a lifejacket. the coast guard says they have not tested surf leashes, i think we can prove
they are more than adequate!!!!!!!!
the lifejacket rule is not very smart because they can't make you wear it. by tying a lifejacket on
your board to comply with the rule and not tying yourself to the board is stupid! i would
venture to say that it would be tough to prove that tying a lifejacket on your board is safer than
tying yourself to the board.
the only time i ever wear floatation is in a location were they are emphatic about the rule, and i
always wear a leash.
Because I am leashed to my board. The best pfd I can have.
Because I choose not to. They are cumbersome, uncomfortable, and I simply don’t like wearing
them.
because i wear a leash
Because I wear a leash which keeps me attached to the board which provides a greater level of
safety than a lifejacket alone - lifejacket is cumbersome and hot in many conditions and
detracts from the freedom and simplicity of the activity
Because it is hard to paddle and maneuver with it on. Because I mainly paddle in places where I
would also swim, so it doesn't seem like a risk to not have it on. I do have it on my board, which
floats. I have a paddle that floats and I have a leash that attaches me to said board.
Because my board is a floatation device and I am attached to it with a leash, a lifejacket is
redundant, extra weight and cost.
Because often, the waters I am paddling are fairly shallow and calm and I do not feel it is
necessary for a strong swimmer to where one in such conditions.
Because they suck and I swim good
because wearing PFD detracts from the SUP experience. I do not feel i have better chance of
surviving and accident because I have PFD. I am very capable swimmer and expect to do a fair
amount of swimming when I go paddleboarding unlike most boater for whom swimming would
be and unexpected activity. Nobody would consider requiring PFD for swimmers.
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Believe it is unnecessary, however due to the law I wear one around my waist. I grew up on a
lake where we had rowboats, a canoe and I sailboarded, never had a life jacket. I'm not against
Life jackets at all but the idea of having to wear one, have one "on-board" my SUP is ridiculous.
Why not sailboarders? Surfers? Sailboarding is much more dangerous, even kite boarding,
where you are traveling much faster and there is more equipment that could hit you and injure
you.
board = flotation
never in surf
Board is inherently buoyant to begin with and a LJ makes it impossible to duck dive a wave
Bulky & uncomfortable
bulky and not needed. Its like have a a fresh match at a forest fire.
Calm water; want to paddle freely and get sun; tradition of not wearing one
calm waters
Calm, moving or flat water usually. If I am in dangerous conditions I wear a pfd
Calm, shallow water.
Came from a surfing background and they are cumbersome to surf in. Expense.
can not get what we need in the channel islands uk at the moment am trying to order some
Carry a pfd on the board for flatwater or slow moving.
Carry one on board - do not feel wearing one is necessary.
Close to shore, competent swimmer
Close to the dock with others is the only time I did not wear one
comfort
Comfort, ease. Mostly I paddle in favorable weather conditions, calm water, light wind. If
though, the conditions unexpectedly worsened, the jacket or leash would go on. If prone
Paddling, the life jacket would be a hindrance.
Depende de la comodidad para el desarrollo de la actividad o la legislaciÃ³n local. Para mi es
mucho mÃ¡s importante la tabla, siempre flota, y hago todo lo posible por permanecer cerca de
ella.
depth and type of water.
Do not wear or attach a pfd to board. Always wear a leash. Worst case scenario is I fall and hit
my head, at which point even a waist pack pfd will not save me, only a pfd that will turn me
over face up. Any other scenario, I have my board and I can swim.
Do you always wear a coat when it's cold? Such a stupid question. I only wear one when it's
needed.
Don't feel I need it.
Don't feel the need
Don't feel the need to wear one on flat water
Don't have one available
Don't need it when SUP surfing.
don't need it. Water is calm. too bulky. too hot. never far from land. good swimmer.
Don't need to
Don't want to wear one
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Dont wear on flatwater creek or shallow water area, dont feel I need to
dont wear one if need to dive under shore break, or in larger surf. Really large will wear it
again. ON great lakes lake michigan. 14 ft break in next day.
Don't wear one on a surfboard
Don't wear PFD surfing or open water swimming. PFD in way of those sports. I am always in
group or in open ocean with buddy(s).
Don't wear while surfing
During offshore paddles that put me further than my swimming ability from shore, or during
paddles in non-recreational conditions (ie. wind & downwind paddles) I usually have a waist
pack PDF.
During the summer months the PFD I wear is an inflatable, in my opinion this life vest is not as
safe as the board I am standing on. I feel that the leash will help save people and allow a
disabled paddler to get back to their board quicker and out of harms way.
Easy paddling along pond shore, very shallow, hot day, others around.
Either wear a wetsuit or I figure I am leashed to a very large floatation device already. I surf,
and a PFD would get in the way of my mobility
Feel confident in slow moving waters
Feel I'm a pretty good swimmer and the water has always been calm but would wear in open
ocean. Make sure young children wear.
Feel that a leash is a safer option. I am then in the position of being able to self rescue if I fall vs
having to wait for rescue if I fell and lost contact with my board.
Flat water lakes, in the no wake zone I usually just set it on the deck or use a PFD in a bag
Floating to listen to concerts.
For ocean surf or open water paddling - I use a leash! I strongly feel a leash that is ATTACHED
to my leg and then to the board is going to save my life more so than a lifejacket that is
attached to the board. If I fall off my board without using a leash then there goes my lifejacket
AND the board. A leash is more likely to save my life than the lifejacket.
For racing in protected waters
Freedom of movement, shallow waters
Have never seen anyone with one on except children. Never that far out where I thought I
couldn't swim to safety.
haven't thought about it
heat in florida, calm shallow flat water
Heat, comfort, no perceived risk
Hinders movement on and off board. Board with a leash is a PFD
I "sometimes" wear one when paddling distance or required by a race committee.
I "never" wear one in the Surf because when you fall, the last thing you want is something
keeping you on the surface when you fall in the surf. The board is usually attached by a leash to
my body.
I almost always wear a PFD when paddling a canoe or kayak, but on my first time on a SUP I left
it sitting on the board and I enjoyed getting in and out of the water without the PFD. It was
more of a cardio workout to tread water and it made it easier to roll back onto the board. If I
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went more than 10 yards from shore (which I didn't in this case) I would wear a PFD.
I always have a PFD on by board, but just don't wear it while paddling on flat, calm water. If the
water is more choppy or I am competing, I wear an inflatable PFD.
I always have a pfd with me. I only wear it if I don't have some way of attaching it to my board.
Boaters are required to have enough pfd's for each person on board...they are not required to
wear one at all times (with the exception of children).
Windsurfers are exempt from the law...why aren't SUP's.
I always have one with me and I wear it based on my assessment of the conditions present. This
means that in choppy or rough seas or on moving water I am almost always wearing my PFD,
but in calm wind conditions and smooth water I do not.
I ALWAYS use a leash. I believe the paddle board is my lifepreserver. I only wear one in the few
harbors where it is required by Coast Guard Regulations.
I always wear a leash
I always wear a leash so I am attached to a PFD. If I was paddling in waters that had rocks or
other obstacles I might hit my head on then I would wear a PFD. In the lakes, intercostal and
ocean I don't see how I would become unconscious and need the PFD. With the leash I can
always pull the board back to me. I think it is more dangerous not to wear a leash. If you fall the
board becomes a missile or at least floats away. I have seen more people shoot their board
into mangroves and boats when falling due to no leash than someone needing a PFD.
I always wear a leash whether I am padding in the flat bay and harbors or in the ocean and
surfing. I see no point wearing a PFD unless you are in open ocean off the coast. When surfing
there is no reason to wear a life jacket either. People have been surfing forever and prone
paddling and do not wear a life vest. Your biggest life vest is your board and leash.
I always wear a leash.Therefore, I have a flotation device attached to my leg.
I have surfed for 48 years and never worn a PFD.
A PFD would cause chafing, would be hot in summer and ALWAYS interfere with the paddle
stroke.
A PFD would not keep my mouth above water if I was unconscious, so whats the point?.
I have never fallen while paddling flatwater
PFD regulations are the result of misinformed bureaucrats writing laws for activities they do not
understand.
I always wear a life jacket unless in the surf and sometimes even then.
I always wear a PFD in SUP and any other paddlesport, and am appalled that others do not.
Including that there is a picture of a SUP paddler without a lifejacket on the front page of the
ACA website.
I always wear a PFD when SUP-ing, Helmet, too
I always wear an inflatble life belt (attached around my waist)
I am a confident enough open water swimmer. Also, I don't go out on the lake (Superior) if the
conditions are not within my comfort zone.
I am a good swimmer, and I am leashed to the board....the board provides more floatation than
any PFD would. The PFD is redundant, and in the event my paddle breaks, I cannot prone
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paddle the board with a PFD on. I consider the PFD to actually be a hazard and impediment.
I am a good swimmer, I usually paddle on flat water and when the wind is weak. I expect to
paddle soon on rivers and for this I own a PFD and a helmet that I wold then wear.
I am a strong swimmer comfortable in the water, I wear a leash instead. I consider the board
my pfd, I am generally within a reasonable swim of the shore. I maintain an eye on the weather
and where the wind could come from or sweep me off to,,,,If I was to be far enough from shore
for a swim to be difficult or challenging, or if in colder waters without a wetsuit, or if the wind
and weather might be able to change to an adverse scenario, then I would consider wearing a
pfd, or carrying one on the board.
I also windsurf ,and usually wear some amount of neoprene for either protection or warmth, as
well as flotation. I feel very uncomfortable and threatened to wear a pfd windsurfing as it
increases the chance of being hit by the board or rig or being tangled in the rig and held
underwater. I feel safer being able to immerse deeply and work free of the board and rig when
a crash or wave puts me under the water and pinned under my equipment. a pfd when
windsurfing to me presents more danger then safety.
having a pfd strapped to a SUP board without a leash is a bit pointless I think..... this is what I
see most people doing to be lawfully compliant. If one falls off the board and there is wind, the
board will sail away faster then the paddler can swim, the PFD will only accelerate the board as
it's protrusion from the board only traps wind and pushes the board faster away. I think this is
the greatest danger, falling off a board to far from shore and it getting swept awy by wind and
wave. one should either be wearing the pfd or wearing a leash.
I am a very competent Waterman and Lifeguard Professional
I am always attached to the board with a leash.
I am an accomplished swimmer and surfer. most of my paddeling is surfing or ocean paddeling.
I wear a leash when surfing, also in open ocean. paddelling inside a harbor you are attached
to your board,an excellant floatation device. if conditions warrant i do certaintly wear a life
jacket or have one attached to my waist! I'm not stupid?
I am an experienced open water swimmer, lifeguard, firefighter, and paramedic. I believe the
board is the best flotation device when used with a leash
I am an outrigger canoe paddler and have lived around the ocena my whole life. I understand
that PFD's can be helpful, but they also encourage a false sense of security, are often more of a
hinderance than a help, and I've seen people get stuck in up-side-down outriggers because of
them. Besides which, we don't need some new nanny telling us all what to do!
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I am attached by a leash to a huge flotation device. If conditions are hazardous I wear two
leashes in case one snaps.
I am a good swimmer. You can't swim in a lifejacket. I will sometimes wear an impact vest if
more than a mile offshore and conditions are hazardous. An impact vest does not impede
swimming too much.
In surf a lifejacket is hazardous. An impact vest is an acceptable risk sometimes in surf.
Lifejackets are too hot for paddling vigorously on a SUP and can lead to serious dehydration.
They make getting back on your board difficult, and almost impossible in high seas with a
distance SUP - the floats at the front get in the way. This is very hazardous for the paddler.
Overall, in most ocean situations a full lifejacket is more of a hazard than a help. It could kill
you. Your board is the best safety device imaginable, with 150L to 300L+ of flotation.
It is INSANE and dangerous to insist on a pfd in the ocean or surf but not require a leash.
One exception is river SUPing, where leashes present their own hazard. I use a specially
designed waist-mounted quick release leash for rivers. River leashes must be of the type that lie
on the deck not trail in the water.
This is a new sport. It is not like any other. You cannot simply apply the safety procedures from
another sport to it. You will actually create a hazard that way.
Thanks.
I am comfortable on the board and only use it in calm areas. As a strong swimmer and
recreational user I find it more enjoyable with out a PFD. If I were to use the board in a river
then I would always were the PFD.
i am either in the surf zone - surfing, or within the beach swim zone (200 yards), or in
backwater canals. I am a strong swimmer and within swimming distance.
I am in a narrow, flatwater lake.
I AM NOT FAR FROM SHORE OR IN DANGEROUS CONDITIONS. IF I DO A ROUGH PADDLE I
WOULD RATHER WEAR A LEASH
I am usually within 200m of shore and/or surfing on the ocean. If I were to travel far offshore, I
would definitely wear a PFD
I attach the vest to my board when I do not wear it.
I believe it is not necessary since the board itself floats and I am attached to the board with a
leash. I ALWAYS use a leash and believe that is the most significant piece of safety gear for
stand up paddling. There my be a PERCEIVED increase in safety by wearing a PFD but I do not
believe there is a REAL increase beyond the floatation of the board. I own an inflatable type PFD
to satisfy race rules when doing organized races.
I believe it is not necessary since the board itself floats and I am attached to the board with a
leash. I ALWAYS use a leash and believe that is the most significant piece of safety gear for
stand up paddling. There my be a PERCEIVED increase in safety by wearing a PFD but I do not
believe there is a REAL increase beyond the floatation of the board. I own an inflatable type PFD
to satisfy race rules when doing organized races.
I believe the Coast Guard has it right, leash in the surf zone and PFD all other times.
I carry one on board as required but after 4 years have never needed one. The only time I have
even considered wearing one was in very rough open water conditions. If you don't swim well
or paddle alone you should wear one, but it should be voluntary.
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I consider the 9-10 ft board a floatation device I do wear a leash so I'm attached to the board. I
do have a PFD on the board to satisfy the local law enforcement.
I definitely don't wear one in the surf, and I almost always wear one any other time
I did not always wear a life jacket at first until I got a belt inflatable pfd.
I do not like to wear the jacket because it is cumbersome and hot.
I do not paddleboard, but I have observed the practices of Canyon Ranch, The Arcadian Shop,
and the private paddleboarders on Stockbridge Bowl in Stockbridge, Massachusetts for over
thirty-five full days. Of the hundreds of launches I have seen only two boarders with ankle
leashes. Canyon Ranch supplies inflatable belt worn PFD's, Arcadian Shop supplies a traditional
PFD which is almost never worn and thrown onto the front of the board.
I do not use a PFD for one very specific surfing situation. When surfing waves that are greater
than roughly three feet in height diving under the surf zone whitewater with your paddle in
hand is a required skill. Wearing a PFD makes it impossible to dive below the the turbulence so
you wind up being pushed in toward the beach and toward your board which can be very
dangerous.
When you are in this impact zone situation keeping your board between you and the beach and
diving multiple times to hold your position or slowly get pushed in to wait for a lull in the sets is
the most common risk management strategy for SUP surfers. If you read the read the sets,
remain calm around the turbulence and sprint through the lulls you will ultimately achieve your
goal of moving out beyond the impact zone. At some beach breaks this may be your only
option since paddling around the impact zone is not possible.
I do not wear a lifejacket in the surf or when I am on protected bodies of water.
I do not wear a PFD on occasions when I am padlding in a group in flat water on warm days. my
PFD is on my board. Otherwise, if paddling alone or in what I determine to be risky conditions, I
do wear my PFD.
I do not wear a PFD when I feel wind & water conditions are safe for swimming. I have been
paddling class IV whitewater for 40 years so I trust my experiance & judgement.
I do not wear a PFD when:
- SUP surfing (always wear a leash)
- SUP Racing or training on inland waters/lakes (if NOT required by race organizer)
- SUP Racing or training on the open ocean, if I am wearing a leash and not required by race
organizer
I do not wear a PFD while surfing in the ocean so I can create space between myself and the
board / fins when I fall off in the surf zone.
I do not wear it on lakes
I do wear an inflatable belt pack in "patroled" areas for compliance but I haven't spent time
figuring out how to use it properly. In unpatroled areas I go without. To me hte board itself is
basicall a big PFD. I wear a leash in conditions were the board could get away, so I feel plenty
safe.
I don't always wear one in flatwater when paddling close to shore because I don't feel its
necessary. I do always wear a pfd when paddling in whitewater, more challenging condition or
when I get a little further from shore.
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I don't feel it is required while surfing unless riding very large waves in the 20'+ range.
i don't feel that i need it.
I don't feel the need. I am on a huge floaty board. With a leash if conditions dictate. I know
what I'm doing and am strong in the water.
I don't need it, I'm a good swimmer and I only paddle in places where I can easily swim back to
my board. If were in a location that my board could drift away from me quickly, I'd prefer to
wear only a leash
I don't need one.
I don't paddle in rough water. The board itself is a pfd
I don't SUP but it didn't provide me with an option to pass the questions that do not apply.
I don't SUP. Kayaks RULE..... I wear my PFD on my kayak.
I don't wear a jacket in the surf zone as to better duck or submerge to avoid the board being
pushed by the foam. I also wear a leash at all time in the surf zone to protect myself and
others. Another reason I don't wear a life jacket in the surf zone is to avoid shortening or
catching my leash by it get snagged some how on the jacket.
I don't wear one on flatwater. I do wear one in the river.
I don't wear one when I am doing paddle fit classes or yoga.
I don't wear one while surfing on a standard board so wearing one while SUP surfing just seems
odd. I don't wear one on small calm lakes, where I feel I can easily swim to shore if need be. I
always wear one in the river, likely because it's a new venue for me and I was taught to do so. I
would one wear always while instructing simply to be a good role model.
I don't wear one while surfing. Once in awhile I won't wear one while touring - usually because
the temperatures are very warm and the pfd adds warmth.
I don't where one when I surf. I wear a leash in open ocean and my board floats.
I feel I am a strong enough swimmer.
I feel I'm a good enough swimmer that IF I did fall off, I'd be able to get back on without a
problem
I feel it is unnecessary. I am a strong swimmer, always paddle with a friend usually stick to calm
water.
I feel safe in the situations I am paddling in to not wear one. Wearing one would be
uncomfortable.
I feel that it hinders the movement and range of motion while surfing or cruising. I do however
keep a small life jacket under the bungie straps on longer distance paddles in open ocean.
I grew up in Hawaii surfing and plying on the beach, never wore a lifejacket surfing, just seems
weird to wear one SUPing, but if I'm by my self and the water conditions are not the wost
favorable I will put my lifejacket on.
I have a huge flotation device with me, my SUP. If I carried a manual PFD I would still have to
inflate it.
I have a leash and the board is the flotation device. I only wear a pfd when on a lake that
requires one. It is an inflatable fanny pack.
I have a leash on me... the Sup board IS THE FLOATING DEVICE !
I have a PFD that I keep on the deck of my paddle board. As they have started to enforce the
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laws I wear them when I know they are checking
I have an inflatable PFD. I have not found a good way to wear it and carry hydration w/o
wearing a backpack. I always wear a leash which I believe is a better option in most
circumstances.
I have been a surfer for 47 years and SUPer for 7. I don't see the need for it.
I have it on board and I'm tethered to the SUP
I have never ventured far from shore nor have I thought about it. I am a strong swimmer
I have worn the waist PDF for racing. I don't usually wear one bc they get in the way of paddling
and honestly I forget too.
I keep a pfd on the board, to satisfy the regulation, but i always wear a leash
I lay the lifejacket on the board - it is cumbersome. The board is a lifesaving device and I am an
excellent swimmer.
I live in Hawaii. Putting on a PFD to paddle board is like wearing one to surf on a surf board. I
have never seen it done.
I mostly surf where both the tradition of surfing and presence of the near shore dictate no PFD.
When I do go for longer paddles, they are always within swimming distance to shore. In
addition, the use of the leash lends additional assurance that flotation will be near at hand
should I fall off during a paddle outside the surf breaks.
I never or RARELY fall off my board whether in the open ocean or intercoastal. So, if I'm on the
intercoastal I usually do not wear one because the risk is minimal or I might strap it on my
board. Always wear one when in the ocean or areas where there is a lot of boat activity
because the risk is greater and want to be safe.
i never paddle farther then i can swim. life jackets are restrictive.
I never wear it, it's ridiculous that we have to have one at all. I have been surfing since I was 5,
canoeing just as long, and have been a competition swimmer since I was in middle school. I'm
forced to carry one on my board, which I have strapped down to the top of my board. I never
wear it.
I never wear one while surfing or paddling calm & flatwater. I always wear it in the rivers
though.
I only paddle without a pfd on calm flat water. Any other time I wear appropriate flotation.
I only surf at beach breaks
I only wear a life jacket when doing open-ocean paddles, out past the breaking surf where a
swim back to shore would be difficult
I only wear a pfd (inflatable waist pack) to meet USCG mandate. I prefer to wear a leash in open
water.
I only wear a PFD if I am in areas where the water is patrolled. There is no need to wear them in
a surf zone or flat water where the shoreline is 20 to 30 yards away. I can see the need to have
them in the open ocean or white water. Inter-coastal water and lakes should only require a
leash. My board is a great PFD.
I only wear a PFD to comply with the law. So, I only wear it when paddling in the harbor or
ocean when I've entered from the harbor. If I enter from the surf and paddle along the
shoreline I don't wear one. I ALWAYS WEAR A LEASH! It keeps me connected to a much better
floatation devise. Also, if I fell off and the wind was blowing, a PFD, wouldn't do me much
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good. BUT, WITH MY LEASH I'M ATTACHED TO THE BOARD.
I only wear a pfd when it is required. I believe that the board itself is a pfd when attached to a
leash. I feel the life jacket is really not going to do anything but, sometimes get in the way.
I only wear PFD when required by law
I paddle along the shoreline mostly with a group. I always have my PFD with me on my board,
but obviously it doesn't do me much good if I'm not wearing one. Recently I've been thinking
about wearing my inflatable PFD.
I paddle in high surf
I paddle mostly on flat water, nothing dangerous, my board is my flotation device, and I'm
never too far from shore that I wouldn't be able to swim the distance if something happened.
The PFD is too hot to wear on summer days anyways.
I paddle on inland lakes and, to avoid a citation, wear an inflatable beltpack PFD when paddling
where there are known safety patrols. However, I always wear a 10-foot coil ankle leash.
I rarely wear my PFD while paddling calm, glassy Summer days on Lake Tahoe, my home water.
When it's blowing more than 15 knots, I'll put it on. I always wear a PFD on Lake Tahoe when
the water temp drops below 60 degrees.
I really don't see the need for one. The board is a floatation device if needed.
I remove it for yoga practice, but only if 10 yards or less from land. It goes right back on when I
paddle further out.
I spend 99% of my paddling time in the surf. Have never even thought about wearing one.
I stay within the surf zone
I SUP on a calm lake so I rarely fall off. Also, I find PFD's very uncomfortable to wear, especially
while paddlepoarding.
I swam competitively and sometimes don't wear my PFD when staying in calm water and
sometimes I am in a hurry to get a workout in forget.
I swim very well been on some type of water most of my life from lakes in Ga, Fl, and NC. To
oceans in those same states and include now Hawaii. My one question about the use of a PFD is
; do surfers wear PFD when they surf or prone paddle boarders?
I the board is great floatation, and usually wear a paddle leash, except sometimes when on
calm flatwater.
I bring a lifejacket as well and stow it under bungy cord.
I typically don't wear one when conditions are calm, water warm, shallow etc.
I use a leash and don't think I need a life jacket on flat water. I carry a life jacket on the board if
I am off shore.
I use a PFD in the rivers (whitewater and surf) as well as a leash but I just wear the leash in
flatwater and ocean environments. I consider the board my PFD.
I use the waist pack type that is strapped into the bottom of my Baja Camelbak. It is on my
person, but obviously, I would need to be able to pull it out and inflate it if I needed it.
I usually paddle out from a flat water tidal inlet into the open ocean and then into the surf
zone. Have a life preserver attached to my board or worn would not work. Placing on a
crowded beach is not ideal either. I want to enjoy myself with my hobbies and recreation not
worry about what laws I'm breaking or someone stealing my gear. I, as an adult, should be able
to make my own decisions regarding my safety unless it jeopardizes someone else's safety. I
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don't think me paddling a surf board without a life preserver is going to put any one's life in
danger.
I was raised in Hawaii and learned to swim and surf in the ocean and self-rescue at a young age.
I am WSI and CPR certified and have been around boats and other watercraft, and except when
it's windy or the current is strong, have not found the PFD necessary. I do, however, have a PFD
with whistle and light on my vessel (SUP) readily accessible to don immediately. Also, since I
always use a leash and am therefore attached to a buoyant object--a huge bouyant object--I
don't feel donning the PFD is necessary. I admit, though, that while SUPing in Hawaii--I've
completed two Battle of the Paddle Elite 10-mile races and one Olukai race and a few
downwinders off the northshore of Maui--, I have never had a PFD with me. BTW, it does little
good to tie the PFD down to the board. If one is going to have a PFD at all, then it should be
readily accessible to don immediately.
I wear a inflation type PFD when I am not leashed to my board. I believe that my 14ft paddle
board and 10 ft surf paddle board. (both designed to float someone 60 pounds heavier than
me) is a much better flotation device than a small inflatable life jacket that I have to pull a
ripcord to inflate.
I wear a leash and at times wear my waist PFD.
I wear a leash and only apddle in non-threatening conditions. Note that I do wear a PFD while
kayaking in rough conditions.
I wear a leash and paddle in relatively safe conditions and rarely alone..
I wear a leash if I'm in the surf zone.
I wear a leash in lu of a PFD so I can be tethered to the board , ... Which is a flotation device.
I wear a leash religiously and a PFD would do nothing other than be in the way.
I wear a leash. The SUP as more than enough flotation to keep me afloat.
I wear a leash. If the board sinks I doubt a PFD would have done me any good. Growing up
surfing I never felt the need for a PFD and see no reason for one on a river or lake. Even when
my board is upside down it floats me as well as right side up. I do wear a PFD when in a canoe,
raft, and kayak. Getting out of the water and into one of those is different than sliding onto a
board.
I wear a leash... the board provides the floatation required in an emergency.
I wear a PDF everywhere but in surf zones.
I wear a PFD waist pouch so I just wear it all the time. A full vest really impedes on my SUP
Yoga workouts and you really sweat when you are paddling for a long period time. I also have
clients that have trouble getting back on the boards because of the PFDs.
I wear a PFD when I determine conditions require one. When paddling on flat familiar waters I
choose not to wear a PFD, I always have one on board and very accessible. There are many
reasons as to why I do not always wear one, comfort is certainly one, also freedom. I consider
myself to be super safety conscious but also practical.
I wear a self inflating life jacket around my waist and no leash when I'm paddling on the lake
because it's required by law in my area. I use a leash when I'm paddle surfing but no life jacket.
I've never surfed whith a life jacket, it seems silly. I wouldn't wear a jacket on the lake if it
wasn't required.
I wear an Inflatable Beltpack outside the surf zone
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I wear an inflatable pfd waistpack, and when allowed, i strap that to my board instead of
wearing it.
I wear an inflatable that fits around waist as required by MD law.
I wear it always in moving rivers but sometimes I do not on flat water and slow rivers.
I wear it but I find a regular vest style PFD to be cumbersome and sometimes uncomfortable.
I wear it when there are power boats around for safety (including visibility) or rough conditions
(other than surfing). I prefer to have the freedom to choose wherher to have to wear it or not.
It's about freedom of choice.
I wear my leash most of the time but when it is flat i take the leash off due to drag
I wear one always on the river, but never in surf, ocean or flat water environments. I grew up in
the ocean, never wearing one while paddling outrigger, that carried over to SUP.
I wear one on rivers not on flat water or in surf
I wear one on the river, not on flat water or ocean.
I wear one when I am touring through marshland areas and when I go into the ocean because
of the laws associated with a personal watercraft. In Charleston, DNR has stated that a SUP is a
personal watercraft and therefore the wearer must have a PFD on when traveling in areas not
considered the "surf-zone".
I wear when I down river SUP. On a lake or surfing or in the ocean, the SUP is the flotation!!!!!
I will bring the jacket on the board if in very calm protected water.
I will only go out without a PFD when surfing on the ocean
I wouldn't while surfing, why would I wear one while standing and paddling on the same or
bigger board?
IÂ´m a surfer and surfers do not wear a life-jacket:-) for me SUP is surfing.
If i am attached to a giant floating object that I can't loose what good are the inflatable PFD's?
board can't swamp, if i am leashed to it it can't float away. if I am alert and orientated enough
to inflate and put on a inflatable PFD I can get back on my board... in many situations it seems
unthought through
If I am in the surf, I do not wear one
If I am local to where I live, I am within 20 feet of land through all of the creeks. I always wear
one when racing and when in open water. I always wear one when paddling with a group in
case someone falls and panics. I am a past triathlete so swimming 20 feet wither direction near
home is simple for me.
If I am on a leash and on the open ocea, I feel i don't nee done. I would just use my board as a
flotation device.
if i am on my own (gulf or river paddle), i don't own a PFD so i don't take/water one. when i
launch from a public site (flat water), there is usually a facility where i can sign one out.
If I am surfing on gaurded beach with a life gaurd on duty with then I do not always wear my
PFD.
If I fall off my board, I can swim - I attach one to my board sometimes (typically only when on
inter-coastal)
If the board is attached by a leash it is the best PFD a person could have. Where I paddle the
ocean is cold and self rescue is key. I only wear a PFD because I do not want a ticket. It is hard
to imagine ever using the PFD. I wear an inflatable waste style PFD. I am a strong swimmer.
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Maybe swimming skills should be mandatory.

If water on lake is not too choppy, i have it on the board, just not on. Just received new belt
pack and will now wear all the time.
If you can't swim or are not familiar with the ocean you don't belong out there. As far as in a
river it's not necessary. Again is is about people learning in calm waters before they advance to
anything more difficult. If you are afraid of water, then I would suggest you wear a lifejacket.
I'll wear one or a lease in high wind situations, other wise the board is the flotation. I can swim
in the same waters without a pfd but need one while on a paddle board???
I'm a good swimmer and do not want to wear an uncomfortable vest.
It would be like asking surfers why they don't wear one...
I'm a lifelong boater, sailor surfer, etc. I'm very comfortable in the water. I do wear a PFD when
sailing offshore or racing dinghys. I use a leash when SUP paddling open ocean or surfing.
The board itself is ample flotation.
I'm a surfer.
I'm an experienced surfer.
I'm an experienced swimmer who scuba dives, skin dives, surfs, and paddleboards. I wear a
leash so the SUP is always within 10ft of me if I need a float. If the leash breaks, I'm very
comfortable in the surf zone without any floation device.
No one wears a life jacket while surfing. I view my SUP paddling in exactly the same light as
surfing.
I'm an extremely strong swimmer and I've never fallen in yet. I like to get a tan while paddling!!
I'm attached to my board. Most life jackets do not feel like they allow me a full range of motion.
i'm attached to the board via a leash. big flotation device.
I'm either paddling in training for a race and or sup surfing. the jackets would get in the way
I'm generally in the surf or near it. I also wear a leash .
i'm on a small pond on my farm
I'm usually attached to the board w/ a leash. It acts as a lifesaving device if I fall off. I would
wear a pfd for certain conditions - rivers if in shallow water, cold water, very large waves
perhaps, solo ocean paddling in rough conditions if the risk of injury from falling or suffering
from exposure is high.
Impairs mobility, impairs cooling.
Impediment while surfing and racing. If rescue or support boat on site I do not wear PFD.
Impossible to surf with
In many locations the board is my PFD. I have so much fun playing with it in one place in close
proximity to the shore that a PFD would be overkill. It's often a beach toy at the lake. In the surf
zone it's not appropriate. When I'm travelling, teaching, in moving water or in unknown waters,
my PFD is always on.
In surf I wear a wet suit, most of my surfing is in the Great Lakes and requires a warm suit so
adequate bouyancy comes with it.
In surf, and not offshore beyond where I could comfortably swim to shore. Sometimes have a
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leash
In the marina its quiet and there is not much traffic
In the surf it gets in the way for maneuvering and ease of motion (even a hip belt)
In the surf it is more of a hindrance and a rash maker on long distance paddles.
In the surf zone, life jackets are not required and can pose a hazard; I always wear a leash,
putting me less than 7 ft from my board if I do go in the water.
In whitewater environments i wear a pfd 100% of the time. In flat water and in surf I do not
wear one. I do not feel a need to and feel safe without wearing it in these situations. In large or
dangerous surf situations I may opt to wear one.
It depends on where I'm going, how far, and the conditions. If I stay close to shore with an onshore breeze I don't often bother, unless with clients. I feel a good leash is extra protection but
can't be totally relied u
It feels limiting for paddling especially in the Ocean. I always wear a leash in case I fall off so my
board isn't swept away
It gets hot, resricts mobility, and can chafe. I only wear it when conditions dictate a fair chance
of falling, and am not wearing a leash.
It hinders movement, encourages a false sense of security to take stupid risks and in waves it is
dangerous.
It is a hazard for surfing. It is in the way and impedes stroke for racing. I have a leash & my
board has more buoyancy than a vest which may or may not float me face up.
It is a PFD in it's on right.
It is always on.
It is an encumbrance and as long as I'm leashed to the board, I won't drown.
it looks stupid and i care what others think
It's a surfboard with a paddle. Wearing a life-jacket isn't practical at all. If I fall in the water,
guess what, I'm on a paddleboard! It's not a high-speed machine like a PWC that can reach the
15-20 mph mark. It doesn't have a storage compartment, which is what boats require (that
lifejackets are stored, but not worn). In short, I do not recognize the SUP classification as a
vessel.
It's a surfboard...
It's like asking whether or not someone surf in a life jacket. Of course not.
It's like being on a surfboard (where a PFD is not required). If you're wearing a leash the board
is the PFD.
It's not needed anymore than surfers need a life preserver
It's not required when surfing. When I have to wear one in flat water I wear the belt type that
is charged with a co2 cartridge. I wear a Kayak PFD when in the river.
I've been SUPing most weekends for over a year now, and I must admit that the thought never
crossed my mind to wear a lifejacket. I am a strong swimmer ~ 4 to 5 times a week I swim 1600
to 3200 meters (so 1 - 2 miles). Of course I could fall, hit my head and knock myself out,
however I have never fallen, I am on a lake (so no waves), I do not go out alone, and if I was to
fall it would be sideways into the water. I take-off from a beach, and the water is clear so
should there be any rocks I would see them as I want to avoid them as to not damage the
board. I do wear a leash.
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Just when surfing
Law being enforced here is PDF and whistle must be aboard. Not worn , just attachedto board.
law does not require you to wear it, only to have it available
Leash is smarter.
Legally I am not required to wear it. I always wear a leash though as it attaches me to the most
important flotation device, my board.
lifejackets are hot in 112 degree weather
limits range of motion
Lots of photos showing SUP on Lakes without PFDs.
Many reasons...First, the board itself is a flotation device and I do use a board leash. Second,
There is no storage area on a board and tying a life jacket to the board is just dangerous
because it fall into the water and make you loose your balance or drags along causing
problems. Third, Attaching to my body is just not possible as I'm already carrying water which is
essential and various personal items like ID, keys, cash. Any additional attachments to my body
while paddling would just be a dangerous.
I think requiring SUP PFD's would actualy cause more harm than good. But the option for
people who want them is good - it should not be mandatory.
Mostly do to comfort and tan lines. I always have one with me but most of the time it's used as
a noodle for swimming.
Mostly I am sup surfing in the ocean or open ocean paddling. I am confident in my abilities in
the water so I don't feel a need to wear one.
Much of my SUP time is spent in ocean and surf conditions where PFD's are not worn.
My board is a PFD.
My board is my flotation
Risk of head or bodily injury is very low with SUP
I live in a low traffic area, so I'm not worried about other boats putting me in a precarious
situation
My board is my lifejacket
My board is my pfd
N/A
N/A
N/a
na
NA
near shore conditions and I have a board that floats.
I also find it silly that swimmers are not required to wear life jackets but boaters sometimes
are?
need to be able to duck dive waves
Never wear one, the board floats but I do carry an inflatable one around my waist to avoid a
ticket.
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Never. Always wear it!
No good answer, being a professional SUP instructor and running a school since 2009 there is
no good answer. I guess having not fallen off my open ocean board in the past 2 years I fool
myself into believing that I will NOT get wet or separated from my board due to the past
results. But like I said not a single good answer. If we breathe we can drown, my bad
no need
No need the board floats. Maybe manditory for uner age 15.
No need when the water is flat and weather and wind are not an issue. I don't wear one when
surfing and never have. When you fall off a SUP you are not in danger of being trapped.
No need. My board is my floatation device.
No, the board floats better then anything I can attach to myself. The board is my PFD.
None when surfing.
If on a lake, use a leash and attach PFD to board.
Open ocean, wear a waist-inflatable PFD AND a leash.
ALWAYS WEAR A LEASH.
Not a safe alternative. Restricts the ability to swim to and recover my board. I carry a pfd on
board only to avoid a six hundred dollar fine, which I have had to pay once. Please help us
change USCG policy.
Not necessary when I surf with one - not required within a swimming area.
Not needed. The board with a leash has enough buoyancy to keep you afloat. Go pick on
Surfers and kite surfers..
Not often in water over 5 ft. If I was out in the ocean I would.
Not required in swimming ,wading ,and surfing. Wear you are close to shore.
Often I'm paddling flatwater to a location with surf, so I won't wear one. However I do wear my
leash, which I think is as important a piece of safety equipment as it keeps you with your board,
something a PFD cannot do.
On small flatwater areas I will skip the PFD
On the Columbia River where it is super slow moving water and I feel comfortable without one.
Only do not wear pfd in ocean surfing venue.
only wear it to avoid $250 tickets or in really rough windy conditions
only wear when required. it is hot, i can swim
Paddling in shallow water, attempting new turning maneuvers when I know I will probably full
off buy am in control. Always wear one when distance paddling.
People who don't wear life jackets give paddlers a bad name. Suping should be no different
than other forms of paddling.
Pfd restricts movement.. also you're already on something that is very large and floats
incredibly well
pfd attached to board.
PFD interferes with paddling. A leash attaching me to the extremely floaty board is a far more
effective safety device.
PFD is more of a hazard than help.
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PFDs are not needed because you have a board that floats.
PFD's can be uncomfortable when paddling over long distances. However, I only take off my
PFD when paddling in calm water close to shore, where I feel comfortable I can safely swim to
safety. I never take off my PFD in moving or rough water (whitewater, rough chop, etc.)
PI wear a leash, the board is my floatation devise. The leash prevents me from being separated
from the board. A full jacket pfd would prevent me from being able to paddle effectively
causing a potential hazard. A pfd that requires the user to self inflate or manipulate to inflate is
no more effective than a leash.
Racing in calm flatwater-still tape pfd to board
Rarely, and if I do, it's a waist pack one. ~$150 not really affordable for a family to go by for all
their kids and their friends to play around in the water. I wear it when i need to - extreme
conditions or race requirement. I cannot wear a regular life jacket as it limits my ability far too
much/I begin to overheat. In waves, losing the board I don't want to pop up too soon to have it
land on my head... and often I will paddle outside the surf zone to get to said surf locations. I
have had one on my deck attached to my leash but I've had it swept off the deck, acting like an
anchor and tossing me into the drink.
Restrictive and uncomfortable
See question #1. I have never tried a SUP, however, the survey req
Shallow bay areas where its not over my head or when I'm SUP with others in calm water.
shallow flatwater interval training
Shallow water surf zone, beach break action.
Shallow water, small chance I'll fall off and I'm a very good swimmer.
small pond in summer months without motor boats and it is not required
So far I have not been in water where I felt it was necessary, and they are quite cumbersome
and restrictive.
Some lakes or areas require the use. And in fast water or surf I wear one
Some times when on flat water and the perceived is is low
sometimes I am just showing someone how to paddle right behind our store, so I put the Fluid
Pack on my board. If I go any where, I wear the fluid pack
Sometimes on flatater I prefer to just leave the pfd on the deck of the board.
Strap it to the SUP
SUP paddling is a fall & retreive sport , the buoyancy & safety is contained in the board. it floats
yuo bette rthan any PFD
You can not swim fast in a PFD nor can you climb back on a board as easy with a PFD.
of course i always wear a leash in any tidal or open ocean water.
Surf. On calm water I leave it on the board.
Surfing because I am tethered to my board, with 150L of flotation built into it.
surfing I need to duck dive, when leash is attached on calm water, the board is my floatation
Surfing interference
Surfing never
Surfing, or when paddling in swim areas. I think that the SUP itself qualifies as a "life saving
device".
The board is a giant floatation device, close to 12 feet long. If I fall off i can grab onto it without
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fear of myself drowning. I also am a certified lifeguard and am confident in my ability to swim if
necessary.
The board is your flotation device, plain and simple, you can't sink a SUP. To much
governmental involvement, make it a choice not a regulation I paddle lakes, oceans, rivers, and
bays, and prefer not to use a PFD.
The conditions do not warrant it.
The day I am required to physically wear a PFD while on a SUP will be the day I stop Paddle
boarding all together. You do not see surfers wearing PFDs. PFDs are restrictive and
unnecessary for Adults. When I SUP I am free, relaxed, and unrestricted. I feel at peace on my
board. Having a law that requires PFDs is the opposite of freedom and the opposite of what I
think of when I think of SUP. I understand it is there to "save lives," but why not require people
to wear a helmet whenever leaving their house then? There are risks involved in just walking to
the bank to cash a check so why not then require everyone to wear large protective suites to
prevent injury and fine them when they don't wear these ridiculous suites.(this is an
exaggeration, but you get the point). When someone participates in the sport of SUP they
should be aware of the risks involved and safety knowledge should be pushed vs. a PFD or leash
law. It's important to know the current, tide, risks involved, and weather conditions before
going out to paddle. One should never paddle alone unless there is a lifeguard on watch. I
paddle for leisure, I paddle to race, and I paddle surf and never wear a PFD. I also am a SUP
tour guide/instructor. I am very big on safety, but the law does not require us to wear the PFDs
yet, I do send everyone out with a wealth of safety knowledge and a pfd strapped to the
board(as required) and depending on the weather a leash. I feel as though it's just another way
for the government to restrict another of our freedoms by imposing a pfd or leash law,
although the lesser evil of the two would be the leash law. This is a time where the country
needs what little freedoms we have left, please don't take our freedom to SUP unrestricted
away.
The first time I SUPed was on Summersville Lake in WV with girlfriends. We all just had our
pfd's binered to our boards with our flip flops. Since then I've always worn mine. I think if I was
on totally placid water with no alcohol involved I would enjoy not wearing one. But when I'm
on moving water which is more typical I will always wear one.
The lake close to us is shallow at less than 5 or 6 feet deep in most places. If i fall I can just walk
back.
The Leash is the best rescue device made.
What good is a PFD (on a board) when you fall off and the board drifts or is blown away?
The only time I do not wear a pfd is when we are anchored in the shallow area perfoming yoga
on a board...then it is laying on the board.
The only time I don't wear a PFD is when I'm SUP surfing at the beach. Coming, originally, from
a surfing background I don't like wearing a PFD in the surf zone. When I say surf zone, I mean
the surf zone specifically where I live. It is a beach break and I'm rarely in water that is more
than 10 feet deep. Additionally, I'm only on an SUP in the surf zone when the surf is small
meaning the water I'm paddling in is usually less than 10 feet deep and usually I can touch the
bottom. The beach break is so close to the beach that I'm paddling next to people that are
wading in the water without PFD all up and down the beach. The danger I'm in is not any
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greater in that location than the danger everyone around me is in and there is not a communal
mindset that PFDs are needed when wading in the water at the beach so close to shore. Now, if
I'm paddling in open ocean or in any other body of water where I might find myself farther
away from shore or in especially deep water, I wear a PFD.
The only time I don't wear a PFD is when I'm SUPping with someone else. I ALWAYS wear my
lifejacket when I'm out solo.
The PFD is almost useless and so cumbersome(rash) when either sup surfing or long distance(37miles) paddling because the board itself is the flotation devise. I always wear a leash. That way
I'm tethered to flotation, especially if there is wind. The leash is out of consideration for other
surfers in the ocean.
The PFD's required by law (ie. belt packs) are a burden in the surf. Constantly getting knocked
into the water the PFD becomes tangled, unfurled, backwards, and generally in the way.
Additionally, PFD's are not required in the surf zone.
The SUP board is my flotation device and I do not need another one.
The SUP is a personal flotation device accompanied by a leash , just like a surfboard.
The SUP itself is my flotation device
There is a protected creek that is very shallow where I do not wear my PFD. That's the only time
I do not wear it. I typically wear it when I paddle, especially when I am in the Cayuga Lake,
which is part of the Finger Lakes.
There is no need. The leash is adequate given that the SUP can't sink. It is too hot (race type
paddling) to actually wear a PFD, so it would only be strapped to my board if I had one.
There is no purpose. The board is my flotation.
There's a sense of freedom in movement, that a PFD can restrict. Also i don't wanna get tan
lines.
They are a hindrance rather than safety equipment when I paddle.
I use a leash in any wave or windy condition. The board is my life saving device.
They are bulky, add weight and are uncomfortable. I'm on a surfboard not a vessel.
They are inhibiting and comPletely unessacary. If you can swim you are fine!
They can be cumbersome, and I'm a strong swimmer. If I come to put myself in a situation
where wearing a PFD would be advantageous, such as crossing a deep, wide channel or
paddling in heavy seas, I will wear one.
This does not apply. In Minnesota a SUP is a licensed watercraft and must be either worn or
attached to your board.
To wear a standard, jacket-type PFD, would cause the paddler to become very hot. In Florida,
overheating can be dangerous. The belt-style PFDs are an improvement; however, it makes
getting back on the board after falling much more difficult. In addition, a conscious paddler,
especially when wearing a leash, has the ability to swim to or simply grab on to their giant
floating board for support and safety. The belt-style PFD is useless for an unconscious/injured
paddler. I am assuming paddlers w/o PFDs know how to swim. If they do not, they should wear
something to aid in floatation. the more gear we are required to carry, the more cumbersome
and potentially unsafe we are. For instance, falling is inevitable when paddle surfing. Wearing a
PFD would make returning to the board and getting back on strenuous. Imagine a surfer
wearing a PFD. Seems ridiculous, right?
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Too bulky. If I needed to prone paddle due to wind or fatigue, it would get in the way. If I am
going to go down river I always wear one as added protection. On a calm, lake situation, I
would rather carry a whistle in case of an emergency instead of a PFD.
Too cumbersome, unless it's an inflatable PFD which I'll wear. If the water is flat and glassy, I'm
not really concerned about it. On river with whitewater, I always wear one.
too hot
Too hot and bulky! The lake I usually paddle on is pretty small with no fuel motors allowed, so I
feel comfortable being leashed to my board.
Too restricting and wear a leash.
Too restrictive, hot. The board is essentially a flotation device, just like my OC1. As long as I
wear a leash (always!), I don't wear a PFD.
Uncomfortable
Uncomfortable, often never around any serious threats. Impede my ability to paddle quickly
and effectively. The board below my feet is buoyant enough to float on for weeks if anything
ever should happen.
Until they inforce the law I will not wear one. A better solution is to have your board attached
to you by a leash when paddling everywhere except in rivers. there is no better flotation than
your board. Having a PFD attached to your board does 0 good if you fall off and cannot swim
and get to your board. Having an inflateable PFD does no good if you fall, hit your head and are
knocked out (neither does being attached to your board). Wearing an actual PFD will make me
quit the sport.
Use a leash in wind and chop
Usually unnecessary when using a leash
We all can swim. I have surfed around the world. We don't wear them.
We always wear jackets and require all of our paddling clients to wear jackets.
We are out on flat water and at times never even get wet. When in the surf it is just like having
a surf board and I never surf with a life jacket.
Wear a PFD except when surfing. Sometimes you need to get under waves while surfing and an
inherently bouyant PFD wouldn't allow that. When not in the surf I wear an inflatable belt
pack.
Wear an inflatable except when teaching, then wear a regular.
Well, I've never used a SUP and there was no option to choose on that question if you have not
used a SUP.
when doing yoga and surfing, it affects stances and poses .it makes it more difficult to reboard
When I'm testing (demo) boards in shallow water.
When paddling in warm Shallow water I sometimes do not wear PFD. On open water I like to
have a board leash.
When SUP'ing along the beach, it doesn't make sense to wear a PFD. We are basically like
surfers, just with a paddle. And surfers don't wear PFD's. Your board is your PFD, if it is leashed
to you. If I am surfing, it feels awkward to be wearing a PFD. If surfers don't have to wear one,
then stand up paddlers shouldn't have to wear one.
When surfing, it gets in the way. It restricts my movement and add more weight. If i get wipe
out then i'm most likely going to be looking for my board that is attached to a leash which is
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attached to my leg.
When the water conditions are rougher or present greater potential for hazardous situations, I
prefer to wear a leash attached to my board. I always carry a belt pack PFD around my waist as
well. In terms of providing flotation assistance should I need it, my SUP would be a much bigger
aid to me than a PFD. Not only does the board provide more adequate flotation, it also serves
as a movable rescue system that I can use to escape a harmful situation as opposed to simply
floating with a PFD.
While doing yoga on a SUP.
While I always wear a PFD in a canoe or kayak I do not wear one when I'm on a SUP board. The
reason is because I DO wear a leash and feel that being tied to a couple hundred pounds of
flotation is adequate when compared to wearing less than twenty pounds. The fact that sup
boards are very easy to climb back on to also weighs in my decision.
While surfing in the surf zone (typically 100yrds) from the beach, I do not wear a lifejacket
because a. I find paddling with my hands in the prone position is required sometimes the
lifejacket is uncomfortable for this maneuver b. If I happen to come off the board and duck dive
beneath the wave, the buoyancy of a lifejacket dangerously keeps one from dodging the energy
of the wave. c. I wear an inflatable PFD whenever possible to remedy all safeguards.
White water and river surf
Whitewater always wear it, and slow river paddling when alone
Why should I since I am attached to a SUP with a leash.
With Cold Water i wear PFD, if i percieve problems with the board getting away i wear a leash. I
would consider the SUP to be a huge flotation pillow. So i don't understand having to carry a
pfd when i am standing on one.
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8. Minimal or no leash wear?
If you sometimes do not wear a leash, or never wear one while on a SUP, please describe why?
Complete submission data - 339 written responses submitted
"Everyone else is doing it", including the SUP instructors I see.
A leash did not come with my board, so didn't buy one. Plus I don't think it's too necessary for
me since I only paddle on mostly flat water and can swim to my lard to recover if necessary. I
do plan to purchase a leash however.
A leash is not necessary on calm water. I use my leashes in high wind, big chop, and surfing.
Again, there is no pass option. You said anyone could take this test. Then you do not make the
test for anyone.
Again, there was no option on this question for someone who has never used a SUP.
Again: I do not paddleboard, but have observed others (see previous written response) I have
no idea why of these hundreds of boarders, only two have used leashes
ALWAYS have a leash on.
always wear a leash
always wear a leash
Always wear a leash....
Always wear one
always wear one
always, but has snapped two times, so pdf helps when it wanders off in big surf
availability, I rent and sometimes there isn't a leash available. I usually prefer not to wear one,
the leash gets caught of the fin from time to time, if you fall in, getting wrapped up in the leash
trying to get back on is a hassle.
Based on the venue I usually paddle, a leash isn't critical. It is very easy to retrieve your board
when you fall off. If I were on a natural river, I would wear one all the time as long as the quick
release was functional and tested.
because i don't want to be attached to a 14 foot missile
Because I paddle on calm flatwater, I don't have a great need for one.
Because it's not needed
Boards did not have them
Borrowed equpment / not available
Calm day no worries
calm flat water
Calm flat water on local lake
calm h20
Calm water
calm water
calm water - haven't had the need but can see the application may be a good one
calm water - isn't necessary
Calm water no current little chance the broad would get away from me
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Calm water, no wind
Calm water, very low wind. Other paddler friends near by who could chase down board if it got
away from me. I ALWAYS wear a PFD. More critical to wear leash in strong winds or on white
water or if there are power boats in the area etc.
calm, flat fresh water and there is no wind
Catching on Rocks in the river.
conditions do not warrant a leash in many instances
Depends on the conditions, I mostly only wear one when I paddle surf or if racing and they
require one.
Depends on the venue and purpose of the water session
Depends on venue - if rough water or windy (>10knotts), i'll wear a leash.
Depends on where you are, calm lake not needed, small surf not needed. Leashes do come in
handy in larger surf and downwind runs.
Do not feel it is needed where I paddle
do not want to be attached to board on the lake.
Do not wear on calm water or park and and play white water.
Do not wear one. Due to wear I paddle I don't feel I need one
Don't feel the need in calm water
Don't feel the need on flat water
don't have one with rental board
Don't need one in all conditions
Don't need one in the areas I paddle, could do more harm than good on the river
don't own one, very good swimmer (main sport is open water swimming races)
Don't usually wear 1 unless I'm surfing a river wave or I am at the ocean.. if I do you wear 1
while running a rapids it will have a quick release on the vest
Don't wear it in flatwater, do wear it when running downwind in swell in open water.
don't wear it on flat water. only on moving water, surf or windy conditions
Don't wear leash on lakes or super calm days in the ocean
dont wear one on flat water
Down river, too much risk, I would rather swim back to my board in most scenarios.
During arace with a running section it would slow me down. It can be a hazard on most rivers.
Entanglement risk, plus I did not have one for my rental SUP
Even though I have a rescue style pfd with a releasable system that can attach to the leash,
most of my SUP'ing has been in difficult whitewater and I feel the entanglement hazard is a real
hazard and could prevent the release from working or worse. I have played with different
leashes, but don't think they are worth the risk. Just swim harder and faster.
Every time I've borrowed or demoed a board they did not have leashes. I think if I was paddling
in current I would want one.
Fast River SUP
Flat in surf, coiled everywhere else, always with the quick release
Flat water calm inland paddling its just nice to not have one on.
flat water no wind. confident the board won't get far.
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flat water paddle
Flat water paddling, I do not wear a leash, I use a leash primarily for surfing to keep my board
from washing away.
Flatwater and slow moving I don't feel the need for one. Whitewater or ocean I would wear a
leash.
Flatwater races with buoy turns, races require a PFD and the leash can get in the way. If there is
any wind I always wear a leash and of course always in the surf.
Fooling around near shore I do not need to wear it.
For flatwater paddling with easy entry, I won't wear a leash.
Gets in the way; dangerous; not needed
Ha! Freestyle play in flatwater is terrible with a leash. Flatwater touring with a leash is also
overkill!
haven't been in conditions that warranted it (flatwater/lakes only)
I almost always wear a leash. If I'm not wearing a leash it is usually because I forgot to pack it. If
I am in calm water without current and wind to deal with, I am ok to not have one on but if I
have it I will wear it no matter what the water and wind conditions are.
I alway wear a leash on my OC-1
I always wear a leash
I always wear a leash
I always wear a leash and believe this (in some form surf style or coiled) should be mandatory
for all recreational paddlers.
I always wear a leash in the surf, in open ocean, and when on downwind or windy runs. Locally,
it's a law to wear your leash when surfing. I see no distinction between SUP surf and regular
surf. If anything SUP surf should have a more stringent leash requirement because of the larger
boards and potential for harm to swimmers and other surfers. In a river, the surf and coil style
have been responsible fo at least 5 deaths in the past year. Their boards got stuck an they were
dragged up-side-down by the current and couldn't undo their velcro. Very few people know
about the different types of leashes and their proper use in this new sport. In general, a leash is
a must for a beginner and rentals in most non-river situations. I never wear one in normal daily
use in the flatwaters and inlets here on the coast.
I always wear a leash SUP Surfing and racing on the open ocean or when there is a chance my
board could be blown away from me.
I always wear a leash when paddling. Only time I wouldn't wear a leash is if I were responding
to swimmer in distress on an unguarded beach.
I always wear a leash!
I always wear a leash....less swimming after the board when I fall off, it protects swimmers if I
am paddling off of the beach, and also if I fall off the board doesn't go rocketing off and hit
something like a boat, dock, or seawall and get damaged
I always wear a pfd
I always wear one in surf. I always wear one while paddling solo. Once in awhile I won't wear
one while on a fitness paddle or when I'm paddling in very familiar waters near shore.
I always wear one in the surf or tidal water. If the river's moving slow I may not wear one. If I'm
solo I'll usually wear one.
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I always wear one.
I am a competitive elite paddler with also swimming and rescue experience. I do not wear a
leash in flat water conditions, but do wear one in rough open water conditions and SUP surfing.
I am afraid that if I fall into the water that I may be placed in harms way or in a dangerous
position because I am attached to my SUP.
I am an experienced surfer so I only wear a leash when the surf is strong. I like the freedom of
surfing leasless.
I am in slow water and there is no need.
I am rarely in water that requires a leash. If I am thrown from the board a leash would be more
of a problem than no leash to swim and get back to the board.
i didn't use one briefly because i somehow broke mine. replaced it though.
i didn't wear one at first due to the additional cost
I do not like wearing a leash in more dangerous whitewater, class III+ and IV because of the
danger that is inherent with being attached to something.
I do not wear a leash
- in flat water, low wind races and paddles
- when I am with others, unless it is in surf zone or wind
I DO wear a leash when I SUP surf (always), when race brings me in and out of surf zone, when
there is a lot of wind, and when I am SUping alone.
I do not wear a leash and have found that even when river surfing, if I am careful, I never need
to swim after my board. I think the leash is an entrapment hazard and just plain annoying.
Though I would probably wear a leash on a quick release belt if surfing in the ocean in heavy
swells.
I do not wear a leash in easy whitewater when I'm doing tricks as it encumbers the ability to
move about on the board. I do however always wear a PFD in these situations.
I do not wear a leash in most whitewater situations. In particular, technical whitewater
presents serious dangers when wearing a leash. I have found the skills required to stay in
contact with the board are critical. In some high-volume or continuous and mostly nontechnical whitewater a leash can be a viable option.
I do not wear a leash in protected harbours. No need.
I do not wear a leash in rivers except very large flatwater rivers. I think leashes should be
required except on rivers. Inherently bouyant PFDs should be required on rivers and any lake,
ocean or other body of water that you cannot see across. Inflatables are near shore warm
water devices in my opinion.
I have ridden SUP for four years and kayaked for 23 years.
I do not wear a leash in slow moving rivers where there is less danger or becoming separated (I
wear a beltpack) and a higher chance of snag on branches or other debris. I also do not wear a
leash in certain types of whitewater depending on the flow of the water, the rocks and trees
and the remoteness.
I do not wear a leash when paddling in calm small lakes that do not allow motor boats. There is
no way for the board to get away from me. It seems silly to wear a PFD when I am paddling in
the same area as open water swimmers.
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I do not wear a leash while lake paddling.
I do not wear a leash, or have my clients wear a leash, when on non-cold, calm, flatwater. It has
been my experience that it adds undo complexity to the learning environment with very little
risk mitigation.
I do not wear one when I am paddling in calm, flat water.
I do on occasion not wear one, on a small body of water or with an on-shore breeze and warm
water conditions. usually when I'm playing on the board and don't want the tangle.
I do wear one?
I don' t wear one while on a lake. I always wear one in the ocean.
I don't feel I need it in flatwater. Surf only.
I don't feel I need it on calm, flat lake water
I don't have one.
I don't like to wear one when I am doing fitness or yoga or when i just want to play and walk on
my board especially while doing pivot turns.
I don't only on small wave summer days <3'
I dont paddle in rough water.
I don't see the need for a leash when the water is calm/glassy and wind isn't blowing. It's
unnecessary. I always wear a leash when paddling in the wind (freshwater) or in the ocean.
I don't use a leash in calm Waters with few boaters.
I don't use one in some races or on some lakes
I don't wear a leash during flatwater paddles. I wear one while in the ocean.
I don't wear a leash on calm water, or difficult shallow whitewater where I fear an
entanglement hazard.
I don't wear a leash on flat or protected water in calm conditions. The exception being high
winds, then I strap up.
I don't wear a leash on flat water with light wind or on rivers with current and snags.
I don't wear a leash on flatwater
I don't wear a leash on my local river due to the large number of strainers. I'd rather swim for
the board than risk it hanging up on one. A leash for windy days on the lake is a must have. I
was once in a race in Writghtsville Beach with 30 mile winds and the board flew 30 feet away
after a fall. It was ripped from my hands by the wind. I was about 1 out of 130 racers that was
wearing a type III vest and glad to be wearing it. I wish I had a leash that day.
I don't wear a leash only in flat water, absence of wind or very light wind and short range
sessions, otherwise, I always wear a leash
I don't wear a leash when doing yoga on my board.
I don't wear on lakes and when doing more touring style open water stuff but wear one when
surfing and either NEVER wear one in the whitewater or a quickrelease - velcro type
I don't wear one on flatwater.
i have associated wearing a leash with possibly losing the board. if i am out in the gulf or bay, i
will wear one. if i am in flat water,i can easily get to the board if i am off of it. i also have done
SUP yoga & there is no use of a leash or PFD when doing so.
I have not been in water where I have needed one yet. However, that time is coming as my
ability level grows. I would have no problem wearing a leash
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I have not felt the need to put one on my board as of yet.
That being said, as I become a better paddler I am feeling the need for a leash
For safety.
I have not used a leash in River SUP whitewater because of the potential hazards involved i.e.
entanglement etc. If desinged appropetly ; a quicker and safer method would be to release the
leash on demand, and when not in demand it seems safer to be able to pull the board back to
the paddler. see http://supconnect.mylocallineup.com/SUP-Gear/patent-pending-releashreleasable-sup-leash.html for further info
I have only used a SUP on easy whitewater and I do NOT want to be tied to anything while in
rapids. Losing the SUP is better than losing my life. It would be too easy to get caught up on
rocks.
I have only worn one when a race required it or if SUP surfing in bigger waves where losing the
board might mean it hits someone.
I haven't been on as board that has a leash
I live in oklahoma.... lake is pretty flat river is slow moving. I can definitely catch my board if I
happened to fall off.
I mostly wear a leash in chop, where I can fall far from my board and the swimming can be
challenging.
I never knew they were available.
I never lose my board since I always paddle on calm water.
I often will remove my leash if doing open flat water paddling on a calm day with no wind.
I only don't wear it when I forget to bring it.
I only NOT wear a leash when the race committee allows EITHER a Leash or PFD. I'll wear the
PFD racing, not the leash. All other times, I'll wear the leash.
I only paddle in calm waters, and haven't felt a need for a leash- at least not yet
I only sup on flat calm lakes and don't feel I need one
I only use a leash when I am paddling a body of water with strong winds or current. It just
makes it easier to retrieve the board.
I only wear a leash during surfing sessions.
I only wear a leash if I'm:
- In the ocean entering and exiting through waves
- In very windy conditions on an inland lake
I only wear a leash in the ocean when it's not flat.
i only wear a leash on rough days when the board may get away from me quickly if i fall in
I only wear a leash on windy days or in the surf. The rest of the time i just dont feel like wearing
one.
I only wear a leash on windy days or while in faster rivers .
I only wear a leash when I think there may be a chance that I may get separated from my board
or when it is very cold. I have been paddling & sailing high perfomance: canoes, kayaks,
sailboats and windsurfers for 40 years so I trust my judgement.
i only wear a leash when i'm surfing
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I ONLY WEAR A LEASH WHEN SUP SURFING
I only wear a leash when surfing or in the open ocean.
I only wear a leash while in surf, when there is a chance by board can get away from me. On flat
lakes, rivers, oceans it is not offering me any benefit and 99.9% of the time I never fall off my
board.
I only wear it in the surf.
I only wear one when in the surf to protect other people or when doing down wind runs where
your board can be swept away if you fall off.
I only wear the leash on the river
I paddle in areas where the board will not get away from me.
I paddle in high surf
I paddle mostly flat water so don't need one
I paddle on a calm river, the St. Lawrence.
I paddle The Delta. I am seldom far from a dock. It takes more than twenty mph wind to blow
a board faster than a swimmer can comfortably recover. A mild current actually helps. But in
open ocean or large lakes, I always wear a leash and demand that my students wear one.
Most close to shore users do not use either, and threfore resent a one size fits all reg.
We need to get the message out that sometimes, like half a mile from shore, a leash should be
worn.
By making it mandatory, the venue discrerion is lost in the enforcement

I participate in a lot of river SUP and often I would determine that a leash could be more
hazardous than without. In these circumstances we are running WW and have a full safety plan
in operation!
I said I always wear one!
I sometimes do not wear a leash when I am in shallow waters. I use my leash the majority of
the time.
I sometimes do not wear a leash when I feel there is virtually no possibility that I will become
separated from my board.
I sometimes don't wear one if I judge the consequences of losing the board to be minimal and
there is no safety risk to others.
I take it off when the water is very calm, no wind and I a playing around with balance moves.
I think a leash is a helpful tool. I usually paddle in flat water and I'm a good swimmer but it's
nice to have the board near when you fall off the board.
I use one on some rivers and out in the ocean
I usually paddle on flatwater without currents, so when I fall off the board, it usually remains
very close.
I wear a leash based on my assessment of the conditions present when I am paddling. I wear it
always in rough seas or fast moving water downstream.
I wear a leash for surfing or when the wind is strong
I wear a leash for teaching lessons or for surfing, typically do not wear one otherwise for
flatwater.
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I wear a leash if I'm going to a surf-venue. If I'm on calm waters, with no waves, and I'm not
going too far, I don't feel the need for a leash
I wear a leash in whitewater when I am guiding in a commercial setting.
I wear a leash only when sup surfing/ but would wear one if I ever get the chance to white
water sup. but only with a quick release
I wear a leash when I'm SUP surfing to maintain control of the board in the surf. When surfing
if you fall the board can easily get away from you, the leash keeps the board close, but not too
close.
I wear it in surf or on rivers or when it is cold out, but not on lakes in warm weather
I wear leashes while surfing and while going down-river. If it is in the river venue, it is always a
quick-release system.
I wear one while surfing, but otherwise I don't feel it's necessary to wear one.
I will not wear a leash while paddling on a river (in moving water) to avoid being caught on
obstructions. I occasionally wear a leash while paddling on flat calm water on smaller lakes and
ponds. I would always wear a leash on large lakes and ocean and bays.
I wouldn't wear one on a river or other swift water wher the leash could get tangled or the
board could go on the one side of a strainer / vegetation / obstruction of some sort while I fell
to the other side.
If I am going to remain in non-tidal, flat water I see no benefit to wearing a leash
If I am in a lake or racing and need to do alot of turns I do not wear a leash. In high wind or
moving water I wear a leash
If I am in a pond or small lake I normally do not wear a leash, unless it is extremely windy. If I'm
in a larger body of water, and/or by myself, and/or conditions are windy or have potential to
get windy...I wear a leash.
If I am in my backyard, the water is very narrow and not very tidal so in am within 20 feet of
land if I should come off. Everywhere else, I do wear a leash.
If I am in the ocean I wear a leash, for the same reasons I wear a leash on a standard surf board.
I do not wear a surf leash in rivers do to the safety concerns. I will either go without or wear a
quick release coil leash. I do not wear one on lakes and calm water where I feel I can easily
retrieve my board or swim to shore. If on a larger body of water I would opt for the quick
release coil.
If I am open ocean or ocean surf, then I always wear a leash. It is a safety precaution to your
board in more severe circumstances. If I am paddling on a calm river, then I never wear a
leash, it's not necessary. Again it is a use of common sense
If I am paddling on flat water and have a PFD there are times I don't wear it. Most times I do,
and use it to hook up to an anchor system for yoga.
If I think I will fall (open ocean)
or if it is very windy.
I have chased my board in wind and wished I had one.
If I'm doing a workout paddle in flat water and there's no wind, or calm ocean conditions I don't
wear a leash. I'm a very expierienced paddler!
If I'm on a lake I never use a leash because it just gets in the way. If I'm on a slow moving almost
flat water river I don't need one either. If I will be going through any rapids I wear a leash, or if I
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were to do a downwinder, or paddle out in the middle of the ocean, or anywhere conditions
might turn for the worse.
If it's flatwater I'm on, I'll sometimes wear a coiled leash. I just don't feel like I'm going to get
separated from my board.
If its just me, depends on water, wind conditions. If its with clients, I always wear a leash as
does the client no matter, water or wind condition.
If no coiled leash available while on a river or whitewater, will go no-leash so as not to get
caught on obstacles and debris. SUP yoga.
If not in waves or high wind it is unlikely the board will get away from me - just common sense.
If on a calm day when I want to play and practice skills like walking on my board, a leash gets in
the way. It is more freeing to be without one sometimes.
If on flat water I do not - I don't fall off so no need for leash. I do wear on ocean - even if on
inter-coastal
If the conditions dictate a leash I wear a leash. Flat water no leash really small wave days no
leash.
if the surf is small, or inside the harbor in calm water.
If the water is absolutely flat then i paddle with no leash because I know if I fall off then I can
get to my board easily
If the water is very calm, sometimes I do not wear one.
If water conditions are well within my comfort zone based on experience, I do not find a leash
necessary to keep my board close to me and within reach should I fall in the water. Given the
choice between a PFD and a leash in terms of any legally required rescue mechanism, I would
prefer a leash.
If waves are very small.
I'm on calm waters, the board will never get away from me. If I were to SUP in the ocean I
would wear one
I'm smart enough to know when I need one
Impedes mobility in yoga and stretching activities on flat water.
In calm flat water becoming separated from the SUP usually is not an issue, and if there is a lot
of sea weed, it snags on the leash.
In calm flat water, it is unneeded. I wear one while surfing, and open ocean paddling.
in calm flatwater the board has never gotten very far away and in whitewater situations, I don't
always want to be attached to the board, even with a quick release mechanism
In calm water where board would not get away from me
In calm waters with no current and no boat traffic, I do not see the purpose, esp. if I'm
practicing my footwork on the board.
In flat water with no wind there is no need. in every other condition i wear a leash
In flatwater of any kind I do not wear a leash.
In general, I do not wear a leash in calm, flat water. Think canals and shallow areas. I am an
experienced swimmer and a good paddler. I do not doubt my ability to swim to my board or
something stable for safety. I always wear a leash in the ocean and do my best to stay away
from swimmers. SUP boards are big and heavy, and a rogue board is potentially dangerous for
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nearby paddlers/swimmers. Also, it helps me retrieve my board in the surf.
In racing I don't wear a leash because it slows me down and gets in my way .
In smaller shallow waters I do not wear leash.
In the short time I tried SUP I did not wear a leash because I was on a moving river and do not
want to be tethered to anything that might get hung up in a snag.
In the surf zone on a very small surf day with no current and no crowds I will go with out a
leash, because it is not necessary and gets in the way of riding very small waves.
In the way.
It depends on the conditions.
It helps with board recovery while surfing
It it is calm and we are liesurly paddling for short amounts of time or practicing yoga/fitness.
It just depends on where you are paddling, if there is the possibility of the board being carried
away from you faster than you can swim to it you should wear a leash
It's on another board.
I've worn a leash on a pure surf board, but not an SUP. I would see a leash as being somewhat
cumbersome on a SUP. A person probably shouldn't be out on the lake if they weren't able to
safely swim to their board.
Leash is only necessary in surf conditions. On a river it is extremely dangerous to wear a leash.
Leash not necessaty in harbor.
Leash only when surfing, never on flat water or distance paddle
Leashes are required for the safety of others in the surf, I don't believe it necessary to wear one
while paddling on a lake if there is no one around.
Leashes can be a safety hazard in moving or whitewater, as they create the potential for a snag.
However, with a proper quick release system, I almost always wear one.
Life Jacket does its job. I'm not a surfer and not worried about the board hitting me or getting
away.
Llevo leash como un elemento de seguridad mÃ¡s. Si considero que va a ser peligroso no lo
llevo.
maybe on dead flat water paddle I would not wear a leash..but it's a simple this to do
Mostly i paddle tidal creeks. there is no chance not being able to get back to the sup. If there
were high wind or swift current that could keep me from swimming to the board, then i wear a
leash. The SUP itself safest support out on the water, i can paddle with my hands if need be. So
staying with the board is my priority
Mostly paddle flat water lakes
My board didn't come with one, and I've not found a need to buy one.
My experiences on a SUP were when I borrowed one on a pond. There was a coiled cord leash
& I tried in ONLY one time out of 2 uses of the SUP.
My personal board doesn't have one yet. Mostly used it for holding my flip flops...
N/A
n/a
N/a
n/a
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n/a I always wear a leash
N/A. The only way I would consider not wearing a leash is if I was on flatwater or on a slow
moving tidal creek where, due to debris under water, it may be more inconvenient to wear a
leash than not too.
na
NA My board is the best PFD there is.
NEVER on moving water (until I buy a quick release).
Never thought about it.
Never where Ii may catch it on rocks
No leash in flat water
No leash wear
No need unless surfing.
None provided
Not needed
Not needed in small groups on flat water.
not needed when doing calm, flatwater paddles. However if its windy on flatwater I find it a
vrey good idea since you can loose your board. I am definitely pro leashes, even in flatwater
since the coiled ones dont get into the water and its safe. I just paddled 220km in a race in
Holland and everyone was required to wear a leash. Great idea.
Not needed.
Often I SUP in my neighborhood estuary. The water is about waist deep and is a contained
body of water. When there, I don't always wear a leash unless its windy!
On a lake
On calm canals I don't always wear a leash.
On calm days on flatwater-no. Windy days-yes. Surfing-yes. Ocean paddling-yes.
On flat water or lake races I do not find it necessary
On flat water when I am with other people and wearing a bouyant PFD.
On flat water, very very calm water on the lake.
on flatwater
On flatwater
On large lakes and rivers where there aren't many people in the water, I tend to not wear a
leash. If I'm going to be playing and falling, surfing, or in an area with other people in the water
I'll wear it.
On occasion I will skip the lease because I'm in a very protected bay that is 3 to 4 feet deep at
high tide.
on windy days in high seas I always wear a leash or when in the surf zone. However I feel that
we need to have leashes required by law not PFDs, your board is the best PFD and if you are
able to get back to your board by being tethered a PFD would be useless.
Once again never on my open ocean board, but always with my 8'3 surfing sup. If I have a pfd
then I feel the leash is redundant
One of my boards has no leash plug... an older model. Otherwise, leash is on - it's like a seat
belt.
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only do not wear one in lake / non tidal flat water, warm water & no wind - otherwise always
do
Only in a protected area where I am a close swim to shore, there is little chance of wind, or if
the board was to blow away it would not be ruined on rocks.
only in high wind or in surf situations
Only in rogh water or while surfing.
Only in the surf line up
only need if suping surf waves. don't sup surf due to reef where i live presently. if i fall off i can
swim. this has never been a problem. i have sup surfed and arm paddled w/o a paddle. swam to
get board when it got away from me. on a fast river i would wear a leash.
Only on river and ocean surf when I don't want my board to get away.
Only wear a lease when surfing
only wear a leash in the surf
Only wear it in moving water.
Paddling in protected calm waters such as a harbor or small cove it is not necessary
Presents an entanglement danger in moving water situations - in which case i move to a PFD.
Primarily dependent on venue. I always wear a leash while teaching, guiding tours, or during
races when they are required, and if paddling on the open river or ocean. Since most of my
paddling takes place on narrow, protected flat water, I don't always use a leash.
Protected bodies of water but I almost always wear a leash
racing= only when required so it is not under my feet when i need to move around
surf= always!
risk of entanglement on moving water is independent of craft...... same logic with ropes, Rescue
Life Jackets, painters and other gear in canoe or rec kayak.
River conditions dictate if a leash is safe to use or not. If not, I don't wear it.
Same reasons I don't wear a PFD. I do wear sometimes when I anticipate jumping off quite a bit
to make sure I can tether board to me while I focus on other tasks.
Seems like jacket and flotation board is sufficient.
Seems superfluous when paddling small calm flatwater lakes where there is virtually zero
chance of becoming separated from the board
Since I am on calm flat water I'm not worried about getting separated from my board. I wear a
pfd so I don't have to worry about staying afloat. If I were to do surf or rivers I would definalty
wear a leash, but on our rivers around here we have a lot of strainer and downed trees so I
would want something with a quick release.
Small surf in beach breaks I don't wear a leash.
Small surf, or coastal cruise
Sometimes I am just giving a quick instruction behind my shop.
Sometimes I demo SUPs without a leash and I don't put one on.
Sometimes while surfing or paddling I choose not to wear a leash. I wear a leash when
downwinding in conditions where the board will drift faster than I can swim, or downriver
riding or when surfing at large reef or point breaks
Sometimes, in calm water, I do not see the need for a leash, provided I'm wearing my lifejacket.
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SUP isn't my thing
Surfing, yes. Any other type of water, no. duh.
Teaching or paddling in flat water, narrower low to medium flow rivers, technical rocky rivers
under class 3, racing where no leash is allowed as in paddle cross events or shallow narrow
brushy, rocky streams.
Also paddlers need to know how to not rely on the leash. they need to learn how to fall on their
board ( heel hooks included), rescue swim with their paddle and how to best "ferry" , body surf,
run and paddle swim back to their board
The only scenario where a leash is not beneficial is river use unless a river specific quick release
is used. All other scenarios benefit from leash use.
The only time I do not wear a leash is in calm flatwater.
the only time I don't wear a leash is on a zero wind day in calm, flat water
The only time I wear a leash is when the waves are big and I don't want to have to chase the
board or there's a lot of people in the line-up and I don't want to hit anyone! I also wore a leash
for an 8 mile ocean>>inlet>>intercoastal>>canal paddle. Mostly because it was dark, my first
time through an inlet, I was drinking and was concerned about getting stopped and given a
ticket.
I don't wear a leash for: paddleboard yoga, flat paddling, short paddles, leisure paddles or
races.
The only time I would not wear a leash is if I was padding by a shore wear it was not deep or
where there was no boat traffic.
The only time on a SUP that not wearing a leash can be sensible would be in certain river
applications such as whitewater, where there is a danger of entanglement, and you don't have
to swim far to shore. Then a pfd and a helmet can be a better piece of safety equipment than a
leash.
The only time that I do not use a leash is when I am kiteboarding with a small SUP or surfboard
in light wind conditions. In this situation I am having fun doing the footwork and can body drag
with the kite to retrieve the board as needed after a fall.
The water I paddle is relatively calm and if I fall of the board I have my pfd to keep me alfoat
while I get back on the board.
There are definitely days when the water is calm and flat so there is no need to keep the board
close. However when windy or on white water, I always wear a leash to keep the board close.
Typically dont in calm bays but always in gulf.
Unnecessary in some conditions
Use leash when at beach on vacation. Mainly am in a lake and don't need one.
Usually don't wear one in calm water, only when headed into open ocean.
venue
Venue specific, I sometimes surf small waves, and do not want drag. I would also consider in
mild whitewater going leashless, when there would be an eddy or area below the run to catch
the board.
very calm water, no wind/current or confined area (river, etc.)
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We paddle on a clam lake if we fall off the boards we swim back to the board. All of our
participants are wearing lifejackets.
Wear it only in the surf or serious open water.
Wear one when racing or in faster moving tidal conditions.
Wear. Leash on flat water when wind is high or during night paddles
Wearing a leash Racing River SUP Cross can lead to board/ participant entanglement so it's
safer to not have them in the venue.
when doing yoga and when practicing spinning turns in calm flat water, it interfers with
movements
When I am doing a quick 20 min. paddle in protected waters
When I am instructing a group and need to get off the board quickly. always if i am by myself
paddling or on rough days
When i am surfing in the ocean I wear a leash. And if the water is very fast moving in the river I
will wear a leash. That's it.
when i forget it
when I race I don't like it dragging behind me. if the race is in waves or on a windy day where if
I fall off the board and it can get away from me I will use one.
when i teach in theb pool, i don't use it.
When I'm on the lake or slow moving rivers it's very easy for me to get back to my board by
swimming to it.
when on a river
When the water is very very calm I do not wear a leash but, whenever there is some bump on
the ocean I feel safer with the leash on. It is more of a safety thing I do not want my board to
get too far away from me.
When there is no wind and the water is flat.
If i paddle real early before boats and jet skis come out
Where a leash when out in the surf and there is danger o the board hitting others. Do not wear
a leash when flat water paddling.
White water or milde river calls for a quick release leash, in the surf I ware a coiled one
would get in the way.
would only use if I surfed my SUP.
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Appendix II – Additional Feedback
12. Additional Feedback – Lifejackets (PFDs)
Please provide any additional feedback on the topic of lifejacket wear while on a SUP.
Complete submission data - 261 written responses submitted
"if you use an inflatable, it must be worn to meet the requirement" -- I don't interpret the
current rules this way at all. I believe it is an assumption on the survey writer's part.
As to sailboards or even surfboards--why don't those exemptions already apply to SUP?
BTW, it does little good to tie the PFD down to the board. If one is going to have a PFD at all,
then it should be readily accessible to don immediately.
20 years in the FD (including swift water rescue) and 20 plus years white water kayaking has
convinced me that life jackets should be mandatory on most venues.
A leash of no particular type should be the requirement. A PFD is only as good as the users
ability to get to it and put it on.
A leash when properly worn will keep a person attached to their board. In the event of falling
off their board in wind or current, they can retrieve it with little effort. However if they are
injured or sick etc and fall into the water the pfd will keep them afloat long enough to get back
on the board. PFD's work. They should not be worn in the surf zone or a swim area.
A life jacket has been demonstrated to save lives. Wearing one on a SUP might save a life,
especially in cold water.
A life jacket should be worn on Rivers. A life jacket attached to the board without a leash is
useless, as the board can easily be separated from the paddler. If you have a leash, you should
not need a pfd
A life jacket will do no good floating away tied to the board. Although I prefer NO regs, a leash
makes much more sense if they must interfere.
A must have on river environments. No need in ocean surf. Should have some sort of aid in
open ocean, either via an inflatable PFD or standard PFD. To have a PFD on your board does
nothing in times of need. A leash can help in certain scenarios.
A PFD is redundant if the paddler is wearing a leash. The SUP is the PFD.
A sailboard can't blow away.
A sailboard rig acts as an anchor to help prevent the sailboard from being blown or pushed
away from the operator in a fall. A paddle board can move away easier and faster and so a
leash is a good idea. At the same time, a leash prevents the board from injuring another person
in the surf in the case of a fall.
A SUP Board can float close to 300 lbs out of the water without issue. A PFD can float an
average individual but only their head will be out of the water. The SUP board provides more
than enough flotation.
A SUP is not a UL or USCG approved personal flotation device and as such it cannot replace the
PFD. A leash can help a rider in many ways and the board is a very large and ample flotation
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aid; but the number of ways that a board being a primary personal flotation device going wrong
or a person lacking proper education is too great. Many experts will say the board is enough,
but that is for them. The laws and regulations must keep the broader public as a priority.
Driving laws are not made for race car drivers or stunt people.
A SUP is not a vessel, period! Common sense - if you have a lifejacket attached to a board,
because its the law, but do not use a leash, what happens if you fall off? Its more prudent to
use a leash than a lifejacket.
A SUP, like a surfboard, is the most effective PFD I have ever used. Same regulations should
apply. When conditions require, even big wave surfers are using PFDs, by CHOICE.
After being in the water and surfing, boating, white water rafting, canoeing, and sailing for the
last 44 years I believe I have a good grasp on how to keep myself safe. Being tied to a board
that is incredibly easy to get back on when I fall off insures my safety. Getting back into other
watercraft is more of a challenge and I accept the prudence of a PFD in those situations. I see
no reason for a belt and suspenders.
All SUP rental agreements should require that the user wear the leash and stay out of
traditional surf zones when surfers are present, and follow surfing's traditional code of conduct.
Although I do not wear mine while paddling, I believe it is a good idea to have a life jacket at all
times. I wear a leash as well because I also believe it is a good idea. That being said, I can
understand why people would want to remove the requirement for the jacket if a leash is worn.
The leash, in many cases would be sufficiently safe, and I certainly prefer to have fewer
regulations and allow people their choice.
Anyone paddling an SUP open ocean with a leash is more that likely to be a experienced
waterman. The inland SUP, rivers, lakes, and rapids should wear life jackets.
Are prone paddlers, surfers, swimmers, snorkels, scuba divers required to follow boating regs?
Can law enforcers tell the difference? Will they be next? What is a swim zone along the coast?
As a former marine safety chief for the city of long beach in ca.The current situation ie PFDs for
paddle board is not realistic. It's to confusing and different agency's in california are able to
make there own rules without any consequencses. Why are some vessels exempt such as sculls
, outriggers and boardsailers?? There needs to be a more clear ruling on what a swimming,
wading,surfing area is!! Agencies are arbitrarily making ther own rules which leads to
misunderstandings and conflict.
As an avid SUPer I do not see the benefit of a lifejacket for myself.
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As for SUP's and PFD's, I am most in favor that they are treated as windsurf and surfboards,,,,,
however.... they are different in that surfboards are not used other then in conditions where
the user is close to the shore line, and windsurfers due to the rig attachment sea anchor into
the water when the sailor is separated from them, the large difference is that should a SUP
paddler be in surf or wind far from shore and fall off their board, the wind can blow the board
away and the paddler is left stranded far from shore or help. For this reason I am agreeable to
some type of REASONABLE law that protects the naive from getting caught in this situation.
Some type of REASONABLE law like: in UNMONITORED venues, or further than 100 meters from
shallow water, that either a pfd, leash or (sea anchor?) etc be required...... or some other
thinking that can provide safety for the potential separation of the paddler from their board.
I also am an active sailboat racer, while racing smaller boats in venues that are monitored, I
always wear a pfd, although often times an EU approved model which is not USCG approved.....
for lawfulness we will carry an approved orange simple pfd below, but never to be worn. EU is
50 newtons and USCG is 70 newtons for approval, however, for many boats the USCG model is
so bulky it tends to get caught and inhibit movement making it more likely to get thrown
overboard or caught in the rigging of the boat, get injured restricted or held underwater..... a
more lean slick designed pfd is less likely to lead to an incident, the trade off is the ability for
the 50 newton pfd to turn an unconscious victim. I am more worried about getting caught
thrown or pinned under water then being unconscious in the water upside down. Also I am
175lbs, as such I am made to wear the same amount of floatation as a person wearing 250 lbs
or 50% larger then me...... I feel that 50 newtons is enough floatation for my body...... with how
big people are these days I dont see the USCG making an adequate or acceptable effort in how
current laws provide for peoples safety. At sea or at night in larger boats where the venue is not
monitored I wear a 70 newton inflatable or rigid pfd, and I tether to the boat at night. An
inflatable pfd is lean enough to not get caught very often and on a larger vessel there is less
likely for there to be soaking water that would set it off automatically. If I was to go overboard
and a rescue may be a ,long time off the extra floatation especially in cold water and high wind
would be most helpful to increase survival, information is not available that would sates
whether or not a floatation vest is more helpful in maintaining body warm and offsetting
hypothermia compared to the higher floating stability of an inflatable yoke.
This may be much more information then you are seeking, but the whole point to me is that the
USCG has lost my confidence, I have lost confidence with their decisions on restrictions. they
are not advancing safety, the laws are not keeping up with the times, USCG makes PFDs so cost
prohibitive to develop and approve that it has greatly inhibited design for decades....... and I
think its BS that there are not differing sizes for adults,,,, the fact that the USCG and current
law has resulted with unleashed SUP'ers paddling with no leash and PFD's strapped to their
boards only enhances the users risk in my opinion.
As the SUP NTX owner and now as a ACA Level 2 SUP Instructor, we are finishing our 3rd season
of renting SUP's. We have had, at current count, 4200+ SUP'ers on our boards in all kinds of
conditions. We have had countless rescues and conditions that have needed immediate
attention. It is my opinion, as a current Life Guard and very long time surfer, that a Leash and a
Life Jacket both should be Mandatory. This is the safest solution. I understand the argument for
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impact surf zones, but anything else should require BOTH. I will be getting involved with the
ACA about this. Our rental operations can provide valuable info reguarding this very subject.
Kevan Burt
As things can quickly go awry on the water a PFD is just plain good sense while on a sup
Attached Leash and donned PFD should both be required at all times for all paddleboard use
except in competition when a waiver is signed. This must be mandated for all rental and resort
board users. We are sick of recovering blown away boards and PFD's for idiots.
Because I have paddled whitewater for decades, I consider a pfd very important and the SUP
community's opposition to them a dangerous as a policy for a growing inland activity. Most of
the inland SUP paddlers I see don't wear a leash or pfd and I think it has more to do with
fashion and appearance then any rational reason for not wearing a pfd.
Because most SUPs are 200L flotation devices, if we are leashed to them we should not be
required to wear a PFD. Most who are required to wear these PFD's are wearing the belt packs
or strapping a traditional life jacket to their board, which does them no good. I do have a USCG
approved traditional life jacket (wake boarding style) that I wear when I am surfing in colder
water - this is for my protection as I do not want to put myself in a questionable situation.
However, when the waves are small, when I'm on flat water, etc, I don't find a PFD necessary.
CEO of an outfitter business and believe in life jackets for safety and not a fan of waistpacks.
Common sense and individual rights!
Depends on waterway and experience of individual
Didn't understand the last question, you should reword it to make sense. Your getting into a
sketchy area here, such as in the Molaki Oahu crossing, I still find this area the surf zone. For
the ACA to step into the surf community is over reaching your bounds, by forcing traditional
watermen/women to abide by your rules and opinions you remove the freedom an expert
should have the choice to make. Expert watermen/women know their limits, neither you or
anyone else has the right to impose more than a leash. Educate don't regulate! Nor does this
give you the right to impose another certification. Free SUP!
Due to the many different venues of Stand Up Paddling, there needs to be different regulations
depending on the application.
Either require that people wear them, or don't. The concept of strapping a PFD to a board is
silly to me. I fall, hit my head on a rock, and I'm going to be in position to unstrap my PFD and
then put it on?
En caso de rÃ¡pidos y rÃos de agua en movimiento.
enclosed lakes where the paddler is visible at all locations should be able to SUP with leash
attached but not be required to have a PFD
Except in very specific and specialist river environments, getting separated from your board is
the biggest hazard. Leashes are the way forward. Full lifejackets actually create a hazard. Noone who cannot swim should venture out on a SUP. Helmets are sensible. So is a waterproof
communication device. Whistles are useless in some SUP applications eg. Downwinding.
Lifejackets tied to a board and not worn is just about the most stupid thing I have ever heard
of! If you fall in without a leash and get separated from your board, what use is the lifejacket?
If you don't have a leash but do have a full lifejacket you won't be able to swim to get your
board and will have trouble getting on it once you do. The life jacket could kill you.
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For safety and practicality, I believe PFDs should be required to be on board in the open ocean
only (past the swimming/surf zone, where boats are permitted). Leashes should be required,
especially in swimming and surf zones.
for safety in the surf and out of the surff, lake or oceans. leashes shouldnbe required. life
jackers optional
For those of us who are interested in SUP as a fitness or racing venture, the use of a PFD while
training or racing could actually do more harm than good. This is especially true in hot
conditions.
Frankly, more regulations will require more regulating.
Individuals should take responsibility for their own safety as we ll as the ramifications of their
actions.
I am against the federal government dictating how I should conduct myself during my
recreational endeavors, on a Stand-Up-Paddle board.
Given the popularity of the sport, and the attention of technology that SUP is receiving; with a
resonable amount of time (> than 1yr from now) there should be no exceptions to stanards
associated with lifejacket use and carriage. I see this issue as an engineering control vs. a policy
mandate.
Go home to your family. Wear the damn PFD.
Good idea
Having a lifejacket strapped to the board is redundant and dangerous. We need to educate the
Coast Guard and other regulatory agencies about SUP safety. We need the same safety push
that has already occurred with kayaks and windsurfers. It needs to be industry wide: from the
manufacturers to the retailers to the outfitters and to the end users.
How many deaths have to occur before we add leashes and lifejackets to our advertising and
require them for rentals? If we don't lead the sport the legislators will step in and control it for
us. I'd be happy to help in any way, shape or form. I'm a retired firefighter/ paramedic with a
strong water safety background. We have started a Great Lakes SUP alliance and would love for
you to be a part of it.
Hope Coast Guard keeps stats on near and full drownings with inflatable PFDs on SUPs and
other personal craft. If person bangs head and/or loses conscientiousness this type of PFD is of
no assistance. Also very easy to puncture. Why do so many fishermen use inflatable PFDs with
huge treble hooks flying all around them? Fools!!! Drowning on TV news makes our sport
appear less safe to the general public, therefore not good for the ACA and all canoe/kayak/SUP
instructors etc.
How is a SUP different from a sailboard? it is actually more boayant than sailboards, though the
sail creates a drag in high wind, it also stops you from using it as a paddleboard (unless you let
go an expensive sail). Except in cold water there is no reason to wear a pfd, and if you dress like
sailboarders even then it isn't needed (though i would probably still carry & wear one). I'm not
too keen on the whistle either.
I actively advocate for the use of PFDs while using SUPs.
SUPs should not be classifed as a "vessel" however. They are in fact surf boards and there is no
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reasonable place to stow a PFD or or throwable PFD.

I advocate exempting users of SUPs, like windsurfers, from the law requiring use of PFDs.
I agree that having a PFD accessible while on a SUP is important, and a good idea, however, I
don't think that it should have to be "worn."
I am an ACA instructor as well as a yoga instructor on the water. With more and more
recreational paddlers on the water I feel it is absolutley nescessary to WEAR a PFD or at least
have one on your board. Many oppose this, however, PFD manufacturers make comfortable
waist packs that are very low profile (someone left with one, went to breakfast & came back
with it on :) Safety is the whole thing. If you have a PFD and you or someone else has an
emergency, why think back on a disaster and wish you had been wearing one.
I am in favor of PFDs generally.
I am required by my emPloyer to wear a pfd
I Believe I already stated earlier in the survey how strongly I feel against being required to wear
a PFD or leash. I would sell my SUP board that I love, stop racing, stop paddling, and stop
teaching/spreading the love for SUP if we have to wear a PFD or leash. Do whatever you feel is
right, just know you're hurting the SUP community not helping us by restricting us.
I believe in order to be safe a life jacket should be on board at all times. As to when a person
should wear a pfd would be common sense conditions and the U.S. Coast Guard rules and
regulations. People should also wear at all times a pfd if not using a leash. In windy conditions,
the average swimmer cannot catch up to their board after a fall where momentum has already
pushed the board away from you.
I believe it depends on the venue or the distance you are paddling from the coastline.
Intercoastal SUP is usually a controlled area. However, if you are paddling in the ocean you are
exposed to more risk. Overall PFD is a smart decision for paddlers, but sometimes we just like
the freedom of not being loaded down with PFD and Camelback, etc.
I believe leashes should be investigated further.
I believe one of the two options should be law. An adult on SUP should either have a PFD, or a
proper approved leash.
I believe that anyone who is on a SUP is probably a good enough swimmer to swim back to their
board if they fall off. People should be intelligent enough to know when they should be
wearing a leash or PFD. I don't believe that this is in question at all but if you are surfing your
SUP then you should always have a leash. The boards are big and heavy and can hurt someone.
I believe that being on a 10-14' floatation device should be sufficient.
I believe that if the SUP rider/paddler is at a proficient level of paddling and there is certified
proof from an accrediting agency/body (I.e. the ACA) of said proof, then they should be able to
have the choice to wear or not to wear a lifejacket while paddling.
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I believe that SUPs are not vessels, and that they are sailboards. The original classification
seems to be mistaken.
I also believe that everyone should be responsible on the water, and that the water should not
be tougher than the road. Motorcycle riders are not required to wear a helmet, even though
that is far more dangerous than having fun on a paddleboard.
I hope we move in a society towards a place where people are given more choice as to what to
wear and not wear. Personally, I would provide a life jacket to my children, nephews, nieces,
etc. But that is my personal choice, and do not believe that it should be enforced onto others.
Speaking of enforcements, why not look into boating regulations for people who frequently
captain boats with no qualifications each year in Florida and kill divers / marine life / people?
That seems to be a bigger problem than life-jackets on paddle boards.
I do feel that there is a need for life jackets with non water oriented beginners on a variety of
water ways. I have been supping for 5 years now, and with the increase in beginners I have
seen and taught people who need a life jacket for their own safety especially in windy
conditions. I am a proponent of a certification of sup safety that would allow experienced sup
surfers to surf in surfing zones in our state and instruction of beginners.
I don't agree that life jackets should be REQUIRED, but I do think it is a good idea to have one or
wear the inflatable belt type.
I don't see the difference between having to have a PFD "on board" and having your PFD be the
board. I think that there are times when wearing a PFD is important but I am not confident that
federal law will get it right when inacting legislation. It's not a vessel, it's a board.
I don't think PFD wear should be mandated. I would rather see PFD education mandates so
people are better educated as to the importance of wearing a PFD but can still make their own
choice.
I don't want to be regulated. If conditions are rough I don't go out. If I'm surfing I wear a leash.
I don't need to be told. I've taught classes where absolutely no one falls for the entire class
over multiple days. Wearing shoes and a pfd would take away form the experience when
SUPing on the coast.
I feel a leash is a must so that you always have control of your board even if you have fallen off
it.
I feel a leash is safer then the current law of carrying a PFD on a board.
I feel as an advocate for PFD use andas an Instructor, that leashwear is just as useful to making
the board a flotation device as would be a lifering with a rope.
I feel it is just as important to wear a pfd while on a SUP as it is on a kayak as the possibility of
falling and hitting one's head is much greater on the SUP. I am not a fan of manually inflatable
pfds on any vessel.
I feel lifejackets are important since so many motorized boats share the water with me and if
there's an accident the lifejacket is my friend
I feel lifejackets are important with or without a leash. They should at least be on BOARD (not
necessarily on the person)- just like on a boat, even if they are wearing a leash. The leash may
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keep you attached to the board but it can't keep you at the surface.
I feel like a leash should be required in all conditions and a PFD optional
I feel some type of PDF should be required but am fine with the fanny pack style although I
understand this will not be helpful in the case of a head injury. I would be open to a leash/pdf
consideration due to SUP being used in the surf and the tradition of surf sport.
I feel that having a leash attached from the person to the board is best answer, except for the
river venue. PFD's should always be worn in the river, no matter what.
Accidents will happen either way, but I believe having a leash is better than a pfd strapped to a
board.
I feel that life vest are unnessary during the operation of paddling a SUP in open waters not
rapids or quick running rivers . In the ocean the leash is your best resue tool.
I feel that PFD's should be promoted and encouraged for all paddlers outside of the surf zone
but do not think that it should be a requirement.
I feel that there paddlers face the same risks as they do with any boat (kayak, canoe, etc.), so it
doesn't make sense to me to exempt SUP's.
I find that more adults are happy to actually put on an inflatable lifejacket that to lay a
traditional one on the board. To me this is a no brainer with or without a leash... PFD on the
person or PFD on the board.. better on the person and in my opinion, with a leash too.
I fully support and encourage all paddlers to wear a pfd while on the water.
I generally oppose regulation/legislation as a mechanism for saving an individual's life. IE I
_always_ wear a PFD when using any vessel in white or flat water not because of any law or
regulation but simply because I value my life and recognize (through education) that a swimmer
who is knocked unconscious is incapable of self rescue and a pfd may save that individual's life.
i gladly put one on as required. not a problem. children should have to wear one.
I have been an integral part of changing the mindset in Canada that leashes are superior to PFD
carriage while on a SUP. Check out the PFD link on my friends website
www.paddlefortheplanet.ca. Leashes save lives...PFDs strapped to a board are only creating a
false sense of security and contribute to the increasing number of SUP fatalities.
I have found almost no objections with my clients to wearing an inflatable belt pack type of pfd
such as the MTI Fluid.
I have heard of paddlers with inflatable pfd who drown. i thingk they fall, hit their head of the
board and become unconscious. Rivers are very deceiving. The current is sometimes difficult to
determine just by looking at the water.
I have see where a PFD on a board gave it a larger profile and the wind blew the board away
from a person not wearing a leash! I have performed several rescues using my leash where a
pfd would have been useless.
I haven't seen or heard of SUP fatalities due to drowning anywhere along the CA coast or
anywhere otherwise (excluding river/whitewater paddlers).. It's not necessary to force this
upon responsible, capable paddlers.
I know "surfers" do not like PFDs. But in any sort of lake or river I think they are very necessary.
I am out alone a lot on lakes and - like a bike helmet - you may hit your head on nearby objects
(including the SUP). And there are boats and jet skis, drunks and careless operators.
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I know I sometimes forget, but when I do have my inflatable waist PFD on I barely realize that it
is there, so I don't have a problem wearing it. My 10 year old nephew wore it all day, riding on
my board and playing in the shallow water, I had to tell him he could take it off when we were
leaving. He didn't even realize that he was still wearing it.
I love the idea of a leash, but they have to include language that specifically describes proper
waist leashes and river use or people will just grab a leash and jump on a river.
I only see the need for a lifejacket if the person is going river paddling or far away from shore
on a lake or ocean.
I see far too many people with little to no experience on SUPs with no pfd. It is far too easy to
fall and hit the board or anything else, creating a scenario where the board itself could not be
used for flotation.
I see more SUP'ers having problems by the requirement to carry lifejackets, PFDs. They lay
them on their board, sometimes attached, they are falling off into the water where the paddler
has to stop, bend down to pick up the PFD often falling in. If people are concerned about their
abilities they usually wear PFDs, this has been my experiences.
I should be able to meet the PFD requirement by wearing either a leash or pfd
I stated in a previous response but feel strongly that the board itself is a better flotation device
than a PFD. There should be requirements for some sort of safety and flotation device.
Accidents happen and water conditions can change quickly. Dump the PFD and change to a
leash requirement!
I think a pfd should always be present on the vessel unless it is a surf zone. I think the pfd
should be worn in all rapids. I think anyone who rents/demos SUPs should also have available a
pfd for that individual. I think any participants in any beginner SUP lessons should wear a pfd
and their instructor should wear it to set the example.
I think at minimum it is a good idea to have a leash in case of a fall and loss of board contact. I
think requiring a lot of gear and sound devices defeats the free experience of a SUP.
I think having a lifejacket on your SUP board is a good idea, but I'm not sure how wearing a
leash or not wearing a leash effects weather or not you should wear the lifejacket.
I think if you rent one they should let you choose and or provide one that is attached to the
board if the SUP'r choose to put one on
I think it is important to have a PFD on board at all times. If an individual is in rougher waters
than wear that PFD. But if a paddler is in calm waters they shouldnt have to wear it. I had an
incident up on my local lake where they made us all put the vests on, on calm waters. I didnt
challenge it at the moment because I wanted to research the actual code in detail. We all had
leashes and the pfd strapped on the board. Kayakers and windsailers didnt have to wear theirs.
I just think this is all new and in the end all paddlers need to be SAFE and make safe choices
based on their skill level and conditions.
I think it really should be up to the individual. Anyone under age should be required. If you are
a smart paddler you will carry one with you. Especially ocean paddlers and river/whitewater
paddlers.
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I think it should be determined on a case by case basis. I live in OK and do not have my own
PFD, I rent one from a local kayak shop that has limited hours, therefore my sup time is limited
to their hours which is a nuissance.
I can stand on the bottom of the lake with my shoulder out of the water but technically it is not
swimable for one reason or another (probably dirty) so it falls under the regulations.
I am a stong swimmer though in OK there are not many strong swimmers and I think there are
many who ought to wear them. I think children should be regulated to wear them, always.
But for an adult, I think it's ridiculous under my personal circumstances to force me to wear a
cumbersome and HOT lifejacket when I can swim, I can touch the bottom of the lake, there are
no strong currents, ever.
Really it's more of a hindrance than a help to me in 112 degree weather. I overheat.
I think it should be up to the individual.
I think pfds are a good idea in some situations, and the use should be up to the users discretion.
I can not honestly say I have ever seen a surfer wearing one? have you?
I think PFDs are necessary & it's easy to wear an inflatable. Many people are out by themselves
in our area and I feel that safety should be the main concern.
I think PFD's are smart. You may be in a river/ocean with a quick release belt/leash system and
still be seperated from your board. As I understand it.... it just needs to be on the board not on
the paddler anyways, and for calm water setting it on your board or using one of those belt
pfd's aren't even noticeable.
I think SUP riders should wear PFDs at all times.
I think SUPs should be treated like surfboards when used for surfing in oceans, like kayaks in
whitewater on the river, and like flatwater kayaks when used for paddling flatwater
oceans/lakes. There is no "one size fits all" solution, as SUPs are a hybrid and have many uses.
I think that for children under the age of 18, a lifejacket should be required. For an adult, no
PFD should be required unless they are in a class II or above river where danger of rocks and
snags are more evident.
I think that lifejackets should be worn while paddling a SUP in whitewater, far from shore or in
challenging conditions. I don't feel that a lifejacket is always necessary when paddling calm
flatwater especially when close to shore.
I think there needs to be better understanding of the laws and better use of leashes, whistles
and lights to augment safety concerns
I think wearing a leash while on a SUP is an acceptable compromise to keep the sport safe,
PFD's simply attached to the board is redundant and of no more use than the board itself.
I would rather use my own judgement as to use a leash, PFD'S or nothing at all.
I think you should at least have a life jacket with you. Anything can happen, you could hit an
obstruction, a boat could suddenly wake you, and you might find yourself injured or knocked
out. For these reason I feel it's best to have one with you and probably best to wear one.
I treat a sup like a kayak or canoe and think it's perfectly reasonable that pfd's at least have to
be accessible. The only thing that troubles me is I often surf from break to break, leaving the
surf zone for times to paddle to the next break. That grey area is troublesome.
I truly feel that PFDs and leashes should be required at all times unless in the surf zone.
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I understand lifejacket requirements for children under 14, but on a SUP, especially as an adult
they seem like overkill. The board is a PFD of sorts in that you almost have to try to get rid of it
while on the water.
I understand why the coast guard is doing this, but why is flat water any different than surf?
People can drown or get away from thier boards in either case. I think the stronger case is for
leash wear. Race directors can still mandate the use of PFDs for races. But if you keep the user
connected to the board, I believe that is safer than a rule saying the PFD has to be attached to
the board. You fall of without a leash, and your board takes off with your PFD, well, it might
turn into a bad day. Leashes should be the regulation.
I was in the Coast Guard, and I used to be a SWRT. Wear it! An unconscious paddler leashed to
a board without a PFD? Does that really make sense? Whining about wearing a PFD is akin to a
small child whining about having to sit in a car seat. It's for your own good, even if you can't
recognize the fact.
I was not aware that sailboarders are not required to wear lifejackets, while SUPers do. THAT IS
NUTS! Good GOD just require leashes and be done with it. Seriously...
I wear a PFD to satisfy Park requirements and when conditions warrant.
i wear a type 3 on easy rivers, type 5 rescuevest with leash on ww, and a belt pack on flatwater
I wear it on my kayak as well, and it is more as a precaution than anything. I'm NOT a strong
swimmer and that is why I wear it, I understand that others may be strong swimmers and will
not want to wear it all the time, specially when it gets too hot, even I want to take it off on an
extremely hot day... I do NOT wear a lifejacket on my boat though... so I think in part lifejackets
for SUP should be accessible and worn under certain weather conditions or age groups but for
other conditions it can be left to the paddler to choose accordingly to their comfort level.
I wear one, but I don't think PFD use should be mandated by the government.
I would like to see PFDs "recommended, but not required". Yes, we should be like sailboards.
i'd probably become an outlaw if i had to wear a life preserver while sup'ing.
If I wanted my government to decide how I recreate, I'd live in north korea...
If one is comfortable and feels safer wearing a leash, than by all means wear a PFD, especially
for kids. My thought that a SUP is not a vessel like a boat. I feel it is in fact a flotation device
which is pretty easy to mount and hang on to. If one is tethered to a flotation device with a
leash I feel that makes more common sense than a flotation device which can get away from
you because it is not tethered to you.
If regulations are implement that require PDF's on board at all times manufactureres should
attach rings, clips etc. to facilitate easy carrying of thisequipment.
If SUP paddlers want to continue to be a respected and credible part of the paddling
community, they should follow proper paddling safety techniques and wear PFDs. This is a
safety issue for themselves, and a modeling good behavior issue for the larger culture. There is
no excuse to not wear a PFD. It seems that vanity or arrogance are getting in the way of this
sport's progression toward mainstream. Shame on SUP paddlers who are against PFD
requirements.
If SUPs are considered a vessel, then by law they should have PFDs, especially if they're sharing
an area with other boaters (power in particular). However, im now confused as to why
windsurfers don't need PFDs...As far as leash usage is concerned, just because there is a leash
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being used doesn't mean the wearer will be able to swim back to, or recover the SUP board - it
would depend on conditions such as flat water vs. whitewater, still water vs. moving water. As a
sailor, power boater, kayaker, and SUP'er, I understand the unpredictable risks around water. I
personally think that keeping a PFD strapped to the board just to appear legal, should not be
legal - I the end, it won't do any good!
if there's going to be a life jacket requirement, it should be required that it's on you vs being
taped or strapped to your board. it does no good there plus some folks may not use a leash
since they "have" a pfd (on the board).
i wear a pfd at all times since ii'm a poor swimmer...but that's a whole different story.
If you fall and bump your head on something, having a SUP on board or a leash won't save
you.Only by wearing it will you be truly safe.
I'm a very, very good swimmer.
I wear a pfd while on my SUP. I might not in flat, boat-prohibited water, but only if I had a
leash.
Respect the water.
I'm not a great swimmer, so I wear my PFD. I don't know about how a leash might preclude the
need for a PFD, but I will try to learn more. I would still wear mine anyway.
I'm not sure how I feel about this. I very rarely go without my life jacket so it would have little
impact on me, unless it comes with taxes or fees. That would push me toward 'disagree'.
In all case I believe individuals are responsible for their own safety and it should be up to them
to wear or not wear PFDs
In flatwater and in the absence of strong wind or currents, I personally think that a PFD should
not be cumpulsory.
In most conditions, ability to remount the board provides more safety than a lifejacket.
In my opinion, mandatory PFD use is the easiest and most likely solution, despite being the
least popular. I do recognize that a properly worn leash gives a paddler a positive connection to
their board and thereby potentially more flotation than any PFD can provide. Realistically, I
think paddlers would prefer to use a leash if given the choice.
Included my comments in an earlier answer, but I repeat. Solid PFD and leash on big water
except surf. Solid PFD on all rivers and all cold water. Inflatable PFD only on small lakes in warm
water
Kayakers shold be required to wear solid PFDs except in flatwater racing. .
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Individuals are sufficiently capable to access risk and select the level of precaution they deem
necessary in the pursuit of daily activities.
I am the ONLY person responsible for my safety and the limits to risk that I engage. If no other
person is affected by my actions, the decisions about personal safety should be MINE alone.
Life has risk
Life has no guarentees, nor should it.
Rules & regulations should be as minimal as possible in a FREE society.
It is impossible and misguided to try to legislate 100% safety into everyones life.
Government should stay out of my life.
individuals should use their best judgement id deciding whether or not to wear a lifejacket.
It depends on the conditions the paddler is in. Maybe under a certain age pfd's should be worn.
It makes sense from a safety standpoint to simply require everyone to wear a PFD outside of
the surf zone because of the possibility of life threatening situations when your away from
shore. However, this is only an issue because the activity is becoming popular, not because SUP
is inherently dangerous or because those who have historically SUPed have a significant rate of
drowning or needing rescue. This legislation is in consideration of the many novices who will be
jumping on boards and potentially putting themselves in dangerous situations. I think about the
idea that this sport is coming out of a unique world and culture that precedes the fad we are
currently seeing by a a significantly long amount of time. Now, because people are catching on,
we are considering legislating that culture and making them criminals for doing what they have
always done for the sake of a few people who might make poor decisions on the water. I think
an education program that pushes manufacturers, guides, organizations and retailers to
encourage the use of PFDs is a more appropriate measure than forcing a change on an historic
and cultural activity that doesn't need legislators butting in. I'm talking specifically about two
cultures: the Pacific Islanders and surfers.
It should be optional.
It should not be necessary when someone can paddle in the ocean without a PFD in much more
difficult conditions than found on inland lakes and reservoirs where it is required.
it's probably a good idea to wear one
I've been told by the local sherrif that inflatables pfds are not acceptable on Indian Lake NY,
even if worn. He stated that inflatable pfds were disallowed 14 years ago.
just wear them, it is good modeling
Kids (<18) should be required to have a life jacket. Adults should be allowed to make their own
decisions.
Leash doesnt help with a bump to the head or other issues.
Leash or life jacket at all times, too many new paddlers in the surf letting there 12' boards go
can be dangerous. There's too many stupid people out there that don't take responsibility for
there actions to disregard pfd's. I would hate for any of the board manufactures to get sued by
a family of a drowning victim because of a lack of law. It all comes down to inforcement, if the
induvidual looks like they know what they are doing then let them be. The law should be
changed to PFD or leash, and it has to be worn.
Leashed and PFD's are two independent thing and it should be specific to the venue and up to
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the person either owning the SUP or renting
Leashes break and pfd's must be inspected and recharged yearly,but one or the other is fine
with me. Just consistent regulations which correspond to consistent enforcement is what is
needed. Every state needs money and if they make a law, regulate that said law, and enforce
that law with citations consistently then people will get the importance. That said, we operate
30+ boards in a harbor where they never enforce the law except for our students/customers
and that is because we are a teaching facility. But the general population does not face the
same enforcement paddling right beside our customers, so it is a joke in our harbor.
Leave it up to the individual to make their own choice.
Legions of surfers not wearing lifejackets and relying on leashes as an alternative are ample
evidence that a leash is an effective safety device - even in some of the most dangerous water
conditions encountered by paddlers. SUP boards are not the same as other water craft - a
capsize or overboard is easily righted and a board easily remounted .It is far more important to
stay attached to your board than to lose your board and be left floating with just a pfd especially in cold water and rough water conditions
Let face it, fatalities in paddling are almost always drowning. Pfds help to prevent that. A leash
isn't going to necessarily save you. If you are unconscious or get wrapped up in a strainer, it
won't keep you afloat. Most sup paddlers are not surfers who are surfing in surf zone. Most
are more recreational paddlers. These people should wear pfds.
life jackets & PFD's are more dangerous in surf & open ocean environments than wearing one.
for beginners & nervous water users they are acceptable BUT probably the more important
topic should be the level of swimming skills of the participants & education of surrounding
hazards etc.
a SUP is NOT a canoe , it has its own buoyancy, canoeing is NOT a fall & retreive sport like
surfing or SUP & also windsurfing on ocassion. i do wear a buoyancy aid whilst canoeing.
Life jackets should be voluntary on any paddleboard that has a foam core. They are floatation.
Leashes should also be voluntary. They should be required while surfing for the surfers safety
and others in the water. Certain areas like open ocean and white water make sense for life
jackets. Paddle boards are not boats with storage compartments. The more stuff we are forced
to carry the more likely someone will fall on it or fall off because they have no way to keep it on
board.
Lifejacket wear should be mandatory in certain circumstances. However determination of what
circumstances is a subtle skill acquired through experience. Leglislation should not be forced
on to experienced Athletes in order to compensate for the least experienced and clueless
people who take to the water! Safety is always priority but equally common sense must also be
applied
Lifejacket, is tempt to save lifes, it only work if you have it on YOU.
Lifejackets are cumbersome and unnecessary on a SUP. The SUP is like a giant rescue can. I
always wear a leash so I'm comfortable with an exemption requiring leash wear. I don't think
it's unreasonable to require EITHER a leash OR a PFD. I would also support an argument against
leash requirements. There could also be caveats for PFD requirements on rental SUPs (implying
unexperienced paddlers). We own 3 SUP boards and no PFDs. Even my 10yr old son paddles
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without a PFD because he knows to follow his leash to safety.
Lifejackets are only useful on a SUP if it is worn. There should not be a carry rule. For open and
still water wear a leash at all times. For moving water wear a PFD with a quick release that is
accessible on the PFD or belt area.
Lifejackets save lives. Too many times you hear stories about people dying because they did not
have lifejackets. Let's save lives now and not make a bad decision on this.
Lifejackets should be required when not in the surf zone but should be required to be worn not
just on the board. The code as written is dangerous. You can meet the letter of the law and be
out without a leash and have a PFD strapped to the deck. A fall while in high winds can leave a
paddler with nothing as they watch their board and PFD get blown away.
like in kayaking it should be carried with you. wearing at all times is a hard call,.conditions and
sound judgment should prevail. I know what SWEATY HOT workout a sup can be. in lieu of
wearing pfd at least leash yourself to the board. It would be no joke watching your board sail
off w/o having a pfd on
Make them comfortable and folks will wear them. I found a style and fit and now I will not go
without--surf ski, kayak, or SUP.
It like what happen to bicycling helmets--they made them comfortable and stylish which made
them 'cool' to wear.
my board is a big PFD.
n/a
na
No pfd is needed with a leash. If a leash is not worn wearing a pfd should be required in case
the paddler is seperated from their board.
No PFD's in the surf zone.
Non government waters need to be better described. Each state, with regards to fresh water,
has different regulations.
Oh, for Pete's sake, go get a real job! If you want to require PFD's in your own state or county,
go right ahead, but don't push this off on the rest of us (who live in HI who will eat your lunch if
you try to make this federal).
One of the problems w/ pfd's in general is that, while an operator is required to have one on
board there is no requirement to wear it, which creates an obvious safety issue. The advantage
of requiring a leash is that paddlers are more likely to use it as intended, which would make
leash use a potentially safer option.
As for exempting PFD use, there is no logical reason for exempting any particular craft over
another, yet windsurfers and racing kayaks are exempted. Many paddlers, including outrigger
canoes and surfski's, are voluntarily using leashes as the safety and convenience are apparent.
The best option, in my opinion is that leashes are the least intrusive and just as safe as PFD's
plus they keep you attached to the craft.
Novice SUPers can quickly get themselves in trouble before they realize it. They are more likely
to self-rescue if they are attached to their craft. If they get seperated from their craft and their
PFD is strapped to the deck then it has no safety value.
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Only in rivers
PDF's on SUP's need to be optional because if they are required and paddlers are forced to
wear them - some would experience dangerous conditions / accidents from having to balance
and carry additional gear on nothing more than a surfboard.
People treat SUPs more like a boat than a board, thus there should be a PFD requirement. In
addition, there are so many beginners/inexperienced new users that a PFD requirement should
be maintained. The minimal trouble it takes to strap on an inflateable PFD is worth it if
someone gets into trouble.
Personally i'm confused as to how this is even a debate. Every decision and responsibility
should fall directly on the operator. LEAVE US ALONE.
PFD and leashe should always be taken.
PFD requirement is insane!!! SUPs are giant flotation devices. Using a SUP with a leash but no
pfd (illegal) is infinitely safer than no leash and a pfd strapped to board (which is legal). A leash
but no pfd is at least as safe as a pfd but no leash, and certainly safe enough that a leash should
exempt the paddler from needing to carry a pfd.
PFD save lives. Don't leave yours behind.
PFD should be recommended, not mandatory if a person is using a leash. The board is a PFD.
Non or weak swimmers (a large % of the population) should be made aware of the hazards and
strongly encouraged to wear a regular - non inflatable PFD.
PFDs are great when actually used. Being strapped to a vessel or not inflated they are useless.
If you had two options to float you a 11' board or a 2' PFD what would you swim to? As for the
issue of hitting your head on a board, this is very unlikely to happen. The PFD should be the
board unless in cold water areas or winter seasons PFDs can help individuals if they fall into the
water and the temperatures are cold enough to cause instant shortness of breath.
PFDs make for a less safe situation. People who cannot swim, and or are poor paddlers will be
more likely to go out into conditions that are beyond their abilities with the "magic" of the PFD
to save them. A PFD (like GPS, cell phones and VHF radios) is not a substitute for proper fitness,
good swimming ability, solid ocean knowledge and good judgement.
PFDs on flat water are not necessary, your board is a BIG floaty thing - use it
PFDs should be required to be worn while on an SUP. Putting a PFD on after you have fallen off
the SUP can be difficult, and if you injured yourself in the fall it might be impossible. For
example, you fall from your SUP, hit your head and lose consciousness. If you are not already
wearing your PFD you will probably become a statistic.
Put good money into a comfortable pfd I will wear it....no reason not to!
If you fall and get injured just having a leash might not be enough.....
real feed back will come after a few people drown while paddling easy whitewater, likely
something with current thru strainers/trees.
Recently, on a moonlight paddle, I was bringing up the rear and helping a girl new to paddling. I
told her to bend her knees, here comes a boat and she wasn't very buoyant in her legs. The
boat wake popped her off the board like a trampoline and the current took her away. She was
separated from her board where the life jacket was strapped. I strongly believe leashes should
be used in place of life jackets. The board itself is a flotation device! Lifeguards use them to
rescue people, I don't see why the board itself is not considered a crossover of a pfd and a
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vessel and have new laws that take the unique aspects of paddleboarding into account!

safety education is the key. there are too many people paddling around with a lifejacket tied on
their board thinking their safe. wear it or tie yourself to the board.
Safety is important. Given that paddleboards are floatation devices themselves, it should be
required to wear pfds.
Seems like the regulations are a bit off the mark: probably the most dangerous thing about a
SUP is surfing with them. They are bigger and heavier than regular surfboards. The biggest risk
in surfing of any kind is a head injury from being hit by one's own board or another's board or
from hitting the bottom. So why aren't helmets required? In the open water, one isn't likely to
hit one's head and if you are leashed to your board, even if you fall off, you can get back to a
large floaty platform. If you are out in seas big enough to strip you from your board and
separate your leash, you are either an extreme waterman or a complete fool. Either way, I think
you are on your own.
Should be left to the operators discression, sup should not be classified as a vessel
Should be mandatory!
should be required when paddling alone
otherwise, it should be optional while you are in the intracoastal waterways. if you paddle far
off shore, it should be mere common sense to have one.
Should be up to the paddler as long as they wear a leash and mandatory in whitewater, where
leashes might be too dangerous.
Should not be needed if wearing leash.
Shouldn't be mandatory
Since wearing PFDs is presently a law for other watercraft it should be with SUPs. SUPs are in
the same areas as kayaks and canoes so how is it less dangerous on a SUP? It seems that if
you're going to start questioning that sort of legislation the entire water craft laws will have to
change.
SUP boards are NOT kayaks (or other types of water craft) but the USCG has lumped them
together seemingly with no real thought as to their differences. SUP boards are fundamentally
different from other watercraft and their differences cover most, if not all of, the safety margin
provided by PFDs. They do not "capsize", they simply float flat on the water. They do not get
swamped and filled with water. They are not difficult to remount from the water. In fact,
mounting a board from the water is often HINDERED by the presence of a life jacket. They can
be easily paddled with nothing more than the paddler's arms. They keep the paddler almost
completely out of the water. The wind-surfer precedent is to not mandate a PFD, it seems to
me that common sense would dictate that SUP boards are closer to that category that the
other.
SUP boards are NOT kayaks (or other types of water craft) but the USCG has lumped them
together seemingly with no real thought as to their differences. SUP boards are fundamentally
different from other watercraft and their differences cover most, if not all of, the safety margin
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provided by PFDs. They do not "capsize", they simply float flat on the water. They do not get
swamped and filled with water. They are not difficult to remount from the water. In fact,
mounting a board from the water is HINDERED by the presence of a life jacket. They can be
easily paddled with nothing more than the paddler's arms. They keep the paddler almost
completely out of the water. The wind-surfer precedent is to not mandate a PFD, it seems to
me that common sense would dictate that SUP boards are closer to that category that the
other.
SUP can be a great exercise tool. Hope the rules can be flexible with recommendation for
beginners to wear PFD and a leash be worn on open waters.
SUP can be used by a variety of individuals. It is not at athletic an endeavor as sailboarding or
surfing and can be enjoyed by people who are not as young or in shape and sometimes those
people can have all kinds of medical conditions that might warrant their wearing or having a
PFD available, especially if they get overheated, overexerted, seasick, dizzy. I can see it not
being a necessity or deterrent in ocean-surfing conditions. I have also been on the bayside of
the ocean and experienced the wake of boaters who maybe having fun & seeing if you'll fall
down??
SUP is surfing and surfers do not need a lifejacket.
SUP is too easy for a beginner to injur himself. Renters are notorious for providing inaequate
safety instructoins. SUPs should be required to have a PFD or use a leash.
SUP paddling is an individual sport and the consequences of participating in the sport under
whatever conditions the participants wants to is should only be the consideration of the
participant and nobody else's.
SUPs are readily available for use without training/proficiency requirements. Sorry to say to
those who object, but on navigable waters, wearing pfds is a reasonable requirement as
baseline for rental and/or use. The primary reason is that navigable waters include vessels with
power which create wakes, waves, and these vessels do not reliably operate their vessels within
USCG guidelines or rules; local law enforcement doesn't consistently enforce compliance with
USCG or local boating rules. Wearing a PFD is sensible as wearing a seatbelt in automobiles.
SUPs should be treated like surfers. Surfers do not wear PFD's.
Thank you for taking the initiative to help SUP users like me who have been harrassed by local
officials and had race events dampened by the event exemption confusion.
USCG embarassed themselves at Lake Tahoe by forcing three hundred racers to carry pfd or
face closure of the fifth annual event, and thousands of dollars in fines to the organizers.
The ability to be able to carry a life jacket on a board is a challenge. I would need more
understanding of the water ways regulations to make a decision.
The belted PFD's are my preference for the lake. ...Bottom line is a PFD is extra protection to
get an oxygen breathing individual up from the H2O and back into a life sustainable oxygenenriched environment.
The board floats there is no reason to wear a lifevest.
The board floats.
The current regulation is useless as it just means people add a PFD to their already adequate
floatation from their board. A leash is a great idea as it keeps you attached/nearby your board
in the event of a fall, however the question is what is a "proper" leash? Ideally there are no
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requirements, only strong recommendations by organizations such as ACA & USCG.
The current requirement to carry a PFD on a SUP is absurd. It's absurd because you don't have
to wear it. If you are or are not wearing a leash, and you fall and bang your head on the board
and become unconscious you drown. It's ridiculous and PFDs should not be required.
The law is stupid and more often than not the knuckle head CG enforcers are not even sure
what SUP is.
The only pfd I would ever wear is a belted inflatable due to the physical nature of SUP paddling
and the chafing / over-heating caused by traditional pfd's. The pfd should be optional for most
conditions; possible exceptions would be extremely rough rivers where the pfd could provide
immediate buoyancy while traversing rapids and re-mounting the SUP.
The only place you should not need to wear a vest is at the ocean where hopefully the current
will bring you to shore
The only reason you would need a lifejacket is if you were knocked out - the board is a
floatation device and if you wear a leash - you wouldn't need a lifejacket. The waist inflatables
(while meeting the requirements) seem foolish. If you were in a state to need a lifejacket - you
could get on your board instead.
The only time I would see the use of a PFD is white water but it kinda goes as full kit cause you
would have the stronger leash and a helmet.
The PFD provides additional protection in case of disablement, regardless of whether you're
leashed to the board or not. Given the greater distance you fall when coming off a SUP board
(as compared with a kayak or surfski, the chances of receiving a disabling injury are greater.
That's especially true in shallow water. Most of my falls while SUPing have taken place because
I hit ground or an obstacle with my board's fin while paddling at speed, which means that the
water is generally not over 8-10" deep. In one case, the fall was violent and I was fortunate
that my body didn't hit the submerged piling that my fin tapped. That reinforced my
determination to always wear a PFD (something that has been beaten into my head by
Chesapeake Paddlers' Association anyway!)
The PFD requirement should be changed to require wearing it rather than just having it
onboard. Just having it onboard is not effective in an accident on any boat.
The lifejacket isn't because operating a SUP on calm water is dangerous, but to save you if a
powerboat hits you or you are caught in treacherous (moving) waters.
The problem you have is the number of people getting into paddling and their personal
experience in the water. Unfortunately (and given I do not wear a pfd) people need to wear
some form of pfd. The sailboard rule is a bit weird - what is the rationale?
The reason I disagree with the sailbpard comparison is a sailboard usually stops when tipped
whereas an unmanned SUP can quickly drift away in wind or waves.
The requirement of having a pfd on the board without a leash is usless in many instances.
The simple fact is that wearing PFD saves lives.
The SUP board has even more flotation than a surf board..so it should be regulated as such.
The SUP board is a flotation devise! We are only reaching speeds of 6-8mph at best. If the
wording allows the board to be the PFD, why would a life jacket be needed?
The sup is a floatation device itself. I see no reason for redundance.
The USCG ruling is not accurate for the sport of SUP depending on the conditions and the
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experience level of the user/ athlete.
The wearing of a life jacket is up to the individual or at least should be
There is a need for better PFD designs . I am working on new designs .
There is a question that arises - if in a group with others to assist on flat water, a rescue without
life threatening conditions is feasible...however, if solo, condition can easily shift and without
anyone else around, life threatening conditions can lead to an unnecessary death.
There is not a good enough reason, in my opinion, to not wear a PFD on a SUP.
These terms are very broad and do not reflect the many situations that can be present when
SUP'ing. Common sense goes a long ways for both paddlers and law makers.
They are a great idea and provide extra safety if a leash were to break in a high wind situation
while in open ocean water if they are worn and not attached to the board.
This discussion is almost akin to do I wear a helmet on my cruiser when talking about pfds and
any water other than white water.
This is your life you are dealing with. WEAR a lifejacket period! if you fall and hit your head or
become unconscious, the lifejacket may save your life. NO BRAINER- WEAR THEM AT ALL
TIMES!
uh no
US goverment needs to worry about other things
Wear It! - except in the surf zone
Wearing a leash should suffice, but I'll continue to wear a belt lifejacket since I already have it
and it's so unobtrusive.
Wearing a life jacket is always appropriate. Too many prevented deaths have been caused by
simply not wearing a jacket.
What is considered outside swim waters? Is there a length?
What is the difference between a SUP and a paddle board (lay-down) outside the surf zone? Do
the same current rules apply to paddle boarders as well?
When an inflatable belt type PFDs is worn to meet the requirement it's very important to
practice swimming with this unique piece of equipment. It's hard to swim with this type of PFD
and it's illegal to fly with the CO2 cartridge so manual inflation skills may be necessary. Using a
leash is essential when this type of PFD is worn. The buoyancy of a wetsuit also helps. In colder
water it's hard to beat a standard Type III lifejacet with a wetsuit to keep you warm and provide
maximum floatation.
When the rider is seperated from a sailboard; the downed sail acts as a sea anchor to slow drift.
But a rider seperated from their SUP in rough conditions (not wearing a leash) will likely not be
able to swim fast enough to catch their drifting board.
This is my rational for requiring leashes but making PFDs optional.
When we play on a SUP, we are going in and out of the water. Part of what makes the SUP
experience so compelling and unique is that close connection with the water. Wearing a PFD
hinders that connection and takes away freedom and mobility. I am 41 years old and grew up
leading canoe and kayaking trips. We always had PFD's. I understand and support PFD use in
these situations. SUP is a very different experience. Requiring a PFD on a SUP would be like
requiring a PFD on a Surf board. To require a PFD on a SUP is almost as limiting as requiring a
PFD for swimming!
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While I will personally always consider safety and will do what I see fit for myself, family and
friends, I do not think that it should be required by law. If motorcyclists are not required to
wear helmets - why should we be REQUIRED to practice certain safety options. For every action
there is a positive or negative consequence - water safety isn't rocket science but it should not
be regulated when it comes to personal choice safety.
While they are a smart thing to have while paddleboarding, and I will always have one with me
regardless, I feel that having a leash keeps a much better flotation device attached to me than a
PFD is
Whitewater SUP and Open Water SUP should have seperate governing rules. A leash on
whitewater can be deadly. A PFD should be mandatory in some situations, but cannot be
expected while surfing or casual paddles without current. It's a complicated sport in Hampton
Roads because there are so many different types of water and conditions. I agree to err on the
side of safety, but not to the extreme.
Whole heartedly believe the mandates for safety. Experienced watermen/ women understand
the security and safety piece and therefore set the example. When in doubt PUT A PFD ON
every SUP board. Children depending on maturity, level of exposure to water sports, ability to
swim are factors to review. Kids are kids and do not always think. Put a PFD on all kids up to and
including age 15. Kinda like a drivers permit.
Why is a PDF required? Epically if using a leash. Is a PDF required while on a surfboard outside
of the surf one? No.
Why is a pfd required if one paddles a sup but one is not required if one paddles prone?
With all the people I see paddling on the Ocean and/or in tidal current, it seems quite risky to
NOT be wearing a PFD or have one handy for when conditions change.
With the range of ones out there there is no excuse not to wear
With the use of inflatables, unless you are in the surf zone, they are out of the way. I think it is
to risky for folks to be turned loose on the water without a life jacket.
You can't cure "stupid." The only people that keep up to date on rules and regulations are
those taht don't need to be regulated. Your expeirenced watermen/women will utilize the
appropriate safety equipment and have the skills and knowledge necessary to make these
judgements. Those that don't have the experience to make safety calls based on conditions will
not adhere to any rules anyway.
You should NOT be REQUIRED to wear anything!! If you want to go out on any body of water,
that is your own decission. We don't need the government to be imposing more and more
restricting rules all the while they are taking more and more of our money and freedoms!! We
need people to stand up against the government and restrict to the small government that they
should be!!
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13. Additional Feedback – Leashes
Please provide any additional feedback on the topic of leash wear while on a SUP.
Complete submission data - 252 written responses submitted
Coming from a canoe background leashes still seem a little weird to me.
.
...
A leash is a safety device for yourself and to prevent harm to others. ON flat water it should not be
required.
A leash is a very important safety device. It ensures that you always just a short distance from your
board though ankle leashes should never be worn on rivers.
A leash is an appropriate substitute for a pdf in almost all conditions except swift moving water and
whitewater. In virtually all other conditions a leash is more important than a pfd
A leash is great in the surfline and keeps you near your SUP in other waters. However, a leash is not an
adequate alternative for all situations and assumes only one paddler per SUP. Many SUPs have more
than one "operator" onboard, so who wears the leash and do the others wear a PFD? Leashes are also
not appropriate for rivers with obstructions/strainers.
A leash is not an acceptable substitute for a PFD. While some may say that they can use the board as a
floatation device I would point out that in a situation of rough surf or other hazardous conditions, it
would be better to let go of the board and rely on your PFD. Also, what is there is an arm/shoulder or
other injury that makes holding on to the board impossible? A PFD is the only acceptable alternative for
the worst case scenario
A leash is probably NOT necessary in a pond or quiet tidal estuary.
a leash is what keeps you connected to your oversized PFD - in anything other than a lake a SUP paddler
would be crazy not to use one, vital in the surf & on Down wind runs.
A leash provides more safety than a PFD in it keeps the board within reach and prevents it from being
blown away. Being out in a lake with no board because the wind blew the board faster than I can swim is
not going to happen when wearing a leash. There are situations like fast moving rivers where a leash
would create a danger and a PFD would be the proper choice but that is not addressed in any of the
regulations.
A leash should always be worn unless it's to dangerous in certain whitewater conditions or for
yoga(should be done in shallow water). I will add that a PFD attached to a board and not worn without a
leash is just plain stupid, this is the only part of the CG ruling that I find flatout wrong.
A leash should always be worn while in the surf zone. It's not where you attach a leash, it's how you
attach it , that can make it safe or dangerous.
A leash should be optional. In some conditions a leash can be very helpful but in rough surf it might
actual be dangerous. it depends on the conditions and the swimming ability of the paddler. People who
feel they need a leash should use one.
A leash should be worn in all circumstances except for times when the rider/paddler may cause more
harm to self than good. (I.e. swift river waters, leash getting wrapped around a rock or surging surf
zones in hurricane conditions in which it may be more dangerous for the rider/paddler due to objects
found in the water.)
A leash should be worn, but they can catch you on a reef...and again, enough with making federal cases
out of everything - how about education instead.
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Again, it's a matter of when and where. You're never required to be leased to any kind of craft, so I think
that it would be jumping the gun to create manditory leash laws.
Al leash is safer then carrying a PFD on board
Always make it easy access and quickly detachable usually by wearing a quick release rescue type fast

always wear a leash
Any river leash system should have a quick release mechanism included.
As a beginner who is interested in getting into SUP, and currently a stand-up canoe poler, I can't
understand why anyone would want to be tethered to their SUP while paddling a swift river - but I see it
all the time. When I fall out of my canoe, I never get separated far from the boat. Seems to me the
same would be true for SUP. So why risk being hung-up by a tether?
As a retailer, It's important to me because I have the opportunity to sell more accessories
As I am just getting into SUP I'm not totally familiar with leash use.
As the SUP NTX owner and now as a ACA Level 2 SUP Instructor, we are finishing our 3rd season of
renting SUP's. We have had, at current count, 4200+ SUP'ers on our boards in all kinds of conditions. We
have had countless rescues and conditions that have needed immediate attention. It is my opinion, as a
current Life Guard and very long time surfer, that a Leash and a Life Jacket both should be Mandatory.
This is the safest solution. I understand the argument for impact surf zones, but anything else should
require BOTH. I will be getting involved with the ACA about this. Our rental operations can provide
valuable info reguarding this very subject. Kevan Burt
Aside from certain WhiteWater circumstances a leash should be mandatory on SUP's.
Believe in Leashes all the way--keeping connected to your SUP is key to safety unless in whitewater river
then would consider not wearing a leash or a quick release
Clearly, lifejackets for this sport need to be lightweight and non-intrusive, but functional. I always wear
a coil leash when I am on a distance paddle or in open water. A personal flotation device seems
redundant when I am leashed.
COIL LEASHES COULD BE ILLEGAL FOR SUP SURFING
could see why folks might not wear them in some conditions
Depends on circumstances and should be up to the individual.
Despite the claims of those who say leashes ruined surfing, they are a good idea. But some people have
died because of their leash becoming tangled, so they are not a complete guarantee of safety.
Don't have enough knowledge on this yet, as we are newer at SUP'n.
Except when surfing, I feel leashes should always be worn - have seen several boards escape after the
paddler falls off, particularly when falling backwards.
for pussies, unless used in surf or whitewater. if you can swim to catch your board in a mild current or
tide, you shouldnt be on the damn thing at all.
Fresh water river use of a SUP requires a leash that can "break away" so user does not become entangle
around objects in river.
Good idea- I will consider when SUPing even when not in surf as a safety measure.
Good to wear and they pose little restriction if any.
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good way to stay together
Has anyone EVER drowned on a SUP while wearing a leash? Has anyone EVER come up with a legitimate
argument that carrying a pfd on a SUP with no leash is safer than wearing a leash? No!
Plus, the whole notion that a SUP is a vessel because it can be used for "transportation" is dumb. And
even if that definition stays, it's insane that the regulations don't recognize that SUPs cannot sink or
capsize, and that wearing a leash attaches the wearer to a gigantic flotation device that is 10x more
bouyant than any pfd.
I almost always wear leash except for some races where it can slow things down.
I almost always wear a leash because it is too much of a hassle to chase down a SUP.
I always teach with and use the proper leash for the specific water and conditions.
I am required to wear a leash by my employer
i am the first to admit to not knowing about the regulations that have been set. i have followed the
rules set by the venue. this is very informative!
I believe a leash should always be used. Even if a person goes out on the calmest of days, weather
changes fast and winds come up fast. If you fall, you may not be able to catch your board. As for fast
moving rivers, such as whitewater conditions, a quick release leash should be used.
I can see a leash being mandatory, as the board would be your flotation device. if, like me, you don't
wear a vest, and have it attached to the board, should the board get away from you, there goes your
vest too.
I do not agree with the idea that an inflatable PFD is an acceptable PFD and a leash tied to a board is not
acceptable. If I am in a situation where I am in distress, I will go to my board before I pull the cord on my
PFD. Leashes are a must in the surf zone.
I do not know the regulations about leash wear on a SUP, I know that I don't particularly like wearing
one.
I do not think this should be an all out requirement due to different sport considerations of safety and
SUP board usage.
I do think leashes are a good idea on some bodies of water, but they aren't a flotation device.
I don't think a leash provides the same level of protection from drowning that a PFD does.
I don't wear a leash but if I continue to go in the open ocean I would consider wearing a leash for safety
reasons.
I don't wear one on the calm lakes I paddle
I feel a leash should be warn at all times . A board is considered a floatation device, and you want to be
attached to that device.
I feel like a leash should be required in all conditions and a PFD optional
I feel that no legislation should be enforced for this recreational activity however, if legislation is needed
then I believe a leash will be an acceptable compromise to wearing or attaching a cumbersome PFD. I
strongly believe a leash should be required at all times while in the surf zones.
i feel that wearing a leash eliminates the need for a life jacket. i think a leash should always be used,
because, sometimes stuff happens. i have had my board taken from me by a wave, without a leash
others could have been hurt.
I feel wearing a leash greatly enhances the safety of SUPing in all venues except the river environment.
I have no experience on rivers. So, this comment does not apply to rivers. I think leashes should alway
be worn. And rental places should be required to provide leashes with the boards and instruct renters
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in their requirement and safety.
I have not found a leash to be restrictive, but I have not tried white water paddling -- I would not want
to wear one then.
I haven't seen the need for a leash on the lakes i paddle on, but I could see in the surf or rivers you
would want to have one - since I have no experience here, am interested in what others have to say. I
don't feel you need a paddle leash, especially attached to your person, but many kayak fishermen
believe otherwise and we sell a lot of paddle leashes in our store. Looking forward to the responses.
I like it. See previous comments.
I like leashes.
I like the leash to retrieve the board. In whitewater I can't depend on getting the board back quickly so
want pfd floatation to keep my head above water. For flat water workouts the pfds are too hot to wear
so if the pfd is on the board using the leash to retrieve it is great. As far as laws, I'm not a big fan. If
you're a regular SUP-er you figure out what works for you.
I never considered using a leash until 4 years ago I fell off my board while paddling in in February. It was
a sunny windless day on a flatwater lake. While hopping back to adjust my position on the board, I fell
off the back and managed to launch the board about 30 feet away from me.
I quickly swam back to the board and remounted but started to ask myself: What if I was unable to catch
up to the board on a windy day? What if I was a long distance from shore? What if the water were cold
enough that to swim might risk hypothermia? I did not realize that falling off the board might have
serious consequences. A few days later I ordered a coiled ankle leash, which I always use even though I
do not always wear a PFD.
Sometimes students, customers or friends ask me why I use a leash and I smile and say, "The board is
my ride home. I want to stay with my ride."
I never really paddle in areas where a leash would be beneficial. Even in open ocean, I feel the board will
not get away from me. The exception to this would be in high wind areas or rough sea.
I only find a leash necessary in the ocean or in a fast moving river. Other waters are too calm for the
chance of losing your board.
I only wear mine if I'm pretty certain I'm going to fall off (practicing pivot turns, surfing) and don't feel
like chasing the board all over the place, or if there are other people in the water. I would feel terrible if
my SUP got away from me and hit somebody. Keep the rules like they are. Leashes at the paddlers
discretion, PFD's required except in the surf zone.
I really would need to see more information and research on the value of wearing a leash on an SUP. I
do wear my leash but confess, there have been a few times I forgot to pack it but paddle if there are
calm conditions (yes I know the conditions can change) or am with another person. I prefer to wear the
leash at all times because as stated above, wind, current and weather conditions can change quickly and
I don't want my board floating off in one direction, while I go in the other direction. Better safe than
sorry - especially when on the water.
I support leash wear for SUP and surfing. I'll always wear one regardless of legislation becuase they
don't interfere with me paddling. I don't strongly feel that leashes should be mandatory but I think they
are a good idea.
i think a leash is good enough for SUP's. The SUP is so big, it truly is a pfd...as long as you aren't knocked
out if you fall off. then again, if you have an inflatable pfd and you are knocked out when you fall
off...that doesn't help either.
I think a leash or jacket should required.
I think a requirement fir a leash makes more sense. Where s the "danger" in SUPing? Except in being
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separated fom your board in open or stormy waters. A leash mitigates that possibility.
I think i fyou wear aleash, you don't need a pfd.
I think it's a good idea to wear them, but don't think it should be mandatory. SUPs are plenty buoyant
and if the individual is attached, I see no need for extra flotation.
I think leashes are also a good idea for two reasons, keep you from loosing the board in an emergency,
and keep the board from injuring someone else.
I think leashes are very useful. I think all outfitters should be required to furnish both PFD and leashes to
all rentals.
I think leashes are way more beneficial than an inflatable jacket if an accident occurs forcing a SUPer off
of their board, or if they were unconscious ... At least you're attached to your board so they'll know
where to send help!
I think leashes should be optional, but life jackets should be mandatory outside the surf/swimming zone.
I think leashes should be required as they keep a board close to a fallen paddler, keep swimmers safe in
the swim zone, and help prevent property damage
I think leashes should be required in the ocean, especially surfing. Even the most experienced can lose a
board and have it hit someone.
I think leashes should defintiely be required if life jackets are made optional. I think each has there
place, but the leasg is probably most important of all, especially in areas affected by tidal currents.
I think standard surf style leashes should not be used in rivers or on flat water because they become too
dangerous. Coil is best in those sitiations. Leash use should not be required.
I think that if we were given a choice, a lot of people would be happy to leash themselves to their
boards, but it still seems unnnecessary.
I think that leashes should be left to the discretion of the user. Good information should be provided as
to the positives and negatives to the user, but it should ultimately be left up to them.
I think that requiring a leash is a potentially dangerous idea especially as SUP use in whitewater is
becoming more and more common. I would much rather see an inexperienced paddler get separated
from his/her board than have them get hung up underwater after using an improper leash or not being
proficient with the quick release mechanism
I think the leash is the best and most simple form of safety for all. Our boards are our flotation devices.
The only exception I can think of is an unconcious paddler who has been hit in the head, then beniffiting
from a life vest.
I think the rule of thumb is to wear a leash, Especially when conditions may challenge; cold water or air
temps, distance from shore, weather, adverse current or wind that would take a board or paddler
further away from shore.
I think this too should be optional based on skill and conditions.
I thinl one or the other (pfd or leash) at min should be required.
I understand the need while in the surf zone. But, on distance paddles what is the push for?
I use a leash on all my lessons as an added safety measure and strongly encourage leash wear.
I use it even on flat water in case of moderate wind. It doesn't find it particularly uncomfortable.
I wear a leash when conditions warrant.
I would like to see the option of a leash OR PFD, with both being recommended.
I would never require it. Anywhere. I highly recommend it for ocean/river whitewater SUP'ing, but it
shouldn't be a requirement.
I would rather wear a leash than a life jacket any day!
I would wear a leash if it would replace the PFD requirement on lakes and reservoirs.
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I'd rather see leashes mandatory than lifejackets. Since a SUP is an "unsinkable vessle", being attached
to it by a leash should suffice for safety regulations..
If no leash, wear a PFD.
If paddling anywhere with current, a quick release option should be used at all times.
If push came to shove and it was either a mandatory life jacket or leash, I'd wear the leash.
If the sup board itself is going to be considered as a PFD I feel a leash is required
if there is an element that could seperate you from the board a leash is good
If you are going to legislate on any safety device for SUP then this is it. FAR more important than
anything else. Anyone not wearing a leash in a surf zone in particular should be fined instantly, it is
unforgivable. Any SUPer not wearing a leash when more than 500m from shore is an idiot, and should
be fined for terminal stupidity!
Leashes however can be hazardous in rivers and where there are obstacles like moorings, fishing pots
etc so the design of them for this application has to be considered very carefully indeed.
I'm pro leash (w/ quick release and training) on whitewater.
In the surf zone, YES. Flat water as an option or if you don't have a PFD.
Initially, I never wore a leash while paddling outside the surf zone.
I listened to the talk about it.
I decided that I did not want to be responsible for a lengthy search & rescue if I had an issue.
Now, I wear a lash 100% of the time, because not to, might cause others action that could easily be
avoided.
it is more important than a pdf
It is my opinion that leash wear should be optional while on a SUP. Sometimes we have multiple people
on one board.
It just makes sense so you don't lose your board.
It makes more sense to wear a leash than have a PFD strapped to a board that is floating away.
It should be a personal safety option for each person.. or AT LEAST for the adults ! Like it is for bicycle
helmets !
It should be optional.
Know the risks created by the water you're paddling in.
Lease in surf zone , open ocean and large lake. More of a hazard on moving water above class 1. On
moving water below class 2 it is a good ideas but with so many more variables it is hard to make a safe
blanket use requirement. I would leave this one alone and just use surf requirement.
Leash
Leash entanglement in downriver situations needs to be carefully assessed prior to any mandatory
regulation.
Leash in surf zone only
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leash management in whitewater is a big deal that is not understood well - my top ten
1) if you don't know how to use leash in whitewater don't use it
2) know where to attach a leash and how to use a rescue vest to attach the leash properly for quick exit
3) paddlers must understand that some rivers are inherently dangerous for leashes especially rocky
shallow rivers with many obstructions
4) when using a leash in the whitewater environment know how to manage your leash so you do not
entangle yourself or other nearby boaters
5) understand and know how to use the quick release mechanics of both your rescue vest and the leash
6) leash length for whitewater should be shorter than what would be used in the surf
7) when choosing a leash for whitewater select a coiled leash that can be cut with a river knife
8) if you are not using a rescue vast, I prefer to attach the leash to the shoulder of my PFD keeping it
high and out of the way where I can reach the leash quickly
9) never attach a leash to your ankle in a whitewater setting
10) have fun, be safe, land big air
leash only in surf conditions/waves/open sea
Leash OR jacket should be law
leash wear should be a most... you can lose the paddle or not have a lifejacket but the leash will help
you get back to the board...
Leash wear should be at operators discretion. A leash should not be relied upon to keep you safe in the
ocean. Your swimming skill, fitness, ocean knowledge and good judgement are what keeps you safe,
not equipment.
Leashes are a dangerous crutch by many that give them a sense of security about the safety and well
being. The main reasons for drowning on our waterways will not be adverted by the wearing of a leash,
but the wearing of a PFD. Leashes can be very dangerous to the unprepared or uneducated paddlers.
Shops and outfitters can become more concerned with their equipment and that a leash can keep a lost
board from occurring without thinking of or possibly preparing their customer for how to use a leash on
a SUP.
Leashes are a good idea in some venues, but can also be very dangerous and pull you under (as with the
woman who drowned on the Chetco River).
Leashes are a must on big water and in surf. Leashes shoul fasten at the ankle not below the knee.
Leashes are appropriate in most conditions. If the water/conditions are exceptionally calm and warm,
there is no need for a leash.
Leashes are essential on any body of water where the board could potentially vacate (instigating
stranded paddlers or becoming hazardous to someone or something.
leashes are for dogs
Leashes are for the surf zone and white water.
Leashes are good and provide security for the paddler not to get separated from their board. The risk of
drowning as a result of a leash getting caught on an object in fast moving water is important to pass on.
Leashes are good in surfing areas.
Leashes are great, no reason someone on a SUP should not wear them. And it really bothers me when I
see shops renting SUPS without leashes. Leashes keep the board from getting away for the person
paddling, the board will not get blown away, swept away but current or waves. It would be no different
that ski brakes on snow skis, leash on a snowboard.
Leashes are important for the protection of others in the surf. Not necessary on flat water areas though.
Leashes are important in certain situations for sure. Surf and wavey water.
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Leashes are in many ways a better safety device while on a SUP than a life jacket is. I leash both keeps a
paddler near their SUP and for floatation and safety...and keeps the SUP from becoming loose and
striking another paddler, as long as there is some minimal distance between paddlers.
leashes are inexpensive and available. All SUP's have a "leash cup"to easly connect the leash.
As I mention before, I have used a leash to rescue other sup'ers in trouble.
Leashes give a weak swimmer confidence to try the sport.
Leashes are more important than any PFD.
Leashes are preferable to PFD.
Leashes are safer on a SUP than a PFD
Leashes are the best alternative.
Leashes are the safety device of choice, when adventuring into exciting waters.
Few paddlers will wear a leash while also carrying a useless pfd strapped to board or fanny.
Like swimmers, an SUP operator must be aware of their own safety issues.
Boaters present the greatest danger. Stand and be seen! Indivisuals must think for themselves about
the dangers of thier particular venue. I teach that most injuries occur from falling onto an object. Train
yourself to dive clear an come into the dock on yoir knees
Leashes are useful if you are in open ocean with surf and on some rivers, but on some rivers, especially
white water I do not want to be connected to my board, I want to be free of it. So again this is a user
discretion choice in my mind
Leashes can be challenging to negotiate while on a board. But, then again, so can PFDs.
Leashes can be dangerouus in some waters.
Leashes for windy days and surfing crowded areas, as well as far out surf zones as well as open bodies of
water, or wide rivers.
Leashes in the surf are a matter of etiquette and safety! If you're paddling in windy conditions, you need
have your board tethered with you!
Leashes in whitewater can be extremely dangerous and should be worn with caution. Even the quickrelease versions offer serious consequences, especially in difficult, technical whitewater.
Leashes make sense as the attach you to the only flotation device that will get you back to land.
Leashes onn18 and under
Leashes should always be used in the surf zone, especially with giant SUPs. It's just a good idea, but I
wouldn't legislate it. People are responsible for the harm they do to others. Furthermore, most beaches
already have swim zones and surf zones so people can avoid each other if they want.
Leashes should be mandatory instead of life jackets. In cold weather, if you lose the board, you die and
the lifejacket just makes it easy to find your body after you die of hypothermia. A leash will allow you to
get back on the board and get to safety or warmth if you get wet/cold.
Leashes should be mandatory on all types of bodys of water.
Leashes should be mandatory. They connect the board to the paddler. Have you ever tried to swim after
your board with 10-15kts of wind? Or in current? the leash works to keep the paddler connected to their
board.
Leashes should be required at all times
Leashes should be required at all times in all zones by all age groups except in whitewater, where
additional training is required.
Leashes should be worn in almost all situations. They are a great alternative to having to wear a PFD.
Leashes should be worn in any waters other than calm slow moving rivers. Out in the ocean, large
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lakes, the water and wind become factors. If you fall off your board, it can get away from you fast.
Therefore in those conditions it should be necessary.
Leashes should be worn in the surf and only with quick release belts in white water.
Leashes should be worn while paddling on large bodies of water, only quick release leashes should be
used in the river, and only after proper instruction and training.
Leashes should not be required but they are a good idea on flat water and in surf zones. They are
dangerous and definitely should NOT be used on rivers in moving and whitewater. They require
specialized training and emergency quick release mechanisms and consequently most recreational
paddlers do not know how to use them properly.
Leashes should not be required under any curcumstance, as leashes may help convenience but can also
KILL
Leashes type and wear is dependent on conditions, type of waterway, etc. I would like to see them
"recommended, but not required" also because there are so many variables.
leashes, while helpful in the ocean can still break. The likelyhood of failure is in the surf zone, not out of
the surfzone. This is primarily an issue of impact avoidance issue with obstacles and other surfers and
secondarily a flotation issue for the paddler surfer.
In places like Hawai'i, many beyond the surf zone paddlers, this includes surf skis and oc-1s, use leashes
to prevent vehicle loss and a long swim or worse.
Let the user decide, no need to force this on people. Common sense seems to prevail.
Let's be proactive so that bad PR doesn't hurt the sport!
like I said, no strong currents and I could definitely catch my board if I were to fall off.
Oklahoma...
Make the leash mandatory the pfd optional unless a child passenger.
Mar abierto, olas o como elemento de seguridad y arrastre en operaciones de salvamento de grupos
guiados.
Me personally, I never go out without a leash. Different leashes for different venues. I don't want a coil
while surfing, and I don't want my leash dragging while cruising or racing.
Minimum requirements for offshore paddling should include a leash.
most of the time i see no downside to wearing a leash. river running in shallow whitewater through the
rocks etc. would be an exception, but you always wear at least a lifejacket and helmet. there might be
times in surf situations that you might strip the leash off, but for the most on the water situations,
leashes work.
must be required
na
Need the leash in surf white water and beginers
No leashes for inland SUP. Leashes tend to get caught on rocks or rapids. Life jackets should be worn in
lue of leashes for inland SUP.
No policeing necessary.
No short cuts on leash quality should be allowed. A tie down strap or rope is not adequate and high
quality leashes are very abundant in the surf industry. A leach needs to be roughly equal to the length
of the board and have a properly fitted velcro release cuff, swivel mechanism, stretchable design with
rail guard and proper velcro closure at the leash plug end.
Not that I want to be required to wear either, but, if there has to be one or the other (a pfd or a leash), I
would rather see a leash requirement than a pfd. Whether windy conditions or not, the board will never
be swept away from the paddler. But, again, I would prefer not to be required to wear either.
Now I feel strongly that a leash should be required. In surf and in flat water. If you fall off and if there
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are currents or winds and your board drifts away, and you aren't wearing a PFD (or if it's attached to the
board like the current requirements), you drown.
one should always be worn
One should always have one on (unless they are in some very tiny pond). In any sort of wind/current,
it's rediculous to not be wearing one.
only in surf
Optional on touring, mandatory in public surf locations.
People should be able to determine whether or not they need a leash in a specific location.
Question 7 asked for type of leash- should have an answer choice that says "none worn" or not be a
required question
Quick release...must be qr
Same answer as for life-jackets. Wearing a leash should be a common-sense decision, but I wouldn't
want the government doing all my thinking for me.
If you go into rough waters without a leash, you deserve to lose your board. I don't see why we'd need
to regulate it.
Same as last answer.
Same as previous response: mandated for all except in competition with waiver.
Same as said before. I don't want to be required to wear a leash. I will wear one when I SUP surf and
when I deem conditions or situations to be too rough to not wear it.
Same response as pfd. Leave the choice up to the individual to practice safety or not.
see last feedback same holds true.
See previous comment.
See previous comments.
See response to question 12 please.
Should absolutely be mandatory.
Should always be on a quick release and connected to the pfd ideally in place of the leg
should be option like windsurfing
Should be personal preference depending on the conditions.
Should be recommended to all renters outside of a river locations
Should be worn at all times.
Should be worn on open waters. Seeing a board without a paddler can lead to an expensive search.
Should be worn, again for the novice user, but more for the protection of others so you do not have
"runaway" boards. This is different than for a canoe, kayak as my view is there are more falls from SUPs
with the ability of the board to "shoot off".
Should not be necessary for flat, calm water. Necessary for flowing water or surf.
Should only be required in surf zone
Should only be required in surf zones and offshore situations with the wind speeds greater than 10
knots.
Shouldn't be mandatory
Specific leashes are designed for specific venues. Certain leashes can actually become a dangerous
piece of equipment if worn in the incorrect venue.
Surf leashes should have a mandatory breakaway function
The leash is highly beneficial while in waves. Otherwise not so much.
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The leash is up to the user, but I think it should be suggested that leashes are not worn on the river or in
conditions that could present an entrapment hazards, or at least all leashes should be attached to a
swiftwater rescue belt and never directly to the ankle or body.
The leash needs to be the primary SUP safety device. I use a coiled leash as it does not drag or catch on
debris. The leash keeps me connected to the huge buoyancy of my SUP - the single most important safe
practice of overall SUP operation.
The leash should be an option for the paddle boarder to use when in particular paddle situations.
The proper leash set up for the environmeny (flat, surf, rapids) is just as important as a PFD
The safest leash I've seen is a product from Boardworks Surf. It has carabiner that can clip on to the
person (on a pfd strap) and a quick release built into the leash (this is mainly for rivers, the venue I
paddle most often).
For flatwater, a leash attached to a calf or ankle is more than sufficient.
The sport of SUP is growing at rapid speeds allowing a lot of non-water friendly people out on our
waterways. We have to look at this general public and keep them safe, requiring them to be leashed
will prevent any negative publicity due to not being properly prepared. There are always exceptions,
but I look at this like the bike helmet rule.
The venue should dictate the use of the leash.
The vessel--at least the SUPs I own and use--is the best survival equipment that I have. Not using a leash
for me is foolish.
there are times and places for leashes. its not realistic to make everyone have one on at all times
There is truly no reason I can think of not to wear one, at least not for fitness / racing types of paddling.
I don't even realize mine is there after it's been on 2-3 minutes. It is an excellent safety tool, easy to
use, and happens to be relatively inexpensive. Why wouldn't you wear one?
These should always be required; quick-release style for rivers, lakes and rapids.
They are good in instances where the board could be blown or carried away by currents.
They are necessary
They should not be a requirement at all.
They will kill you on a river, leave to discression of the operator
This is personal preference, common sense should dictate not law. Leash can be an entanglement
hazard and PFD is almost ALWAYS a more secure safety device than the board in strong winds or current
etc. Do not regulate leash only PFD! For law to state that person must have leash if not wearing a PFD
implies that the leash may save their life, kind of like calling a PFD a "Life Vest". Bad consequences and
this law WILL NOT STAND for long. The law suits will come like wild fire, don't get swept up in it!
This is the "rub". In order to safely rely on the floatation of the board you have to stay with the board.
Hence the need for a leash.
This is the "rub". In order to safely rely on the floatation of the board you have to stay with the board.
Hence the need for a leash.
This opens the door to more governmental meddling in private business. Will there now have to be a
USCG approved leash? Will the rating be as onerous and time consuming to get as trying to get a new
PFD design approved?
I prefer an all out exemtion like windsurfers have.
under NO circumstances should a leash be mandatory. However if you are wearing a leash, it should
qualify and meet the pfd requirement
use them. They're good for you.
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Use when you think you should depending on the conditions.
Very important on windy days on any body of water but it is NOT a flotation device but rather a board
retrieval device.
we all know about this dilemna:
Surf Stand
Whitewater Stand.
I think it should be not a mandatory item without proper training.
we tried leashes & pfd's and it was just too much for our harbor customers...so we use the type V on
anyone 18 and over and the rest wear type III for safety without any leashes whatsoever.
Wearing a leash is the most sensible protection.
Weather coiled or straight,the leash allows the board to become the passengers pfd even if the
passenger can't climb onto the board.
When leashe is used on rivers there must ba always the possibillity to unconnect id needed!!
When the rider is seperated from a sailboard; the downed sail acts as a sea anchor to slow drift. But a
rider seperated from their SUP in rough conditions (not wearing a leash) will likely not be able to swim
fast enough to catch their drifting board.
This is my rational for requiring leashes but making PFDs optional.
While I do not feel leashes should be mandatory, especially on whitewater, it is safe practice to wear
one on flat water and in surf conditions. Personally, I feel safer knowing I am attached by a leash to my
board rather than that I am required to wear a pfd.
While not as vital as a PFD, and potentially dangerous in some situations (surf, for example), I've found
that the leash limits the distance I have to swim after falling off my board. In instances where the wind
is blowing hard, it will prevent losing the board. Leashes on SUP boards are just as important as they
are on surfskis ... we have that accident in Minnesota last October to remind us where that can lead!
While on rivers leashes should never be worn around the ankle. Only with a quick release Type 5 jacket.
Who freakin cares if some one wears a leash or not?!?!?! If they lose their board, that's on them!!
Why wouldn't you? I see NO disadvantage - but again, I'm only on flatwater - not surfing.
Wind, waves, current can take a board away from a paddler... wearing one is a good practice.
Without the leash you can hurt others with a loose board. A leash should be always worn.
You must always wear a leash I feel this is important.
You only need a leash when surfing. Don't over due it!!
Your board is still your best flotation deviceâ€¦ and a usable rescue device, as well.
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14. Additional Feedback – Legislation
Please provide any feedback on legislative issues (local, state, or federal) for SUP. This could
include wording of links to legislation that you agree with, or disagree with. This could also
include your opinion on whether or not lifejacket and leash wear should be mandated under
any circumstances, or just certain circumstances (for example youth, or only in whitewater, or
all the time, etc). If could include comments about your support towards legislation that would
require lifejackets and / or leashes to be worn or your opposition to that motion.
Complete submission data - 168 written responses submitted
I feel it should be up to rider to choose
...
a mandatory leash law would be way more useful than a mandatory PFD law, even though I believe that
both are not useful. I think it should be left up to personal discretion.
Again, I am strongly opposed to legislation that would require lifejackets or leashes to be worn on a SUP.
I have already gone into detail in previous questions as to why.
All purchasers of a new SUP should be mandated to take a 2 hour safety course, either online or at their
local shop. This would cover safety topics like PDF, leash use, and etiquette. Only after proof of the
course is the new board handed over. This will be a pain for those with experience, but at least the
kooks will have no excuse.
The only mandate on PDF's should be for open-ocean crossings, or when the distance is greater than
one-half mile from shore. Beyond that, the Coast Guard should not concern itself with SUPs, and should
charge for any rescues.
Already stated.
As I stated already, leashes mandatory. PFDs up to users and race directors. If you have a PFD attached
to your board and your board is not attached to you, then it is a bad situation if you can't get your board
or PFD. Wearing the leash should be regulation.
As previously stated, I support education rather than legislation & enforcement for PFD wear but would
support legislation which required PFD wear for youth.
As stated before, leashes are only appropriate in certain flat water scenarios. legislation should require
wearing the PFD not just carrying it. Also, legislation should address racing SUPs and give them a waiver
from PFDs, like racing canoes and racing kayaks, rowing shells already have. See 33 CFR 175.17 (c). All
classes of racing paddlecraft need to be treated the same way in a race.
As SUP gets more and more popular, it would be nice to have a definitive answer to what is mandatory
and what is suggested for SUP use. Please take into consideration that we do not have storage
capacities on a lot of our boards, we are more active and have more body movement, and can use our
boards as flotation devices easier than a kayak. I think we all want to save any potential dangers, but we
also want to be able to enjoy ourselves without being expected to be overwhelmed with equipment for
a leisurely day in the water.
As the SUP NTX owner and now as a ACA Level 2 SUP Instructor, we are finishing our 3rd season of
renting SUP's. We have had, at current count, 4200+ SUP'ers on our boards in all kinds of conditions. We
have had countless rescues and conditions that have needed immediate attention. It is my opinion, as a
current Life Guard and very long time surfer, that a Leash and a Life Jacket both should be Mandatory.
This is the safest solution. I understand the argument for impact surf zones, but anything else should
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require BOTH. I will be getting involved with the ACA about this. Our rental operations can provide
valuable info reguarding this very subject. Kevan Burt
As this sport is becoming mainstream lets keep it safe!
Basically, legislative requirements, unless consistently enforced and accepted by community are
undesireable. The only time governmental control should be considered is when conflicting uses of
commonly-owned resources (navigable waterways, for instance) occur, and least-intrusive standards
need to be set for overall safety, such as when jet skiers "buzz" SUP or other non-motorized craft; i.e.,
when common sense accommodation is ignored for the sake of self-centered ego trips and
demonstrations of bravado.
Beach SUP- no PFD, please. Should be treated like surfers.
both pfds and a leash should be worn on whitewater. if one loses their vessel they could do harm to
others and themselves. children should definately wear a pfd,
Common sense should prevail in place of Federal, State or local legislation.
Considering the explosion of popularity within the sport, I would agree that some form of safety
legislation should be implemented. I think requiring people to wear a PFD when paddling a distance
offshore and outside the surf zone is a fair request and, most likely, everyone should wear a leash all the
time. Otherwise, we're just going to get bogged down in semantics. Mahalo!
Consistent rules in all jurisdictions would help. SUP rental businesses should be required to provide
basic instruction to customers, and require appropriate safety equipment use.
Current legislation is fine. However not wearing a PFD on a SUP is ok. leash is mandatory for safety
Definitely against the requirement of having to have a pfd on board an sup. A leash provides better
protection should you fall off the board. I feel it should be a personal decision and not something to be
ticketed for.
Dillon Reservoir in Colorado requires full wet/dry suit regardless of conditions. I would like to see this
changed.
As far as the PFD issue, I think SUPs should be treated like other paddle craft.
Don't have enough info. at this time.
Educate don't regulate!
En EspaÃ±a el SUP estÃ¡ gobernado por la FederaciÃ³n EspaÃ±ola de Surf y es una disciplina mÃ¡s
dentro del surfing http://www.boe.es/buscar/doc.php?id=BOE-A-2012-4986 Por lo tanto hacemos mÃ¡s
hincapiÃ© en el leash como elemento de seguridad
SÃ³lo cuando estamos en lagos o rÃos nos guiamos por la reglamentaciÃ³n local
For now: all rental and resort businesses must require the use of PFD's and leashes. Perhaps individual,
private, boarders may choose to use a leash or a PFD. I am not some bleeding heart. These fools drown
and I may lose access to the water. In an ideal world they would all drown before reproducing
Generally I dont feel sup's should be classified as vessels. This comes from the fact that my sup
surfboards are short and light ( under 15 pounds), thus lighter than many long boards. I understand that
there is danger in ocean harbors and wherewever there are boats and sup's in the same area. Especially
now with so many non water experienced people paddling sups, because they are so user friendly and
just easy enough to get them in danger quickly.
Have not done enough research, but would agree with wording that would limit requirement of PFD to
paddling a certain distance from the coastline and exempt use on intercoastal waterways (and similar
venues)
having a jacket "on board" is pointless. It will be on the SUP if you're in the water. If you can get the
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jacket you can get the board. go figure.
Helmets and breakaway leasehes on whitewater mandatory
http://legislacion.derecho.com/anuncio-30-noviembre-0002-direccion-general-de-la-marina-mercante3368396
this is a Link to a website were you can find regulations in Mexico, Spain, Itali, and different countries.
I advocate an exemption from any requirement for leash or PFD. Same as windsurfers.
I am against legslation that would require lifejackets, PFDs to be worn while standuppaddling.
I am not opposed but do see a lot of paddleboarders not wearing PFDs. In fact, I am one of the only ones
at my local lake who wears one. It is not enforced. If the stats support it, I could see it being optional in
calm water. But kayakers drown in calm water too. I don't see the leash being mandatory but I am open
to all opinions.
I am not sure if leashes are safe in white water.
I believe youths , whitewaters and small craft warnings should require leashes and wearing of pfd on
sup.
I believe leashes and jackets have their time and place and should be left to the discretion of the user.
I believe that specific legislation related to PFDs and leashes should be restircted to local areas because
the water conditions are unique between localities. I'm comfortable with state legislation pertaining to
commercial SUP rentals but they should leave private citizens out of the legislation. If a person can't
swim and chooses not wear a leash or a PFD, that is their decision and they should know better. You
cannot legislate common sense.
I believe that there should be no legislation, and it should be up to the individual as to whether they
want to wear and leash or life jacket
I can understand the requirement of leashes and/or lifejackets in certain situations like high wind or
rough sea, but I personally do not use it when conditions are fair.
I could see youth under 16 having to have a vest on. But not an adult as long as they have a leash.
I disagree with any legislation. If legislation is needed I believe a leash at all times would be an
acceptable compromise.
I do believe that children should be required to wear a pfd at tall times, as well as anyone navigating
whitewater.
I live in the state of Utah. Our legislative body requires anyone teaching SUP to not only have their Safe
Boaters Certificate, but a Captain's License (or be within view of someone with a Captain's License).
Pretty ridiculous! People piloting a motorized craft are not required to have a Safe Boater's Certificate
OR a Captain's License.
I do not agree with the legislation and feel it should be updated to reflect the sport as it is more similar
to surfing where none of these requirements are enacted.
I do NOT support ANY legislation that interferes with the freedom to make my own choices, especially
where it involves personal decisions on how I conduct recreational activities on non-motorized water
vessels.
I do not think a leash or life jacket should be mandatory. Common sense however would suggest
wearing a life jacket in difficult whitewater and wearing a leash in crowded surf conditions.
I do not thInk we Need a pfD
I don't believe a leash should be mandated or prohibited for any reason. I do believe the requirement
for a PFD outside the surf zone is reasonable, given that a person standing on a board (just as in a canoe)
runs a greater risk of concussion when falling off - and may therefore be unable to swim or float
unaided.
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I don't feel that leashes should be required. They are not required for surfing although strongly
recommended and 99% of people wear them anyway because they understand the risk involved with a
rogue board. Leashes are good and have their place. Education is more important. I would strongly
recommend leashes in certain situations and for certain people. The same is true for PFD's. Children
yes, adults no. People need to understand the risk and make decisions based on the water and weather
that they will be traveling in.
I don't have to wear a helmet on my motorcycle on my way to the lake, but I HAVE to wear a life cest
once I'm out there? Seems a bit out of whack to me...
I don't like mandates of any kind, so that about sums up my feelings, eh?
I feel leases should be mandatory
I feel the current classification with some details will suffice. The board is in it's on right a floating
device. That would be the most simple way to make a decision, the board can be the PFD.
I have been involved with local, state and federal organizations helping to bring universal rules,
regulations and treatment of SUP's, similar to all paddlecraft. I believe demonstrating how a SUP works
and behaves in certain conditions is extremely important, since it is a new sport here on the mainland.
This type of dialogue with the various bodies of government can reduce the preconceived ideas as to
what a SUP is and how to operate one. Currently, I am working, along with my husband Dave Englund,
with the U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers on going through the locks on the Mississippi river. Currently, a
SUP is not premitted in the locks anywhere on the Mississippi river independently. This means that as a
stand up paddle boarder, we would physically have to get ourselves and our boards into another
watercraft in order to lock through. We did a demonstration at the St. Anthony Falls Lock and Dam site
in Minneapolis, MN on September 6, 2012. In attendance was the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S.
Coast Guard and the Mn DNR. It was a positive experience. Attached is the link to the video I took
during our demonstration. These agencies are now reviewing their rules and hopefully in the future
SUP's will be able to enter the locks on their own.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwJyTJujnFM
I have heard that some areas/locales require a SUP board to be registered just like a boat because of it's
designation as a 'vessel'. This seems somewhat ridiculous and unfair. Surfers are not required to
register surf boards and when I kayaked I never had to register my kayaks either.
I have NO strong opinions on legislation one way or another. I personally WILL wear a life jacket because
I feel naked without one. I will be likely to play on a SUP only on a pond or tidal estuary where I might or
might not wear a leash.
I know that the safest option is to always wear a pfd.....
I don't really like to wear one...prefer waist pack when I am paddling for pleasure.
when i am instructing I always wear one.
I live in Switzerland and here there are no specific regulations concerning the activity of stand up
paddling. Since it is a gray zone, everyone does what he thinks it is best for his own security.
I oppose all legislation requiring lifejackets and or leashes while on a SUP. I believe in education and
paddling within ones limitations.
I oppose any legislation to require leashes or PFDs on SuPs. Although I use a leash frequently it is my
choice.
I oppose laws requiring adults to have life jackets on SUP's. However, one of the tests that could be used
if they are required is the distance from the shoreline the paddle boarder is. Perhaps, something like a
mile from shore, then a life jacket is required.
I support legislation as appropriate. It gives policy and land managers grounds to inspect and ensure that
participants are safe, and it sets the expectation that paddlesport participants needs to be careful
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because on the water activities are inherently dangerous.
I support making it a requirement to have a life jacket with you while outside surf zones.
I support the legislation that exists and appreciate how the surf zone exception has been handled with
regard to PFD use. The limitations of the SUP in wind and waves is not well understood by the public so
I feel it is reasonable to expect that basic safety equipment be used such as a PFD and leash.
I think a leash should be mandatory, and quick release ones mandatory in white water conditions
i think for others saftey and for the sup surfer, they should wear a leash, or if they do not want the drag
of a leash while paddling flat water then a waste pack with pfd
I think it is vital that single-chamber inflatables be permitted for use in state park areas for whitewater
and flat-water use. They are superior in many ways and offer a truly viable craft for down-river
navigation. It isn't fair that we are subjected to using more dangerous and less adequate plastic-hulled
designs or the three chamber inflatable versions.
I think leash use and PFD use should be left up to the participant. Let people learn from their own
judgment, for the most part they only hurt themselves. However, I don't see pushing pfd use as a bad
idea, except for maybe in the surf zone were swimming under a wave could be beneficial. As for rivers, I
don't want to see leashes being pushed as they can easily be miss used by inexperienced users and
create potentially deadly entanglement hazard. Leashes in the surf zone can help collisions and bad
swims.
i think leashes might not be a good idea in white water.
I think lifejackets should be mandatory. I even wear one when I am sail boat racing on a large boat while
the crew doesn't. If I fall off my board or out of the sailboat or am flipped out of my kayak, that lifejacket
is my chance at survival especially if I am hurt or not conscious. I want to paddleand sail until I am a very
old lady so the lifejacket stays on. I also won't paddle with someone who doesn't wear one. I would
need to see more research on leashes but I prefer to wear one.
i think PFDs should be worn all the time (except in surf and swimming areas), leashes optional. SUPs are
vessels and should meet the same requirements (including lights and signaling devices for night use).
SUPs started as a variation of surfing, but there has been so much divergence that they are very
different sports now. Unfortunately, there is often the attitude that everything SUP is traditional
surfing. Highlighting the differences in the sports may help people understand the different needs and
requirements.
I think that leashes should be mandatory and PFDs should not be mandatory under any circumstances
except for youth and they should be required to wear them only in flat water, not surf.
I think that legislation that requires either lifejacket wear or leash wear is essential.
I think that on flat water or calm rivers not wearing a PFD is ok. It's so hard to say definitely yes or no
because the rules should really be flexible to certain SUPers abilities.
I think the end user should be left to make the choices.
I think the only reasonable mandate would be having a leash in whitewater. Mandates for youth is ok as
well but adults can make their own decisions.
i think youths should be required to wear PFD's. peer pressure could make some kids do silly things. i
kind of think of it like bike helmets. adults aren't required to wear helmets, but they're stupid not to. i
think a bike helmet = a leash. a pfd is like a bike lane on a busy street. a whole lot safer, but doesn't
guarantee anything.
may not be the best analogy, but oh well.
I want science to drive legislation and education to drive common practice. No studies, no hasty
legislation. SUPing is worlds apart from many other watersports and our expiernce and observation
should dictate how we move forward as a community.
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I would like more information about the water ways and situations that would require the use of a life
jacket and leash.
I would support legislation that offered the paddler the option to use either a lifejacket or a leash at
their discretion depending on the circumstances.
I would want to know why certain sports are exempt to leashes and PFD, in comparison.
I'd like there to be more experience before supporting any legislative approach. At this point,
intelligent and informed advocacy is better.
I'd like to see the results of this survey: markhsingleton@gmail.com
If a board is considered a vessel then it should have the same rules as a vessel. It is up to the individual
to be knowledgeable in the sport and use of the vessel and water conditions to make an informed
decision on what best fits their needs.
If any young child is on a SUP with a grown up the child should be WEARING a PFD.
Other than that a leash should be mandatory .
If sailboards riders are exempt from wearing PFD , they are also in the same areas as SUP's .Why they
and not SUP riders. As SUP riders , we have more control over our ''Vessel'' than sailboarders who are at
the mercy of the wind. We have more control . Just my thought..
if the law will require either la eash or pfd then that is reasonable compromise as wearing a leash
interferes only minimaly with the experience, it protects others in the surf zone, it may avoid the
potential search and rescue operation and its inexpensive to implement.I would agree that would be
good compromise.
If we, do not regulate ourselves others, goverments will
I'm really for any type of legislation that will keep as much water open for SUPs as possible. I'm less
concerned about safety regulation than I am about access in general.
In Europe there are NO safety legislation requirements for SUP and yet fewer people die or are injured
doing it. This might be because the SUPer can judge best for themself what is safest.
In general I do not support government regulation or intervention especially when it involves protecting
"me from myself." But short of no mandated regulation, I would support requiring a leash, not a PFD.
The board is the floatation, just stay with it.
In general I do not support government regulation or intervention when it involves protecting "me from
myself." But short of no mandated regulation, I would support requiring a leash, not a PFD. The board is
the floatation, just stay with it.
In my opinion leashes and lifejackets on SUP's should be optional. It's not a boat - it's just a board.
It may be necessary to require PFD's or life jackets for rental board fleets! The most accidents I've heard
of on SUP have been by inexperienced renters. I see many new people trying it out who do not
understand boating rules or understand the nature of the water.
it needs to be more specific and detailed.
It should be a crime for a powerboat to run down someone on an SUP and there should be strong
criminal penalties. Obviously, boat owners think they can run down SUP's in No Wake Zones at high
speeds.
Its should be addopted to the legal situation of the country or state the users are comming from.
Keep it simple, One or the other at all times.
Leashes are very important and at minimum, leashes or pfd's should be required with all of the new
people gettign itno the sport.
Leashes should be optional, PFD's should be mandatory outside the surf and swim zone. Why are PFD's
not required on sailboards? I didn't know that before this survey...doesn't make any sense.
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Leashes, always. PFD's of some sort, always on or on "board".
Legislation wants the safest alternative for the largest number of people, I support that. However, the
legislature needs to have personally experienced or knows someone well who has personally
experienced some of the downfalls associated with the use of safety devices for the SUPs for there to be
real change in the paddle sports world.
Let those who ride decide. An cheap inflatable water toy requires no PFD but is more dangerous to play
in rivers and lakes than a SUP, yet the SUP riders must wear a PFD even though their toy or vessel is
unlikely to deflate and sink. Either everyone must wear one or we can all choose to wear one. Let's not
single out individuals because they use a paddle.
Lifejackets should be required to be worn at all times.
Limit the rules and let law enforcement focus on crime not jaming regs down our mouths m
Looking for further education as Im currently a Certified SUPs intructor. Never can have enough
knowledge or experience. thank-you
Mandating lifejackets for youth doesn't sound like a bad idea. I would strongly support mandating
people to wear lifejackets in whitewater
My comments on the PFD section pretty much sums it up. While legislation works to prevent harm and
possible death in the few people who might make stupid decisions, it catches everyone in the net. This
activity has historic and cultural roots that should not be legislated. Sudden popularity of an activity
should not necessarily be a reason to suddenly care. Maybe a distinction between busy waterways with
other boats can be made...
My previous answers answer this.
na
No comment at this time.
No Comment
no PFD for surf or where leash is worn and can be seen from land
nothing further to add, given that I make my living with SUP and will always abide by the legally safe
method of choice.
Paddle boards are floatation devices. Less regulation will make all safer as we rely on our common
sense.
Paddleboards used on inland waters or within a quarter mile of shore should be exempt from wearing or
carrying life jackets. They should be voluntary. People paddling alone in isolated areas should be
required to wear them, but that should be common sense. White water and open ocean/lake should
wear them also common sense.
People will not always do what is legislated, nevertheless, legislation should be pursued to make PFDs
mandatory for SUPs. No one likes to believe that they will be the ones who get into trouble but when
they do, they will be darn glad they are wearing a PFD. If this won't fly for adults, please, please, please
make it mandatory for children. If their parent won't protect them, someone has to.
PFD just on kids.
PFD OR leash, must be worn at all times. No PFD sound fun, but to change the law for a few decitaded
paddlers and open up the flood gates of law suits is not a good idea. PFDs and leashes are also big
money makers for retailers.
PFD should be required to be "ON BODY", take out "On Board" and leashes should be required while
underway, except while anchored to the bottom. Ie. as in fishing, diving, yoga, or as a swimming
platform. Leashes should be mandatory on Navigable waterways and encouraged on whitewater with
proper training.
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PFD should be worn at all times by people of all ages on all public water, because most people in this
country are in poor health and ignore weather conditions and don't secure their PFD's to the water
craft.
At the very least it should not be legal for a person to paddle a SUP with the PFD just sitting on top of
the board where it can be blown off within seconds and due to a bit of indecision they can loose both
the PFD and their board and their corpse will make the sport look bad for the rest of us on the TV News.
PFD's only required in whitewater.
PFDs should absolutely be required for all paddlers.
Pfd's should be law except in the surf zone.
Leashes should be worn in the surf zone, other venues should be up to the sup paddler at his/her own
risk.
PFDs should be mandatory for anyone under 16 years.
Rental operations should be required to ensure PFDs and leashes are available for all customers. THiS IS
PROBABLY WHERE YOU WILL SEE THE BIGGEST ISSUES WITH SAFETY AND INJURY. Customers can sign a
non-pfd release. Rental ops should have a safety outline waiver/notification. All rental boards should
have a leash.
I like the idea of mandatory PFD/Leash regulation for anyone outside 0.5 miles from shore. Organized
races should be exempt. Closer than 0.5 miles from shore, outside the surff zone, leash should be
required and satisfactory.
PFDs should not be mandated (except perhaps in whitewater, similar to existing requirements in place
by the US Forest Service at many southeastern rivers).
Please stop telling me to wear a PFD on any vessel, Let people take some personal responsibilty for
themselves. Stupidity has it's own reward, so let each individual have the freedom to choose.
Possibly some requirement about children under the age of 12 having a PFD on board could make sense
in non surf conditions.
Refer to comment from # 12.
Requiring leashes in a river setting is a bad idea to me. Obviously surf style leashes in particular. I think
this should remain up to the individual. I guess I wouldn't be opposed to lifejackets being up to the
individual either. I think lifejackets are a good idea and would continue to teach that regardless of the
laws.
Rules and regulations are put in place to keep stupid people from doing really stupid things. On the flip
side if you put too many rules on SUP it's going to smother the sport. I use a leash ever time I go out and
I feel that my board is my PFD. But I also don't push the limits when I paddle. If I did go out by myself in
more advanced water, then yes I would feel better with a life jacket, but I don't do that. I think if you
teach people the ins and outs and dangers of paddling then people should be able to make their own
choice one way or another.
Sail board and sup rules the same
Secondary passangers, regardless of age, should be required to wear a lifejacket.
Only one rider per board should use a leash.
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See previous comment on "if you use an inflatable, it must be worn to meet the requirement."
We first started SUPing in Washington DC on the Potomac River in the summer of 2008. We read the
PFD rules and regulations early on and have kept abreast of them. Nearly every one of us has grown up
a waterman--surfing or paddling. Initially, the DC River Cops were very curious, but we practiced safety
and we let ourselves be seen. Some DC River Cops came close and asked questions and ensured we
knew of impending temporary dangers. But there was one and only one who harrassed us about
donning our PFDs which we all carry. We think he was personally fearful of the water or our sport.
Once we even had to telephone his Chief to ask him to stop hounding us. Eventually, the Dept appeared
to come around as we have had clinics with them through DC Surfriders of the Surfrider Foundation. All
this to say, as much and sports enthusiasts and tourists should practice safety in their sport, so should
enforcers such as DC River Cops be aware of the USCG legislation, observe and learn about what people
are doing in their sport, and encourage safe outdoor recreation for the general public before limiting or
restricting the activities.
See previous comments. My view is safety should be up to the paddler. People using a SUP in calm
water should no more be required to carry a pfd or wear a leash than someone playing on an air
mattress. But if there must be rules, the rule should be that wearing a leash exempts the paddler from
the need to carry a pfd.
Strick enforcement and fines for other powered vessels (mainly jet skis) that come to close to SUP
paddlers or go out of their way to not avoid SUP paddling craft or purposely cause unnecessary wakes.
Strive for consistency in the laws - lots of "vessels" out there: kayaks, prone surfboards, SUPs,
windsurfing, etc. All in the same general area - if one needs a PFD, then all need them.
SUP boards and their use have their own circumstances that require immediate revision of current
legislation. The failure of current legislation to address this properly is only misleading people and
forcing them into practices that decrease their personal safety. Current law in many areas requires the
SUP board user to maintain a PFD on board, which leads paddlers to strapping a PFD to the board. This
provides a false sense of security to the paddler, and does nothing to prevent the separation of the
paddler from their board, which is the largest risk the SUP paddler faces. The paddler now confident
that they are lawfully practicing safety may ignore common sense and practice of accessing the body of
water they are paddling, monitoring changing weather conditions, their swimming distance from shore,
being outside a monitored venue, and use of a safety leash. There are many different forms of water
that a SUP board may be used in, each have their own conditions that demand different forms of safety
practice. Laws that require a USCG PFD on board or being worn, do not truly address safety properly,
and are misleading practices.
SUP users should not be mandated to wear a PFD or leash.
Stop over regulating.
Is a PFD mandatory for swimming?
Thanks.
Thanks. Good luck.
The biggest problem I see at all levels of enforcement is that it is to open to the different officers
personal opinions. Clearly if your are within a bay, tidal area, wadinig area, swimming area, or surfing
area lifejackets are not necessary. If you are in an area where swimming is prohibitted then you have a
better argument.
The blanket age restrictions are tough. There are 12-years olds who are doing the Molokai crossing. And
there are 60 year olds who can't wade in a baby pool. Having an exemption for pdfs would be optimal, if
only for surf, exercise/training/racing. It won't help protect people and it will kill a large part of the joy
of the sport. It should have the same restrictions as a surf board or a prone paddleboard. Those are
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closer than and canoe or kayak. And I LVOE canoes and Kayaks. They are just different animals.
The idea that legislation can protect people is ridiculous and ineffective. Stupid humans will always find
a way to die is stupid ways regardless of the legal strictures in place. I personally think that a lifejacket
provides a false sense of safety for people who attempt to surpass their skill level in dangerous
conditions.
The legislation should be done at the same level as current boating/pdf laws are done.
The less legislation; the better.
The over reaching of government control needs to stop.
Every little step they take to control every aspect of my life is leading to totalitarian control.
Totalitarianism (or totalitarian rule) is a political system where the state recognizes no limits to its
authority and strives to regulate every aspect of public and private life wherever feasible.[1]
The pfd regulation has become a "reign of terror" for avid SUP paddlers.
Your organization must help HPWA to reverse this policy asap.
The loss of respect for USCG and the coat tail marine patrols has become "us and them".
I grew up in the water respecting the men and women who.were there to save my.life.
The officers who wore blue fatigues and guns to police a bunch of SUP racers at Tahoe Nalu last month
set the USCG relations with the.recreatuonal community back a decade
The Standup Paddle Alliance is at the forefront of safety, education, environment and access.
there is already to much legislation pertaining to what we do.
There needs to be less legislation for any type of ocean sport. SUP will not cause people to be lost at
sea. Stupid people will do stupid things and get into trouble. The less gear that is required will force
people to think before they go, and not go when conditions are serious. The more safety gear that is
required, the more people will go out and do something, even if it is beyond their skill level, fitness and
abilities-expecting "the gear" to keep them safe. SUP (unlike boats and PWC) are not a hazard to other
ocean users (outside the surf zone) or to the environment. Let paddle craft be free !!!
There should be standardized PFD requirements for youth.
They should always be mandatory in open ocean, whitewater, for children or people unable to swim.
It should be optional in flat water for adults who can swim.
Those that included Paddleboards under vessel legislation did it because they don't understand the
equipment. Now they are too lazy to amend their poor decision and create legislation specific to SUP
use. They instead continue to try and apply boat specific legislation to a device that only resembles a
boat in the fact that both are used on water. If you saw a board in half it still floats. A boat would not
float if sawed in half. The practice of placing a PFD on a board just to appease law enforcement is
dangerous. A leash worn is the only safe option on all bodies of water except rivers.
unfortunately you can't legislate intelligence. children and non swimmers should use some sort of life
saving device.
User choice. Know your limits, the conditions and act accordingly. Natural selection works.
we are writing new code for all paddlecraft right now.
We don't need a whistle.
We need to educate the Coast Guard on the value of a leash and on where and when it is best used. In
the surf a PFD is a danger, just like a leash on white water. A blanket rule is as bad as the current rule in
place, the legislators need to be educated.
We use a saying when we ride our quads in the desert, ATGATT... All the gear, all the time.
Wearing a PFD gives a false sense of security to people with little or no experience. They should not be
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required. Leashes should be required.
While I agree that everyone on the water needs to follow the rules of the road, I strongly oppose federal
regulation of our SUP's. Federal regulation of a surf board is ridiculous. I have heard of people being
fined $600! SUP's operators should be educated and your training programs can do that.
Recommendations, not regulations.
Whistle rule is a pain on our lake dnr hassles sups and kayak while pwc and boats swerve around doing
what they want
Whitewater for PFDs and leashes shouldshould up to the individual
Why does everything have to be mandated, I believe leases are part of the standard equipment of the
sport of SUP & as such should not need to be mandated - just good education.
PFD's & life jackets are only needed by non swimmers & are actually a hazzard in the extreme aspects of
the sport where non swimmers have no right to be.
with all of the different PFD available, outside of the surf zone or on inland waters or rivers the standard
must be mandatory wear and encouragement of appropriate education.
You don't see kayakers leashed to their assholes while they do their water activities, why should it be
any different. I don't wear a life jacket. My life. My choice. I would only wear a life jacket if I was in the
water in a section I know is above my abilities. If i am on calm water, there is no way I am going to be
wearing one. If I was in surf or a river, then yes. If I was on a large body of water with crafts that go
faster then someone paddling, i. e. a speed boat, then yes as I can not control their actions. But if I am
on calm water, not going to happen.
Youth and whitewater pfd use has my support.
Youth, same age restrictions as motorboats, should have to use a PFD. inflatable pfd's need to be more
cost effective for PFD's to really gain attention. old style, or kayak style pfd's are annoying, bulky, and
seriously impede your ability to paddle competitively.
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